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Forest renewal 
It costs time and money to spend 
money when it comes to 
enhancing our forests.\NEWS A5 
Culinary students saute, roast 
and grill as they train for 
competition.\COMMUNITY B1 
Cream of the coaches 
Eighteen local coaches have been 
nominated for Coach of the Year 
honours,\SPORTS B7 
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Hate graffitti linked to students 
By JEFF NAGEL phrases "Indians Die, Love White Boy . . . .  But the racism is another matter." Phillips said. "1 think it's probably two the community," Straker said. "We're 
RACIST MESSAGES smeared on a 
local native family's car Thursday night 
have been linked to a group of students 
at Caledonia Secondary School. 
A car in the driveway of Clarence 
Nyce's Thomhill home was wrapped m 
toilet paper, one side was kicked in, and 
messages were written in felt marker 
saying 'Kill all Indians', 'KKK', 'Nig- 
ger', and 'WANR'. 
That last word - 'WANR' - also 
appe~u'ed amid similar graffiti last week 
above the urinals in a Caledonia wash- 
room. Only there the initials were 
spelled out - "Whites Against Native 
Rights" 
Also there were was a swastika nd the 
and "Kill the N!gger." 
Nyce's son Zac believes he's the target 
of the vandalism and of a ctunpaign of 
h~u'rassment by a few students at school. 
Zac makes an unusual fashion state- 
ment that his teachers ay makes him 
somewhat of a target. 
He wears face paint, chains, and 
sometimes handcuffs and a straitjacket. 
"He doesn't deserve this," says native 
home schools coordinator Charleen 
Stokes. "I don't think anybody does." 
Caledonia principal Geoff Straker says 
to some extent Zac would be t,'u'geted for 
looking different regardless of his 
nationality. 
"He &u'es to be different," said Straker. 
Straker said he believes there are about 
15 or 16 kids in the group harassing Zac 
- and he says three or four of them are 
likely the perpetrators. "Three or four 
kids out of a population of 650 - that 
seems to be where it's coming from." 
Straker said it's the first time he's seen 
the slogan 'Whites Against Native 
Rights', although one student here told 
The Standard he'd seen it last year at 
Skeena Jr. Second,'u'y. 
Leslie Dickson and Tim Phillips - two 
Caledonia students who help publish a 
student newspaper there - say the group 
putting up hate graffiti is small and not 
representative ofthe school. 
"Most people say they're idiots," 
or three people." 
"Two or three who would write it - but 
more who would agree," says Dickson. 
She said a hu'ger number of students 
resent native students who will have tree 
access to university and college. 
"People say it's not fair they're getting 
money for university and computers and 
other students aren't." 
Both Dickson and Phillips believe their 
generation is generally more tolerant 
th=m their parents' generation. 
The racist attitudes of some of the Cal 
students are likely the product of their 
p,'u'ents' fears and frustrations, they said. 
Straker agrees. 
"What you see here is a reflection of 
going to be u small microcosm of what 
happens oat there." 
"All the problems of alcohol, drugs, 
poverty and people relating to one 
another - they're all going to flow into 
this building," he said. "We can't put a 
coccoon around our building." 
Clarence Nyce is seeking a meeting 
with the school botu'd about he incident. 
"This has gone beyond wmdalism- it's 
. • . ' . .  " .  . • , ,  open r,tc~sm ,rod ~t s dtsgustmg, he said. 
Terrace RCMP Staff Sgt. John 
Veldm,'m said the incident of vandalism 
is under investigation, but he was reluct- 
ant to call it racist. 
"Is it racism or did it happen because 
someone doesn't like someone lse?" 
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i Coming through! 
IT'S ALL DOWNHILL from here. Or at least that's what this 
youngster is hoping. She was at Shames recently and decided 
she'd rather go sledding than skiing. And if you go up to Shames 
on a,Monday or Tuesday, you'd better bring a sled too, because 
you won't be doing any skiing. Because of budget constraints, the 
ski hill will be closed those two days for the rest of the season. 
Roger's struggle to forgive 
By KATHLEEN BRANDSMA 
R 
OGER GRAY is 52 years old. 
He hasn't had a drink in eight 
years. He's learning what it's like 
to live on his own. 
He's learning how to let go of his anger. 
And he's learning how to forgive the man 
who sexually abused him over and over again 
when he was just five years old. 
Roger Gray now lives at the KiLsumkalum 
band reserve, but was a student at the Port AI- 
berni residential school on Vancouver Island 
from 1949 until 1952. 
For an entire year his dornl supervisor, Arthur 
Plint, forced Gray to perform sexual acts on 
him. The one time Gray tried to refuse, Plint 
beat him with a strap and forced him into sub- 
mission. 
Gray says the abuse went on nearly every 
other day. He says he was too embarrassed to
tell anybody about it, and scared of what would 
happen to him if he did. 
In March of 1995 Plint was sentenced to 
eleven years in prison after being convicted of 
numerous charges of indecent assault. 
Fifteen of the students who he assaulted - -  
Gray included - -  have sittce launched amassive 
lawsuit against Plint, the federal government, 
the United Church of Canada and three adminis- 
trators. 
The case claims unspecified amages. 
It was federal govemnlent policy at one time 
to remove native children from theh" homes and 
place them in the church run residential schools. 
Gray was taken from the Nanaimo Indian 
One man's story of life after residential school 
Hospital and placed in the school in 1949. 
He didn't get out until 1952. 
And his family never knew where he was. 
Gray was in the hospital recovering from a 
broken leg when he was removed. 
He'd had an accident while living in the Nass 
some time earlier and been shuffled from hospi- 
tal to hospital until he ended up in Nanaimo. 
By that time, he says, tuberculosis had set in, 
"if I can't forgive my abuser 
for what he's done, I'll never 
get rid of my anger." 
his whole leg was in a cast and'he was unable to 
move at all. To this day, that leg is shorter than 
the other one, and Gray walks with a very pro- 
nounced limp. 
" I  was walking by the time they took me to 
the school," Gray says. ',But because of my in- 
jury I had to go to a rest period," 
During those rest periods, Gray says he was 
left in a big, empty dorm by himself and that's 
where the abuse occurred. 
Gray says he lived at the school for four years, 
attd not once was he ever allowed off the 
grounds. 
"Kids who had rich parents would send 
money so they could go home during the holi- 
days," says Gray. "But my morn was on wel- 
fare and she didn't know where I was." 
So every time Christmas or Easter came 
around, Gray would be ammtg a handful of 
other students who stayed at the school. 
"I can remember how very, very lonely I 
was," he says. "I would go up to my room and 
cry because I was so very lonely." 
In 1952 Roger was finally rescued when a boy 
who knew him ran into his sister Rose, and 
asked if she had a brother named Roger. 
The boy told Rose that Roger was at the 
residential school, and another member of the 
family then sent money and Roger went to live 
with his family in Cedarville, They later moved 
to Terrace, but Gray asked to go to the residen- 
tial school in Edmonton because his morn was 
drinking quite heavily at the time. 
He finished his high school days there, many 
under the influence of alcohol. 
Gray started drinking when he was 14, and 
also did some pot, heroin, acid and cocaine. 
Before he finally went for help ill 1988 he 
married twice, abused both women, had four 
children, racked up three impaired charges, and 
spent wo weeks in jail for supplying liquor to a 
minor, 
Continued Page A12 
School can't 
meet demand 
PARENTS OF children at Uplands Elementary School 
are blaming people front outside the bench for enrolling 
there and contributing to the school's crtmch for space. 
More than 100 parents turned up at a public meeting 
Monday night aimed at finding ways of running the school 
in the face of increasing demand as more subdivisions go 
in on the bench. 
All space in next September's kindergarten classes filled 
up immediately daring pre-registrution last Tuesday. Some 
parents lined up as early as 6:00 a.m. to make sure their 
children got into that school. 
Several parents told Monday night's meeting that they 
believe too m,'my people from outside the school's catch- 
merit a rea -  the bench - are enrolling there. That's not 
allowed, but there's widespread suspicion that people are 
using relatives' and grandparents' addresses on the bench 
to enrol their children there. 
Uplands principal Dawn Martin said she's tried hard to 
keep people from enrolling from outside the bench, but 
added she aeeds names of the offenders if she's to crack 
down on them. 
"Come and tell ~ae who they are so I can do something 
about it," she told the crowd. "I'm not going to go to peo- 
ple's houses, knock on the door and make sure they sleep 
there, but l'll do my best to make sure they're in our catch- 
ment area." 
At the heart of the issue is the perception among many 
Terrace parents that Uplands is the place to be -- and inner 
city schools like E.T. Kenney Primary and Clarence 
Michiel Elementary are to be avoided. 
The income levels and ethnicity of that neighbourhood - 
and not the quality of the teaching - are what's behind that 
perception, said trustee Stew Christensen. 
"These things go in cycles," he said. "There was a time 
when Chu'ence Miehiel was the school of the district." 
For the short term, they're proposing to add a portable 
classroom and have two teachers plit a 30-student class to 
offer 51 kindergarten spaces next fidl at Uphmds. 
But school board officials concede it will be harder to 
satisfy demand in 1997 and 1998 as the bench population 
continues to grow. 
Requests for a second bench elementary school at the 
corner of Marshall and Soucie - denied for the last three 
years - have now been labeled "high priority" by the edu- 
cation ministry. But even so, Superintendent Frank 
Hamilton said only 30 per cent of the projects that made 
last year's high priority list got the final go-ahead, lie said 
completion for September 1998 was possible, but "very 
optimistic." 
Big development 
kept hush-hush 
A GIANT COMMERCIAL development on Keith 
Ave. is being kept under wraps, although city coun- 
cillors will debate tomorrow whether to grant a 
rezoning. 
Plans at city hall indicate the building would be 
more than 37,000 square feet in size and include 230 
parking stalls, 
Property owner Glen Saunders ays he has a tenta- 
tive deal with oat,of, province developers, but it 
hinges on a successful rezoning and he doesn't want 
to disclose the type of store. 
"1 can't say who it is at this point," he said. 
A building that size wouldn't beas big aS Safeway 
(46,000 square feet) but would be bigger than 
Overwaitea (28,100 sq. ft.) and double the size of the 
new SAAN store (18,000 sq, ft), 
The property in question is the four acres behind 
Saunders! Kermodei Trading outlet on Keith. 
Saunders wants the land rezoned from multi-family 
residential to commercial. Councillors debate the 
request at tomorrow splanning committee meeting. 
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Gun incidents probed 
TERRACE RCMP '.ue investigating two separate 
incidents of domestic violence arlier this week. 
At about 10 a.m. Sunday mounties responded to a 
call from a home in a rural area west of Terrace and 
arrested a43-year-old woman. 
She wits allegedly pointing a rifle at another person 
in the house. No shots were fire& She's been chlu'ged 
with possession of a weapon dangerous to the public. 
And at 3:30 Monday RCMP were called to a home 
in Old Remo. A man, woman and child were home at 
the time. There was a shotgun in the house and charges 
of pointing a firearm and unsafe storage of a firearm 
are pending. 
Ferry rep roasted 
A B.C. Ferry Corporation strategy to increase 
northern service and tourism will fail unless daily runs 
from Port Hardy to Prince Rupert are added, says the 
North By Northwest Tourism Association. 
"That north coast route is as valuable to us as the 
Coquihalla Highway is to the Okanagan," said Steve 
Smith, generai manager of the Crest Hotel in Prince 
Rupert. "People want better service and more of it first. 
The tourism will follow." 
The Northern Ferry Transportation Strategy, present- 
ed during a public meeting in Smithers Friday, outlines 
the development of new routes to remote coastai com- 
munities over the next decade. 
The first phase will offer May to September service 
from Port Hardy to Finn Bay, Namu, McLoughlin Bay., 
Shearwater, Bella Coola, Ocean Falls and Klemtu on 
an alternating schedule. 
The Queen of Chilliwack has been given a $3 mil- 
lion facelift in preparation for the new circle route. 
The long-term B.C. Ferry strategy would see a dedi- 
cated cruise ferry from Port Hardy to Prince Rupert, in 
an attempt to capture the growing high-end market on 
the north coast. 
But Northwest stakeholders say the corporation is 
simply turning a deaf ear again to the needs of 
northerners today - and blowing money on the mid- 
coast where there isn't enough accomodation tohandle 
the traffic. 
They want daily service from Port Hardy to Prince 
Rupert in summer and twice-a-week service in winter. 
"It would instantly double the capacity of people we 
could take into the northwest," said Glen Saunders, a
Terrace rep on the association. 
John Coombs, the corporation's Director of Cruise 
B.C., had no answers for the group but promised to 
relay their messages togovernment. 
, ,  G r, ,Ss, firesl,snuffod 
FIREFIGHTERS extinguished two ~ass fires 
Sunday and Monday- unusual for this time of year. 
"It's tinder dry our there right now," says deputy fire 
chief Rick Owens, who blamed the recent sunny 
weather. "The biggest hing is we haven't got as much 
snow on the ground." 
CN to clean up 
CN RAIL has announced plans to clean up it's 
Terrace yard. 
The company says it plans to treat soil and ground- 
water contamination by removing the sources of the 
contaminants. 
A company that previously used the land left behind 
traces of a wood preservative used to treat wooden 
poles. 
An independent environmental ssessment has con- 
firmed the contamination does not pose a risk to human 
health. 
Testing for similar contaminants will continue on 
seven nearby sites. 
(:nlBi'  
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking your 
assistance in solving the vandalism to 
three vehicles and one building during the 
evening of February 23, 1996 in the 
4700 bike of Lazelle Ave., Loen Ave, and 
Walsh Ave. 
The investigation has revealed that  an 
unknown individual or individuals vandal- 
ized the following vehicles or buildings. 
1. A slashed roof to a green Volkswagen 
Cabriolet (3400 blk of Sparks Ave.) 
2. A slash tire to a blue Ford F1 50 truck 
(4700 blk of Loen Ave.) 
3. A slashed tire to a red Ford F1 50 truck 
(4700 blk of Walsh) 
4. Five (5) tarps were slashed at the new 
Credit Union building on Lazelle Ave. 
If you know the identity of the person(s) 
responsible for the vandalism to these 
vehicles and building, Crime Stoppers 
would like to hear from you. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to 
$1,000.00 for information leading to an arrest 
and charges laid against an individual in this 
or other unsolved crime. If you have any 
information call Crime Stoppers at 635-TIPS, 
that's 635-8477. Callers will not be required to 
reveal their identity nor testify in court. 
i 
Call 635-T IPS  
VIA to soup 
up Skeena 
run service 
IN A BID to attract more tourists, VIA Rail is changing the 
schedule of its Skeena run from Jasper to Prince Rupert. 
Beginning this spring, VIA will switch to a daytime sched- 
ule between Prince George and Prince Rupert. 
Plans call Ibr morning departures from Prince Rupert head- 
ing east and from Prince George heading west. 
VIA officials say the new schedule will increase the scenic 
appeal of the Skeena run for tot, rists. 
"We hope this will be very popular with tourism operators," 
said VIA spokesman Dianne Graham. 
Locals will also find the schedule more attractive as it'll 
eliminate having to get on the train in Prince George at 3 a.m. 
heading west or arriving in Prince George from the west at 
midnight. 
An 8 a.m. departure from Prince Rupert, for instance, means 
a traveller will arrive in Prince George at 8 p.m. 
The downside is that the Skeena will overnight in Prince 
George, making it less attractive for locals wishing to head 
further east. 
And although the Skeena will continue on to Jasper the next 
day, it'll just miss the mainline VIA connection going into 
Edmonton. That means a night's stay in Jasper to make the 
ongoing connection the following day. 
Also coming is a change in equipment as VIA wants to take 
off the popuhu" dome car that contains adining area and bar. 
Graham said there's a chance the dome car will remain for 
the summer. 
There's no word yet on what meal facilities will be brought 
on to replace the dome car offerings. 
The Skeena now travels the north with the dome car, a pas- 
senger car and a sleeping car. 
There's also a suggestion VIA will introduce a first and 
second class fare structure for the Skeena run. 
The news follows worries for years that VIA, a federal 
crown corporation, wanted to eliminate the Skeena. 
It's never made money but losses have declined over the last 
several years as passenger t affic has increased. 
The Skeena has been on a protected list of VIA passenger 
routes since the mid-1980s when the federal government 
started looking for ways to trim costs. 
The route is a popular one for tourists who can buy travel 
packages allowing them to connect with the Skeena by flying 
into Prince Rupert from Vancouver or by flying south from 
Edmonton. 
VIA officials are due in Smithers today to discuss plans for 
the new schedule. 
Prince George mayor John Backhouse has been leading a 
coalition of northern communities worried that VIA would 
dump the run because of its ongoing budget problems. 
The group has said it'll push for a joint venture wit.h.B;C. 
Rail for an east-west run should "llAever,cancel the Skeena. 
RADELET & COMPANY 
Barristers & Solicitors, Vancouver1 B.C. 
COMPANIES • TRUSTS.  TAX D ISPUTES 
J ames  W. Radelet  
Phone  604-689-0878 • Fax 604-689-1386 
THE WORLD AT 
YOUR FINGERTIPS 
! 
For as little as 2,5¢ per minute 
Skeena Net wi l l  connect you to the 
lnte.~et including the World Wide Web and 
E-mail, For a limited time, $40.00 gets you hooked-up, 
I0 hours of lnternet access, plus an lnternet orientation 
There are no monthly fees or hidden charges, 
CALL Skeena Net at 635-1557 for more information 
{ your on-ramp to the information highway} 
638,1557 
.............. [~  SKEENA N E T 
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Sat. A f te rnoon  Games  Doors  11:30 a.m. Games  12:45 
Even ing Games  Doors  4:30 p.m. Games  6:15 
Thurs. ,  Fri., Sat. Late N ight  Games  Doors  9:30 p.m. Games  10:00 p.m. 
Fami ly  B ingo Every, Saturday  A f te rnoon  Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T.V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSIOI  
4410 Legi0n, Terrace 635,2411 
TERRACE HOUSING 
REGISTRY 
Do you have a house, trailer, apartment 
or room for rent? 
Are you looking for rental accommodations? 
We are starting our 2nd year of operation and know that 
many people have rental space or are searching for 
homes to rent. Contact us today, we are ready to assist 
yQU . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ,,,, . . . . . . . . . . .  ~: : , . , ,   . . . . . . .  
We provide a number of services to landlords and ten- 
ants, including: 
matching landlords & tenants 
- workshop & advice about Residential Tenancy Law 
- move in/move out inspections 
- mediation 
- assistance with Tenancy Agreements 
- assistance from the Tenancy Advocate 
We currently have a base in excess of 100 rentals and 
300 tenants to draw from. 
. / -  ALL 
SERVICES 
ARE FREE 
OF 
CHARGE 
The~ project evaa .~ade poss/b/e through funde~ fro~ the 
Housing Initiatives co, wpone¢~s of HOMES BC 
an initiative of the M i . i s~ of Housing Recreation and 
ConsumerServicea 
. . . . .  i 
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**New Record 
MAX. ~ ~ SUN 
2.2 -2,5 TR 5,3 
1.9 -5.1 8,8 
-1.3 -7,1 TR 9,3 
-2,4 -8,3 5.5 
1.5 -7,1 8.6 
2.2 -6,8 9,6 
4.3 -5,5 9.8 
~ pCPN SUN 
2,7 -0,6 12,0 0.1 
3,6 -3,1 5,8 4,9 
3,1 -3,5 8.1 
-0,2 -6,5 9,6 
0.5 -7.7 9,3 
2,6 -5,3 9.7 
I ROAD CONDITIONS I With Spring approaching crews will be switching over to a variety of works | 
such as pothole patching, surface grading, sign and drainage maintenance, |
which are site specific and may cause minor delays on the highways. Please l 
anUcipate possible black ice on cold nights and mornings. Look for and obey l 
all traffic control. TO REPORT ROAD HAZARDS, CALL 1.800.665.5051. 
MAX. YEAR MIN. 
8,3 1963 -17.2 
6,7 1960 -20,6 
9,4 1970 -18,3 
10,0 1970 -16.7 
8,9 1970 -16.1 
7.2 1968 o12,8 
9,4 1968 -17.2 
1957 
1957 
1957 
1972 
1972 
1972 
1972 
I 
PREClP. YEAR 
16,2 1986 
19.1 1965 
18.2 1979 
14,2 1961 
24.0 1985 
19,1 1961 
O.0 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY:  
NECHAKO ~. . .~p~'~~-  
~ ~  NORTHCOAST 
C O N S T R U C T I O N  S E R V I C E S  / / , , /  
Yo~r Ro~d Maintenance Cont ractor  
RCMP officers move along 
TWO LONG-STANDING members of the . . . . .  
Terrace RCMP detachment are leaving this 
spring. 
Staff Sgt. John Veldman will take up a post in 
Agassiz at the beginning of May, and Constable 
Kim Hall will be just down the street in Chil- 
liwaek come the end of June. 
They're both eagerly looking forward to their 
new postings, but it's not without a certain 
amount of sadness that they say good-bye. 
" I 'm going to miss this community very 
much," says Veldman, ~.ho has been here since 
1991 ~ his second 
posting here. 
"It's going to be 
tough to leave the 
people and the or- 
ganizations I'm in- 
volved with, in- " 
eluding the Chris- 
tian Reformed 
Church and the 
curling club." 
Terrace is a 
"limited duration" 
post, meaning 
members can only 
stay for about five 
years before being 
posted elsewhere. 
He says Terrace 
is one the best Const. Kim Hall 
places he's been posted, comparing the town to 
Vernon and Creston. 
"You have to believe in a cormnunity and 
make it appealing," he says. 
His oldest son and youngest daughter both 
graduated fi'om high school here, and he says 
this a very good place to raise children. 
A 29-year veteran of the force, Veldman says 
Terrace is an RCMP friendly town and says it's 
great for community support. 
"Terrace is very supportive of the RCMP and 
the crime prevention and victim services pro- 
gram," adds Hall, who has headed that program 
here for the last five years. 
"I  can only hope that working at any future 
detachment is a good as it's been working 
here," she says. 
She'll never forget her first day on the job m 
Terrace. 
It was her first posting out of school, and she 
started work on Christmas Eve, 1990. 
"When I was told I was going to Terrace, the 
first thing I had to do was get out a map and try 
and find it," says Hall 
Both Veldman and Hall had wanted to be a 
police officer since childhood. 
"My dad was always really good friends with 
the commanding officer of the detachment at 
home in Kilarney, Manitoba," Hall says. 
"And unbeknownst to them I'd sit up at uight 
and listen to their stories, and it always sounded 
so exciting." 
Now in the force, she says she has no regrets. 
"There is no downfall to this job," she says. 
Although she says her job involves hearing a 
lot of disturbing stories, it also allows many 
rewarding opportunities to help people. 
When she takes up her position in Chilliwack 
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MOVING ON: RCMP Staff Sgt. John Veldman heads for Agassiz in May. He says he'll 
miss the community ~ he's already been here twice and would stay longer if he could. 
at the end of June she'll return to general duty, 
which was her first job description in Terrace. 
Chilliwack is a fanning community of about 
50,000 people, 
It's about an hour and half east of Vancouver, 
Hall is looking forward to living closer to all 
the ammenities of the big city, while still 
maintaining a rural way of life. 
What are the biggest things she's going to 
miss about Terrace? 
"My Terrace family, the people I've met her 
ber detachment services an populatioti of about 
I0,000 people. 
Agassiz is home to the maximum security 
Kent institution, and the medium security Agas- 
siz Mountain prison. 
Veldman says the biggest challenge of his job 
is making the community a safe place for every- 
one. 
"We do provide a good service," he says. 
"But our work is never done." 
He says the image of the RCMP has changed 
are going to be hardest o give up," she says. drastically since he first entered the force. 
When Veldman moves to Agassiz, he'll'real- " ' . . . . . .  ' "  "" , We re at the forefront more noxx,, he says. 
ize a lifelong dream ~ to be in cha]rge o~his .,'~i:"Afikt 6fteh ~ocieiy is'~t~keri6'6~ific~:e! '!~ ~tl~l 
own detachment, Replacements for Hall and Veldman have not 
The small faming community is just about been determined yet. 
two hours east of Vnacouver, and the 15 mere- 
iF  TH iS  iSN 'T  ENOUGH TO: MAKE YOU 
BUY ONE,  MAY WE D IRECT YOU TO THE 
FREE STUFF  BELOW.  
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As if there weren' t  enough good 
reasons to get a '97Arctic CatL 
along comes an offer like this. Put 
$300 down on a new Cat TM by 
April 1,1996 and get up to $600 
in C~t Cash TM. . ~  
That s $600 to spend on ~ ~  
. . . .  
Arcticwear ® clothing 
or genuine Arctic (;at parts and 
accessories. Or, you can get your 
new sled with no payments and 
no interest until 1997.' Then 
again, you can choose the special 
limited edition Team Arctic ® 
casual leather jacket. ($600 
suggested retail value.) Rest 
assured, there'll never be a better 
time to buy - -  from the race 
~ don~nant ZRTs to the 
_~ ~ smooth new 
/ r  .... ? :_. ~ ?_L- 
Powder Extreme 600 
Triple to the all.new Jags and 
Pumas. But you better hurry, 
These sleds aren't about to wait 
mound for anyone. 
MtCTl¢ 
What Snowmobili~(~" All About: 
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News In Brief 
Kitlope is protected area 
THE KITLOPE RIVER valley south of Kemano will 
be jointly managed by the province and Haisla natives. 
An aunouncement Friday said the area will be called 
the Kitlope Heritage Conservancy Protected Area. 
It's not being called a park, but the Kiflope "will be 
managed within the meaning of the Park Act", the 
joint press release said, and will be protected as a con- 
servancy under the Environment and Land Use Act. 
It was not immediately clear what degree of recrea- 
tional access would be allowed. 
West Fraser Timber gave up its cuning rights to the 
317,000 hectare watershed in 1994. 
ICBC manager charged 
THE FORMER MANAGER of the ICBC Terrace 
Claim Centre has been charged with 18 counts relating 
to theft and possession of stolen property in com~ection 
with financial irregularities at the local office. 
Roy Cleveland was charged with 11 counts of pos- 
session of stolen property and seven counts of theft un- 
der $5,000 in Terrace provincial court Friday. The mat- 
ter was put over to Mar. 15. 
Charges came after an investigation into alleged 
financial irregularities involving corporate purchasing 
and expeuses. 
Gitanyow to begin talks 
GITANYOW NATIVES north of Kitwanga will soon 
begin formal treaty negotiations. 
The chiefs of eight houses of the Gitanyow (formerly 
Kitwancool) have signed a framework agreement tobe- 
gin talks with the province and the federal government. 
The agreement comes on the heels of the Nisga'a 
successfully reaching an agreement-in-principle to 
1,930 square kilometres in the lower Nass Valley, 
The Gitanyow traditional territory is in the mid-Nass 
valley area, and their claim had overlapped to a huge 
extent with the Nisga'a. 
The Nisga'a, however, gave up their claim to 92 per 
cent of their traditional territory - -  including the dis- 
puted zone claimed by the Gitanyow. 
It took the Nisga'a five years to get from a frame- 
work agreement toan agreement-in-principle. 
Also expected later this month is an framework 
agreement to begin formal negotiations between the' 
Tsimshian and the two senior governments. The Tsim- 
shian claim coastal villages around Prince Rupert, and 
claim the territory iniand as far as Terrace and the Kit- 
sumkalum ,,'alley. 
Treaty effects probed 
THERE WILL be a soclo-econonuc impact study 
in lo tile e f fec ts  o f  the N isga 'a  agreement - in -pr inc i l ) le  
on northwest conununities like Terrace. 
Aboriginal Affairs ministry spokesman Peter Smith 
said the ministry is figuring out how to do that now that 
the agreement-in-princtple has been signed. 
Smith said they'll have to consult with the federal 
government and Nisga'a Tribal Council before a study 
can get underway, 
He sa iOj .h.q .,~.~. f.ly w.il.l.lik~ly, b¢,,d.on, e. oyc~r .the'next six 
months ~ at llaeSa~n'i6" thne ln0st'ofthEptlbli~ consul- 
ration will go on about he Nisga'a treaty. 
Smith said negotiating the final treaty is expected to 
take 12 to 18 months. 
"'Got a great idea for a business? Not sure where to start?'" 
Then Dor"I Miss The... 
Young Entrepreneur 
Workshop 
Jobs as we know them are changing. Entrepreneurs and small busi- 
nesses will lead the Canadian economy into the 21 st century. The Young 
Entrepreneurs Workshop is aimed at helping 17 - 25 year olds under- 
stand what it takes to start their own businesses. 
This day-long event will feature entrepreneurial guru Mac Taylor and a 
show case of Terrace's finest young entrepreneurs, showing you how to 
launch your own venture. 
Date:Saturday, March 9, 1996 
Time: 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Place: Coast Inn of the West 
Cost: $20 per person (inc. lunch) 
/ 
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REGISTRATION HOTLINE 
7 
635-4951 
Call now space is limitedl 
Presented By: 
Business Development Bank of 
Canada 
City of Terrace 
Ministry of Small Business, 
Tourism & Culture 
Ad Space Sponsored In Part By 
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Trust us 
SOMETIMES the actions of school trustees 
make it seem as if they're little more than 
window dressing - -  a semblance of public ac- 
countability in an otherwise bureaucrat-run en- 
clave. 
Witness the latest bout of secrecy with regards 
to native education spending in Terrace. 
School District 88 has $1.4 million squirreled 
away and negotiations on how to spend it have 
been going on behind closed doors for more 
than six months. For a body that's supposedly 
accountable to parents and taxpayers, it doesn't 
make sense. 
The money in question is supposed to be spent 
on aboriginal education programs in this school 
year. It's termed targetted money by the educa- 
tion ministry, and has to be spent on programs 
okayed by local aboriginal groups. 
In Hazelton, agreement has finally been 
reached on how to spend their share of that 
targetted money. But in Terrace, no agreement 
has yet been reached. And school board officials 
are still negotiating in secret with delegates 
representing local parents of native children. 
They've already spent a large amount of this 
money. Agreement on the remainder should 
come before the end of the school year, predict 
officials. 
What has this money been spent on? It's a 
question no one seems willing to answer. 
There are a large number of native students in 
this school district, and their parents deserve to 
know how their children are being educated. 
The school board's refusal to go public with 
how it intends to spend ~ or how it has spent 
this money is an insult to those parent s and 
all taxpayers. ' 
.... 'i;~stees wh0w0n"t teii the :l~ubl{c'ia0w they're 
spending money are no longer upholding the 
public trust. 
Purse strings 
THE GENIUS of the latest plan to cut $340,000 
from the operating costs of Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital is that it still sort-of saves beds. 
A big buck renovation of the wards will rejig 
the hospital into a more efficient configuration, 
allowing nurses to open up the nine axed beds 
when ~ and only when ~ they really need 
them. 
There is, however, a cost to this bit of innova- 
tion, and mayor Jack Talstra is rightly worried 
that we're about to get stuck with the bill. 
The price for the renovation is estimated to run 
$863,000 and nobody will be surprised if it 
plows through $900,000 in short order. 
If the bill is paid by the new Northwest 
Regional Hospital District, northwest taxpayers 
will have to put up 40 per cent of the cost of the 
project. 
Since the whole object of the renovation is to 
save Victoria money, reasons Talstra, it's only 
reasonable that Victoria pay for it. 
After all, it will only take a few years for the 
savings to pay for the work. 
The principle seems clear. Would you shell out 
for a new furnace to save your landlord money? 
Not likely. 
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Mining lost in cabinet shuffle 
VICTORIA - With the election in two decades, which will be a try. 
only months away, Premier " - cost-saving measure, if his On paper, it may make sense 
Glen Clark didn't want to run government gets re-elected, to wed the ministry with 
the risk of having too many If, however, the NDP loses employment and investment, 
new and inexperienced mem- 
bers in his cabinet. That's why, 
for the most part, his new cabi- 
net sports old and familiar 
faces. 
Only three former backben- 
chers were elevated Wednes- 
day to the executive council - 
Corky Evans, Dennis Streifel 
and Lois Boone. 
Evans, who emerged astrong 
second in the recent NDP 
leadership race, was given the 
high-profile transportation and 
highways portfolio. 
Boone made a comeback, 
after being demoted from cabi- 
net to the baekbench by former 
premier Mike Harcourt a 
couple of  years ago. She wil l  
head the Ministry of Municipal 
Affairs and Housing. 
The third newcomer is 
Streifel, whose appointment as 
Minister of Forests was some- 
what of a surprise. His 
predecessor, Andrew Petter is 
taking over as Minister of 
Health and Intergovernmental 
Relations. 
The feisty Joy MacPhail will 
stay in Social Services, Penny 
Priddy is moving to Labor and 
Sue Hammell to Women's 
Equality. 
HUBERT BEYER 
Paul Ramsay is going from 
Health to Education, and Dan 
Miller takes over the premier's 
old portfolio - Employment 
and Investment, 
.. The rest are staying.:where 
they were, They are: John 
Cashore in Aboriginal Affairs; 
David Zimhelt in Agriculture 
and Fisheries; Ujjal Dosanjh as 
Attontey General; Moe Sihota 
in Environment; Elizabeth Cull 
in Finance and Corporate Rela- 
tions, and Bill Barlee in Small 
Business, Tourism and Cul- 
ture. 
That's the lineup. Now to the 
changes. The premier says he's 
heading the smallest number of 
ministries in 35 years and the 
smallest number of minMers 
the nest election, the socalled 
cost-saving measure will have 
cost taxpayers a pile of un- 
necessary money. The cost of 
restructuring government mini- 
stries doesn't come cheap. 
There is new stationary. Staff 
is being moved around, some 
people promoted to higher 
positions and higher salaries. 
Others get a pink slip, along 
with a severance package. 
Traditionally, major 
bureaucratic restructuring is 
done at the beginning of a 
govermnent's term. The cost of 
changes associated with such 
restructuring make more sense 
placing the thrust on job- 
creation. But for years, the 
mining industry in particular 
has felt that it iS being treated 
as a sunset industry. This deci- 
sion seems to confirm those 
fears. 
With the B.C. Hydro affair 
still fresh on everyone's mind, 
Clark is unlikely to call the 
election in the next couple of 
months. Instead, there will 
probably be a short session of 
the legislature, a throne 
speech, a balanced budget, and 
then the election. 
But above all, from now on, 
Clark's people will be keeping 
when a government has four their l]ngers Oli the pulse of the 
,~ :,.years aheadof i t . .  ~ ,,,electorate. They will be read- 
Part o f t  he downsizing and " 
restructuring is the elimination 
of the Ministry of Energy, 
Mines and Natural Resources, 
which will be rolled into the 
Employment and Investment 
Ministry. 
If Clark made one mistake 
since be took office, this has 
got to be it. Energy, Mines and 
Natural Resources is next to 
forests, the oltly major 
revenue-producing ministry. 
To eliminate it, sends a strong 
and wrong signal to the indus- 
ing the ent/ails of opinibn 
polls, trying to determine the 
magic moment hat might give 
their boss a chance to lead the 
NDP to victory and a second 
mandate. 
And should that moment 
come before the legislature 
meets, Clark will surely pull 
the plug there and then. So, 
stay tuned. 
Bayer can be reached at: 
Teh(604) 920.9300 
Fax:(604) 381.6922 
E-Maih hbeyer@dfect.ca 
It's guilt by dis 
C-enovese was attacked - -  
twice - -  in the doorway of her 
apartment building by a knife- 
wielding assailant. 
Dozens of neighbors heart 
but ignored her screams. She 
bled to death. 
Editorials of the time decried 
society's callous disregard for 
a fellow citizen. Our record 
hasn't improved. 
In 1994, a Searborough 
homemaker ignored the 
screaming of a works employ- 
ee as he dangled by the neck 
from a hydraulic mechanism 
on his garbage tnack, his legs 
[] I :  I t l l ] l I t ' ] l :  [ ]  " l  I ~[ t ] t~r : |  1 .1  
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
kicking in the air. 
"His head was struck inside 
but his body was shaking," 
she told the coutx. "He was 
kicking the truck. He was 
screaming, like he was saying 
help or something." 
She thought there would be 
another worker on the truck to 
assist him. She went back in- 
side to watch T.V. 
In fact, recycling trucks in 
association 
oS~erborough are run.by lone Why didn't the homemaker 
p.ra!ors,  who dnve the call for help? She thought 
vehicle ano empty me ooxes, someone lse would do it, help 
The worker died of asphyxia- him. 
tion, much of his body trapped Why didn't the caretaker 
in thetruck'smachinery, report the van? Maybe he 
And last week in Abbotsford didn't think. He failed to link 
a cemetary caretaker -  where the 50-member Abbotsford 
Tanya Smith's murdered body murder investigation with the 
rests - -  watched a blue murder victim's nearby 
Volkswagon van drive through gravesite. Maybe he chose not 
the cemetery three times, to get involved. Maybe he 
"It 's uncommon for anyone 
to visit the cemetery during the 
week," he said. Yet despite a 
five month, million dollar in- 
vestigation into her murder~ he 
fared to report the van to the 
police or even to take its li- 
cense number. 
Had the caretaker and the 
homemaker belonged to 
Neighborhood Watch they'd 
have reacted. Police recom- 
mend reporting anything un- 
usual, suspicious, or out of 
place. The Volkswagen and the 
garbageman kicking his truck 
were all three. 
worried he'd end up looking 
alarmist, foolish. 
Police would rather check 
out a false alarm than mop up a 
crime. And no one ever died of 
embarrassment. 
Had the caretaker phone the 
van's license number, at worst 
it would have become the 
latest of 7,000 tips police are 
sifting. 
At best, it might have 
b'apped Tanya's killer before 
he removed her headstone. 
Never be guilty of a 
Genovese. Call the cops first. 
So what if you blush later. 
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Forest Renewal asks for 
help in doling out the cash 
REGIONAL ADVISORY groups will give 
communities a say in how Forest Renewal BC 
, programs are shaped and funds allocated, ac- 
i cording to FRBC's Workforce Director. 
"We don't want to preach 'this is good for 
you," from a provincial perspective," Kelly 
i Nontell told a recent advisory group workshop 
in Smithers. "We want the region to tell us, 'no, 
' this is what we need, this is what's important 
' and this is how we want it done.' Our job is to 
' find a way to respond to that." 
For 1996, 11 per cent of FRBC's $130 million 
= i~budget ~ financed out of sharply increased 
stumpage fees paid by the forest industry ~ is 
i earmarked for Skeena-Bulldey Region projects. 
• The total sits at just under $40 million, to be 
! distributed across five areas of concentration: 
:Lands and Resources, Workforce, Value- 
' Added, Community and Environment. 
' How that money is divvied up and into which 
envelopes it falls will be influenced by the pro- 
i Renewal cash 
posed Regional Advisory Conunittee. But the 
final decision making authority, says Nontell, 
will be up to FRBC's Board of Directors. 
"The advisory groups will not have decision 
making powcr," says Nonteli. "That ultimately 
will rest with the FRBC Board of Directors. 
"But it will have considerable influence oil 
what we look like, what we do, and how wc do 
it in their region. Advice from people who live 
here and work here is what we're after." 
Funding for an area is determined by its past 
stumpage revenue. The Prince Rupert forest 
region, which shares the same boundaries as 
FRBC's Skeena-Bulkley Region, has con- 
sistently contributed 11 per cent to the pro- 
vince's overall total. 
Last year Skcena-Bulkley's percentage share 
went iargcly towards watershed restoration pro- 
grams, including Pacific Inland Resources bid 
to clean up the Telkwa River. In total 76 
projects were approved at a cost of just over $7 
flowing slowly 
FOREST RENEWAL B.C.'s five-year plan is behind 
schedule, 
. The funding body was expected to hand out $250 million 
for FRBC projects at start of 1996, but staffing problems 
slowed the application process to a near standstill. 
"We're only at $130 million in approved projects, when 
we expected to be much higher," says Vice President of 
Policy and Planning, Dana Bunnieux. "We just didn't 
have the qualified staff to review the applications and the 
result was a backlog." 
Those projects that missed their seasonal window in 
1995 will be carried over this spring. 
, According to Bunnieux, it took up to February of this 
year to match staffing levels with the number of funding 
requests ~ particularly in the North. 
"We had a hard time recruiting people to northern com- 
, munities," she says, "But by this time next year we 
should be closer to $300 million in approvals." 
Funding for Forest Renewal B.C. is raised by the forest 
industry itself through increased stumpage f es and royalty 
rates paid to harvest timber on publicly owned lands. 
The money is then invested in a variety of portfolios and 
drawn on as project needs arise. 
In 1995, FRBC's first operating year, $52 million was , 
spread across the province. The Bulldey-Skeena Region's 
, share was $4.5 million, most of which went to watershed 
. restoration projects like road deactivation and stream en- 
hancement. 
Projects and Funding 
Allocations at a Glance 
Enhanced Forestry: The lion's share of funding 
$8,184,593 ~ has gone towards 48 projects designed to 
improve forest management. Work is focussed On' increas, 
ing productivity and expanding the area of provincial 
forests by converting marginal agricultural lands to forest. 
Projects may include spacing, pruning, fertilizing and pre- 
paring sites for replanting. 
Research: To date, there are 11 projects in total, with a 
funding amount of $1,314,430. 
Resource Inventory: Ten projects, which include 
gathering information on timber and non-timber resources 
including eco-system data ~ have been approved at 
$932,662. 
Value Added: No projects have been approved as of yet, 
but Skeena-Bulkley Regional Director Alan Parkinson ex- 
pects everal in FRBC's second year of operation. 
At present here are 500 value-added manufacturers in 
the province, which turn lumber into products with a high- 
er value. Finger joints are one example. The purpose of 
FRBC's program includes financing up-arid-coming value- 
added firms, increasing their low lumber supply at an eco- 
nomical price and re-training. 
Watershed Restoratlon: The biggest number of ap- 
proved projects falls under watershed restoration. Seventy- 
six programs are underway, with an emphasis on road 
deactivation and restoring streams and wildlife habitat 
damaged by past forest practices. The total cost comes to 
$7,118,578. 
Workforce: Four projects are approved at $253,014. 
Training programs, job creation and linking displaced 
forest workers to employment opportunities created by 
FRBC arc three project priorities. 
Communities: So far the only project has been approved 
at $26,000. The primary focus of community projects is 
ensuring economic diversification within the forest sector 
and creating new jobs. 
That brings the total number of approvals for 1995 to 
150 across the sevcn districts that make-up the Bulkley 
Skeena Region. 
The North Coast sits at 24; Kalum, 38; Kispiox, 13; 
Bulkley, 15; Morice, 8; Lakes, 22; Casslar, 1. 
The total cost comes in just under $18 million. 
For 1996, 174 project applications have been received. 
million. 
"That could look very different once the ad- 
visory groups are in place," says Nontell. "It's 
a bit awkward setting up the committees a year 
and a half after FRBC was developed. 
"Those were the applications proponents who 
were able to respond quickly." 
In its rough form, Nontell thinks the advisory 
group will consist of appointed representatives 
from interest groups, such as municipalities, 
First Nations, industry and environmentalists, 
within the region. The chair will be elected by 
the advisory group. 
"I don't think we'll have a cookie cutter ap- 
proach to what those groups will look like, or 
how they fuuction or even how they itffluence 
what we do in our program delivery," says 
Nontell. "That will be decided by the informa- 
tion gathered in our regional workshops." 
The committees are expected to be in place by 
this fall. 
LOGGING CONTINUES while Forest Renewal B.C. falls further behind in return- 
ing the hiked stumpage fees that were to bankroll forestry projects, 
PR RENEWAL 
Advertising budget is 
green as the forests 
A 12-week province.wide television and 
radio ad campaign ow underway is costing 
Forest Renewal BC a sliver under $1 mil- 
lion. 
Six different TV ads have been produced 
featuring children of forest sector workers 
telling upbeat tales of what their parents do. 
And, tailored to the specific region 
they're being aired in, the half dozen radio 
ads will explain the FRBC and highlight 
projects underway in that region. 
For those who might question why the 
crown corporation was spending that kind 
of money on a publicity campaign rather 
than in the forests, FRBC spokesman Emie 
Fraser said it was simply meeting public 
demand. 
FRBC research ad found people sup- 
ported the organization "but arc crying out 
for more information," he explained. The 
campaign would give them that and outline 
exactly what FRBC did. 
Fraser said it would also clear up public 
confusion about he role of FRBC vis-a-vis 
the Forest ministry and confusion between 
FRBC and the Forest Alliance (an industry- 
financed lobbing organization independent 
of govermnent). 
While conceding some people might 
speculate about the timing of the publicity 
blitz, given talk of an imminent provincial 
elcction, he maintained file content of the 
TV spots would clearly show there was no 
connection. 
The FRBC campaign was not political 
"in any way, shape or form," hc said. 
"The board and senior management 
wanted to get on with getting information 
out," Fraser said, adding the decision to 
undertake the campaign had been made 
more than two months ago. 
"These things take time," he added. 
Cyber-loggers trade wood on Net 
now reach other members of the 
B.C. Woodlot Association or value- 
added operations via the super- 
highway and pool their resources. 
By doing so they are able to 
create a wider range of marketable 
products through joint ventures or 
make bids on contracts that were 
too big to fill in the past. 
Other menu options include an 
industry information bulletin board 
that lists technological develop- 
ments, training sessions and sign- 
up forms, equipment buy and sell 
complete with graphics for 
downloading, and value.added in- 
formation, 
The subscription cost for the 
Wood F~rc network is $300 per 
year, which breaks down to roughly 
$6 per day or as little as $1.50 per 
day if a user is in and out of the 
system quickly. 
Access is available through a va- 
riety of industry associations who 
have already purchased on-line 
time for its members, the Shared 
Provincial Area Network run by the 
B.C. government, or through orga- 
nizations like Compu-Serve. 
In its first year, systems analysts 
hope to have 150 on-line subscrip-. 
tions by the end of March and 500 
by next April. 
"We need a critical mass of users 
on-line quickly to make the project 
work," says Necdham. 
If  the network takes off, adds 
Necdham, an intcrnct website is in 
the works that will break down in- 
ternational borders and give B.C. 
users the opportunity to market 
globally. 
As it stands, the system is only 
available in B.C., but electronic 
connections into Alberta, Sas- 
katchewan, Ontario and the U.S. 
should be ready to go by the end of 
the year. 
user can input a supply offer with 
tailored information like region, 
species, board size, volume and 
price. At miduight the offcr runs 
through a matching program that 
connects the supply offer with a 
dcmand requesL 
"The dcmand inquiries are some- 
By JENNIFER McLARTY 
The future of logging is now. 
Through Internet technology, 
cyberculture and forestry have 
morphcd into a hybrid that will 
send B.C.'s number one industry 
rocketing into the 21st century. 
The Wood Fibre Network ~ ere- 
for this supply, can you help me 
ouL'" 
Private woodlot owners have the 
option of scanning demand notices, 
adds Nccdham, which helps them 
decide what to harvest and to what 
specifications. 
Eventually the network will in- 
clude more specialized sectors like 
ated by stakeholders, the Ministry thing like a personal ad," says 
of Employment and Investment, Ncedham. "It says, ' I 'm looking 
B.C information companies and 
funded by FRBC - -  is a user- 
friendly program that links buyers 
and sellers of logs and lumber via 
the vktual airways. 
"Our major objective," says Dan 
Necdham, one of the designers, "is 
to help meet he continucd emand 
for available lumber." 
"Opening up the conununicatlon fruitwood for furniture or smoking 
lines will link a variety ofwoodlot woodchips. 
,. owners with mills and vice-versa, One of the most exciting aspects 
i rather than having to stick with tra- of the fibre network is the potential 
: ditional sources." for digital partnerships. 
t ARer logging on to the system, a Independent woodlot owners can 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Let's all help teens 
Dear Sir: 
We read your article in the Tcrrace Standard Fcb. 
21/96, "Rowdy teens a Problem". 
We have resided in Terrace for a long time (since 
1983) and we have seen it grow from a desolate little 
town in the 80's to a bigger city today. 
Although we feel proud ofal the econotnic develop- 
ments and opportunities tc. that arc availablc now, it 
saddens and worries us when wc hear of the problems 
that are occurring to the teens in our little community. 
Our eldest child just turned ten ycars old and while 
hc seems to bc a responsiblc child, wc cannot close our 
eyes to those troubled children in our community who 
need the support and help from us. 
We seem to rank among thc highest in the province 
for teen pregnancies, youth violence, teen gangs, 
vandalism and the recent alcohol-and rug related 
youth deaths. 
This saddeus us decply. 
In the article, what imprcsscd us the most was Mr. 
McQuarrie's statement, "There needs to bca commit- 
ment among thc various agcncics in town to work to- 
gether. It's not so much a question of dollars as it is 
time." How very tree. 
Life ill the ninctics eems to havc become so fast and 
wc seem to have become so self-indulged inour tiny 
family structure that wc have no timc aud secm to be 
forgetting the bigger family structure wc have in the 
residents of our still not so big Terrace. 
Of course there are a lot of people who are doing 
their share of hclping and reaching out to dis- 
advantaged, sickly, ect. in our community. 
Obviously that number is not cnough. 
So, let's all go out and be prepared to voluntecr a
little of our community. 
Let's all show them we care. Let's makc Terrace a
safe and happy place once again. 
If counsellors and pcople who arc good organizers 
can organize such programs for teens, our family 
would certainly be the first to volunteer our time and 
we know of a number of people who would probably 
do the same. 
Let's all do it and make it happen. Terrace is beauti- 
fill and let's keep it that way. 
Kanwal and Bhupinder Gill 
Terrace, B.C. 
Boatman Bob was lucky 
Dear Sir: 
I have to commcnt on your birthday notice of Bob 
Rccds in Thc Tcrrace Standard, Feb.14. 
If it were not for the intervention of the Terrace Res- 
cue Team, Bob Reeds would bc crab food by now. I 
followed the write-ups in the papers too, but did noth- 
ing to restrain him from going on a very foolish voy- 
age. 
It is a wonder he survived the rapids before Shames 
with his flimsy creation. Howcver, at least somebo~dy 
had th'~ f0resight to pull him thcn from the Skecna. 
In the 60s I workcd on dccp sea tugs and as a boom- 
man at Little Windsor Point and fell many times into 
the cold river. A visitor not familiar with the firm his- 
tory of the Skecna river gets carried away looking at 
the beautiful landscape. 
Bob Rccds can call himself very lucky, bccausc hc 
certainly would have ncvcr made it past thc mouth of 
the Skeena river between Smith aud Kennedy Island. 
Somebody from Prince Rupert who kept records told 
me in 1975 his missing people count stood by then at 
48. 
The men who pulled Reeds under protest from the 
river should be put up for an award. They risked their 
lives to save an old fool like that. Please don't magnify 
a fool's idea of a voyage ~ it may motivate other 
people to try it also. 
M. Bader 
Terrace B.C. 
Enough welfare myths 
Dear Sir: 
A few weeks ago I read a comment about people who 
"were turning down $10 per hour jobs so that they 
could stay on welfare." This opinion seems to be 
shared by many. I don't understand why, during times 
of economic hardship, alot of people seem to go on the 
offensive. 
I am no shrink, but I suspect their angcr stcms from 
their own fears about what would happen should they 
cvcr bc in the same position. Their anger and frustra- 
tion is directed towards the people they fear becoming. 
This lack of compassion is troubling. 
Where this notion that welfare recipients arc 
"vacationing" at the expense of the taxpaycr came 
from I have no idea, but the concept is ludicrous. So is 
the concept hat most recipients don't want to work. 
Lct's do the math.., let's say there are 100 people look- 
ing for work but only 90 jobs obviously no matter how 
experienced those other 10 people are, if thcre is no 
job, thcn they cannot gct work. We can't kccp prctcnd- 
ing it isn't so. 
Recently I received a diploma from the local college 
(I was sponsored by UIC). It has been very difficult to 
find a job. I was in school two ycars and the rules gavc 
me three weeks to fiud work. Of coursc I don't belicve 
I should have stayed on UI indefinitely, but any sane 
person knows that three weeks is not adcquate to 
secure cmployment. 
Aflcr this I had two options: starve or go on welfare. 
It may come as a surprise to the hard-lincrs but I chose 
the latter. Welfare is there for a purpose, as long as I 
am not abusing it, I feel no shalnc in socking as- 
sistance. 
As to the question of 'welfare riches' l can quickly 
dispel that myth. I am a single male, with no children. 
My monthly income is $481.50. Hmmm...$265 for 
shared rent, $30 for hydro, $25 for phone, $35 for my 
student loan, This leaves $126.50 for gas, money, clo- 
thing, and ~occries etc. 
I am grateful for the assistance, but how can attyonc 
say that this is too generous? I have bccn very active in 
my job scarch, but with no real clothing allowance, 
how am I to look presentable for job interviews? 
At this level of income it's not hard to understand 
how people get trapped into a cycle ~ there comes a 
time when you simply won't have the money to dig out 
of poverty, 
Peter Randrup 
Terrace, B.C. 
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Watmough plans comeback 
IT WON'T come as much Thornh i l l  neg lected ,  he says  
surprise, but Los Watmough 
is going to take another un "Terrace is dominating wants to get out of restruc- 
at local politics, and controlling the turing. 
The longtime former agenda," he says. "Every- " I f  they're successful in 
regional district director for thing benefitsthem." that little operation, that 
Thomhill ~defeated  three And that will get even changes the whole thing." 
years ago by Peggy Julseth worse, Watmough claims, if What happens if Thornhill 
admits he's planning a Terrace succeeds in gaining amalgamates and there is no 
comeback, control of a large chunk of Thorahill seat on the 
"Things happened over land surrounding the airport regional district for Wat- 
the last three years that for anindustriaipark, mough to chase? 
shouldn't have happened Gaining the airport lands He has in the past told 
through the regional dis- would take away the one Mayor Jack Talstra he 
trict," Watmough says. bargaining chip Thornhill would run against him 
He's particularly con- has ~ room for Terrace to and win ~ because 
corned about the prospect of expand. Watmough says "nobody in Thomhill is 
Thornhill amalagamating losing that chip would put going tovote for you." 
with Terrace, which he says Thomhill in a poorer negoti- And Watmough doesn't 
will go against he interests ating position to gain the in- rule out that possibility. 
of Thomhill. frastructure improvements it Los Watmough 
Rural fire protection on again 
Thomhill fire departments, and will 
make reccomendations on their 
abilities to respond, and how the two 
local fire departments hould be 
organized. 
And until those •recommendations 
come down, Hill says the fire pro- 
tection in the outlying areas will con- 
tinue. 
"We've talked to people in those 
areas and explained it's a control 
situation, rather than a preventative 
one," Hill says. 
"We will respond if we're not com- 
mired somewhere else." 
Since service resumed late last year, 
Hill says fire crews .have ~esponded to
six calls in the affected areas. 
"There hasn't been a compromising 
situation yet, but that's a very real 
possibility," he says. 
Hill expects to the see the Fire Mar- 
shail's report sometime in March or 
April. 
" I f  the report comes back saying 
cease and desist, I guess that's medi- 
cine we'll have to swallow." 
Hill says the department is now put- 
ting together it's business plan, and 
until that's complete, they won't 
know whether or not they'll have to 
appeal to people in Jackpine Flats, 
Old Remo and Lalelse Lake lbr more 
money. 
FIREFIGHTERS IN Thornhill are 
once again responding to calls in out- 
lying areas. 
The protection extends to Old 
Remo, Lakelse Lake, and Thomhill 
out to Ziegler Road. 
In late November firefighters voted 
to cut off the service, saying their as- 
sociation couldn't continue to operate 
in those areas, unless residents helped 
pay for the costs. 
But Thornhill deputy chief Art Hill 
says that's changed - at least for the 
time being. 
He says the Fire Marshall's office in 
Prince George is currently in the pro- 
cess of profiling the Terrace and 
News In Brief 
City to study both sides 
City council will be meeting with BC Tel representatives 
in approximately two weeks to see if there is any alterna- 
tive to the loss of 24 local jobs. 
Dave Borden and Sharon DaSilva from the telecom- 
munications union spoke to'a council committee on Friday 
1o ask that the meeting be made open to the public. Coun- 
cillor Ruth Hallock told them that was a decision which 
would have to be made by the whole council, but didn't 
see why the meeting would have to be in camera. 
Eleven of the jobs the phone company plans to eliminate 
in Terrace are those of service representatives. Borden and 
DaSilva suggested that if the phone company cannot keep 
those positions, there are others people here are equally 
qualified to do, and that could be done out of Terrace. 
Waste plan approved 
THE PROVINCIAL Environment Ministry has approved 
the Kitimat Stikine Regional District's Solid Waste Man- 
agement Plan, but not without a few words of advice. 
The province now wants the District to carry out a num- 
ber of detailed site assesments and implement measures to 
prevent bears from being able tO access waste piles. 
A plan monitering advisory committee is now being set 
up to help the RD implement and administer the Plan. 
The committee will be made up of people from various 
areas in the RD so all interests will be represented. 
District seeks Nisga'a chat 
REGIONAL DISTRICT directors plan to invite mem- 
bers of the Nisga'a nation to the Board table for their ex- 
planation of the land deal, and how the implementation f
it might affect he RD. 
/i;?+iii);i:~ ¸ i: : • : 
SUPPORTED 
CHILD CARE 
Terrace Area 
Wednesday, March 13 
7:00 -9 :00p:m.  ..... 
At The Ministry of Social Services 
Area Office 
#400 - 4545 Lazelle Ave. 
For more information phone 
638-2330. 
*Please come if you are interested 
in child care for special needs 
children in our community! 
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onl) 
with the purchase 
of regular 
A&W Fries 
,ta× or Onion Rings. 
Ahh, the Mozza Burger,. A specially seasoned patty, topped with real 
mozzarella, crisp smokey bacon and fresh toppings. And now you can 
enjoy it for this very special price, every Wednesday ~ 
until March 24. So hurry in to A&W. ;f_. 
See the Bear,,, 
4616 Keith Ave., Terrace 
638-0100 
Skeeno M011, Terrace 
635-3332 
© 1996 A&W Food Services of Canada Inc, 
~iiiiiiiii!i!ili!iiiii0;iii~,: 
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~T ERRACE 4631 Keith Ave. 
~O'TEM FORD Terrace, B.C. 635-4984 
HEAVY DUTY SHOCK INSTALLATION"~ 
s 7 9 . 9 5  ,pair, taxesextra / 
FOR MOST FORD CARS, F150, AEROSTAR 2WD ] 
LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY ON SHOCKS / 
i i!ii i i! i 
We service all makes and models 
Spring Tune-up Special 
599S+ parts 
(on most models) 
)26 H ighway 16  East • DLR #7041 • 635-7286 
AL-  C 'S  GLASS LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN AUTOMOTIVE WINDSHIELD REPAIR & REPLACEI~ 
~ I.C.B.C.CLAIMS • MIRRORS 
SAFELY GLASS ~ SEALED UNITS 
PLATE GLASS ~r WINDOWS 
/r  INSURANCE REPLACEMENTS/t SCREENS 
WE WILL PICK UP & DELIVER YOUR CAR 
KITIMAT - DOUG CLOSTER - TERRACE 
1632 s001 I e3 ooll • 3720 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE 
CA Terrace 
PARTS & SERVICE 
635-7187 
4916 Hwy. 16 W., Terrace Dealer#5958 
KALUM TIRE SALES 
& SERVICE LTD. 
OIL CHANGE & LURE $24.95 
FREE INSPECTION FOR FRONT END, EXHAUST & BRAKES• 
4808 Hwy. 16, Terrace, 635-4902 
MOONLIGHTER CUSTOM 
~r COMPLETE 
COLLISION REPAIR 
• FRAME WORK ° FIBERGLASS REPAIR • MINOR TRUCK REPAIRS 
• ICBC CLAIMS & PAINTING 
OWNER OPERATOR - DAVE SACRAROFF 
635-7317 
3348 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE 
KAL TIRE 
ASSOCIATE DEALER 
Cedar land  Tire Serv ice  Ltd. 
24-HOUR SERVICE 
4929 Keith Avenue 
Phone 635-6151/6170 TERRACE B,C. V8G 1K7 
Azorcan 
AUTO BODY REPAIR 
4188 HWY. 16 EAST 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 3N3 
8US. 635-5800 
RES. 638-1348 
FAX 635-1948 
TDNY MACEDO 
M/~ER 
• FrameAlignment 
• Tri-Scan Laser for Unibodies 
• Body Work including Big 
Trucks 
• Fiberglass Work 
• Custom Painting 
• Glass Installation 
• All Work Warranty for I Year 
I_~II  In I[eJ ~±1 --In ~1:t!.',! =1 = ~yA [o,! ~l[ot ~1 ~, In d =| ~ 
B.C.'S NOR'IHW~T LARGEST INDEPENDENTLY OWNED 
& OPERATED AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY STORE 
Automotive & Industrial Supplies, Bodyshop SuppUem 
Automotive Repairs, Alignments, Brakes & Tune-Ups 
Propane & Natural Gas Conversloes 
• Industrial Air Filler Cleaning Service • Customer Towing Available 
• Complete Muffler & Exhaust Service • Used Filter Crushing 
4641 Keith Avenue, 635-6334 FAX: 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 K4 t-SGO-663-3g01 635-4353 
Deal no precedent, chiefs say 
NORTHWEST NATIVES say 
they're going to view the Nisga'a 
agreement as the floor ~ not the ceil- 
ing ~ for future treaties. 
The declaration came after Nisga'a 
leaders met with other northwest na- 
tive groups to explain their agreement 
principle. 
Gilxsan speaker Gordon Sebastian 
says the intent was to highlight the 
portion of the agreement which would 
have an impact on the Gitxsan, 
Gltanyow and Tsimshian ations. 
"What came out of the meeting was 
a commitment by all the tribes in- 
volved that this AlP or a future 
Ntsga'a treaty will not be a precedent, 
but will be a threshold all the North- 
west will be working from." 
A territorial overlap between the 
Gitxsan and the Nisga'a has yet to be 
resolved. The AlP creates problems 
for file tWO groups, specifically in the 
sahnon fishery. 
While Wet'suwet'en territory isn't 
affected by the deal, chief negotiator 
Dan George has extended his con- 
gratulations to the Nisga'a. But he is 
unwilling to draw any comparison be- 
tween the •precedent-setting a ree- 
mcnt. 
"Wet'suwet'en negotiations are 
being played out on a clean piece of 
paper," said George, "not against a 
Nisga'a backdrop." 
The Gitxsan also congratulated the 
Nisga'a, preseating them with red 
roses - -  which represent the life 
blood of the land which both nations 
share ~ during the meeting. 
But despite the celebratory atmo- 
sphere, according to Sebastian there 
was a general feeling that the Nisga'a 
were too generous to government and 
the people of Canada, and that in all 
future agreements native groups will 
be looking for more generosity from 
the Canadian and provincial govern- 
ments. 
So although the mood was one of 
celebration and congratulation, 
Sebastian oted that "this is just a be- 
ginning, there will be no future giving 
away generously by the aboriginal 
people of the north, though we are 
standing with the Nisga'a on this 
one." 
Gitxsan shrug off coup attempt 
A GROUP of upset Gitxsan iiiii:ii~ii~i~:i!!;i ! ~.i ,:=..::;::~:!3:! it down and tcll us what it 
chiefs and their supporters is. Right now all they're 
tried to boot out two of their saying is something about 
leaders.last week. being militant and we don't 
A aelegation of about 18 know what they mean by 
people turned up at the that." 
Gitxsan Treaty Office on Norman Johnson, exeeu- 
Wednesday to deliver a let- tire director of the Ayook 
ter of termination to chief Gitksan Societ, calls the 
negotiator Don Ryan and 
speaker Gordon Sebastian. :=i~: ;;. :i~: : i ~ ~i~ :: GTO's response inadequate 
~::~:::~::: ~:::~::::~::~=~:~::~:~ and claims the issue might 
The move follows the pro- .... ~i/ii!~!~:~`:~!~:~!~!~i~ii~i!i~;!!~:~i~i!~i go to court. 
vince's decision earlier this "When the chiefs can't 
year to pull out of treaty fire their own employee 
talks with the Hazelton- there's something wrong 
based native group, possibly with the system." 
forcing their land claim Don Ryan According to Johnson, the 
back to court, ernance of the treaty office majority of chiefs do not 
Signed by 31 people in- and questioned its financial support the treaty negotia- 
eluding about eight practices, tors or the GTO leadership. 
hereditary chiefs, the letter But GTO staff dismissed " I  think there's only 10 
said Ryan and Sebastian the firings, saying a majori- chiefs who back the GTO 
have brought shame to the ty of hereditary chiefs sup- and every one of them is on 
Chiefs and disregarded their port the treaty negotiators the payroll," he says. 
orders, and the current model of Efforts to replace the cur- 
"The actions of Don Ryan governance, rent system of governance 
Chief Negotiator and "They (the Ayook with a board of directors 
Speaker Gordon Sebastian Gitksan) want to take over failed earlier this year. 
have not  only been dis- the whole structure of the "Since then, the govern- 
iespeetful 'of the hereditary Gitxsan hereditary system," ment walked away on us," 
chiefs, they have left the ira- Sebastian said. "Their Johnson said. "The ques- 
pression with all Canadians proposal has been rejected tions they asked themselves 
that the Gitxsan chiefs are already by the majority of were, 'What did we do 
militant and without the Gitxsan." wrong? What has gone 
respect," the letter said. He conceded that those wrong here?' They felt that 
It also called for the GTO hereditary chiefs who the leadership that we have 
to be handed over to the signed the letter must be here is the problem." 
Ayook Gitksan Society, an listened to. • . . " I f  Gordon and Don don't 
orgamzatmn that has several " I f  the h . y ave specific step down, the whole pro- 
times challenged the gov- concerns they should write cess, the treaty process and 
Talk clln leads t01 yoff  . . . . . .  : o_a,_se a s 
THE ECONOMIC impact from the pro- Treaty Conunission. Most of the money is 
vi~ee suspending Gitxsan treaty talks is considered a loan to be paid back out of an 
being felt in Hazelton. eventual treaty settlement. 
Eighteen staff with the Gitxsan Treaty The province suspended talks with 
Office have been laid off in the last two Gitxsan negotiators in January, citing ir- 
weeks, and more job losses are expected, reconcilable differences. 
"We've gone fight down to a very small U]dess the two sides agree to return to the 
group," speaker Gordon Sebastian said. table, funding from the co:mnission will 
GTO funding comes from the provincial cease. The next financial installment was 
and federal governments hrough the B.C. expected on March 31. 
the litigation is going to fall 
apart." 
A GTO press release 
issued last Thursday hinted 
at broader ramifications of 
efforts to oust the leaders. 
"Like any society, there 
are some Gitxsan who don't 
agree with the majority," 
Alice Jcffery, a hereditary 
chief who heads internal 
consultation for the treaty 
office, said in the release. 
"This is to be expected as 
the province tries to tear us 
apart and force us to deal 
with a treaty model that 
would meau the end of our 
people. It's an old tactic 
used by government for 
centuries." 
SAFEWA¥ 
FOOD & DRUG 
INA L 
CLEARANCE 
1 WEEK ONLY 
TAKE AN EXTRA 
ALL SALE MERCHANDISE  
A great  se lec t ion  o f  mens  
and  lad ies  fash ions  
Sale Ends Saturday! 
Store Hours 
Mon.- Sat. 
9:30 am - 6 pm 
Fri. 'til 9 pm 
Sun. 12 - 5 pm 
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It's Pothole Season/ 
Make sure your tires are 
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"Buddy reading" program 
encourages participation 
The first six months of the 95-96 school 
year have been very busy ones for the staff 
and students of Parkside Elementary. 
Our school is going through the accredi- 
tation process this year so we have been 
taking a close look at all the things we do 
and are presently preparing a School 
Growth Plan for the next five years. 
Teachers have been introducing new 
curriculum in Mathematics and Science, A
number of students participated in the 
recent Science Festival and many of them 
were pleased to win awards for their work. 
Reading instruction continues to be a 
major focus in our school and we are using 
a number of activities to help our students 
become independent readers. Two classes 
have a '%uddy reading" program and four 
teachers are encouraging their students to 
participate in a Home Reading Program. 
They have received excellent support from 
the parents, The extra practice is helping 
these students develop the reading habit 
and we are noticing that children who 
started reading simple picture books are 
now able to read their first chapter books. 
All of the students in the school are 
helping to build a Reading Chain by com- 
pleting one link for each picture book or 
chapter they read at home. We hope the 
chain will be long enough to reach all the 
way around the school by Spring Break. 
We have held two Book Fairs and teachers 
regularly place book orders to give 
families an opportunity to build their 
home libraries. 
Our PAC group held a very successful 
fruit sale before Christmas and have 
donated a new Performa computer to the 
library. We are very excited to have this 
new learning tool available to us and are 
looking forward to receiving three more 
computers from the District soon. 
On February 23, we said farewell to 
Miho Yamada, our special guest from 
Tokyo, Japan. During the last nine 
months, Ms. Yamada has worked with all 
the students in the school to teach them 
about Japanese culture. She came to 
Parkside through the Japanese School 
Internship Program which has been estab- 
lished to offer firsthand education about 
Japanese language, customs, history, 
geography, art and some traditional activi- 
ties such as calligraphy, paper craft, ike- 
bana (flower arrangement) and kimono 
dressing. 
Students from other schools such as 
Copper Mountain, Cassie Hall, Clarence 
Michiel, Thornhill Primary, Thornhill 
E lementary and Thornhil l  Junior 
Secondary also were fortunate to learn 
about Japan through Miho's visits to their 
schools. On two occasions he visited the 
school in Kemano. Parents had an oppor- 
tunity to meet Miho at a parent's evening 
where they were treated to an exhibit of 
ikebana (flower arranging) by Miho who is 
trained to teach ikebana in Japan. 
Students at our school learned a lot 
from their special sensei (teacher). During 
her farewell assembly "sayonara" was also 
heard and all of the children who had 
come to know her so well were hoping she 
would return to Terrace again some day. 
She touched each and every one from 
Parkside and we all gained a better under- 
standing of her culture. 
Schedule of Events 
Student-led conferences - Noon to 3 p.m. 
Wednesday and Thursday (March 6 and 
7). 
Parkside woodchuck choir in the mall. - 
Friday Mar. 9 at 11a.m. 
E.T. Kenney and Clarence Michiel 
Playing and iearningiOgether 
This year, a number of elemen- 
tary students from Clarence 
Michiel have been making the 
trip across the school playground 
to work with primary students at 
E.T. Kenney. 
Monday to Thursday, two 
students from Mr. Halfyard's 
Grade seven class spend a por- 
tion of their noon hour interact- 
ing with students in Grade 1-3 in 
the gym. Clarence Michiel stud- 
ents, with the assistance ofeith- 
er the Vice-Principal or an E.T. 
Kenney teacher, coach and refer- 
ee games with the younger stud- 
ents who have been organized 
into teams, the purpose of this 
Intramural program is to prom- 
ote leadership skills for the older 
students and good sportsman- 
ship, tea m thinking and game 
skills for the younger students. 
Above all, there is fun for every- 
one, including teachers and 
coaches who get to join in the 
action! It is hoped that having 
learned how to play various 
games, students will be able to 
organize their own activities at 
recess. 
Several Clarence Michiel 
classes are also visiting primary 
classrooms to help with reading. 
Mrs. Bergs Grade two's are read- 
ing buddies with Grade six 
students in Mrs. Cox's class. 
Mrs. Blezarrd's Kindergarten 
students are reading buddies 
with Mrs. Cooper's Grade fours. 
There is a wonderful exchange of
learning going on when these 
four classrooms get together. 
Grade 6 'Reporters' investigate sci' oo.l: 
March 4-9 is Education Week and to planets, pottery and papermaking. The 
find out what's happening at Copper grade 5/6's have been busy practicing plays 
Mountain Elementary, we sent out a group 
of reporters (actually they're mild man- 
nered grade 6 students). Because this 
year's focus for Education Week is reading, 
• during this week Copper Mountain will be 
starting off a month-long home reading 
program. 
Other activities planned for this 
Reading Blitz are weekly draws for free 
books and a Celebrity Reading Day on 
March 7 when a guest from the community 
will read to each class. Our school band 
will also be featured at the Skeena Mass 
on Thursday, March 7. 
But while interviewing the teachers and 
students at Copper Mountain, our intrepid 
reporters found out that there are a lot of 
interesting things going on all during the 
year, not just during Education Week. Our 
reporters found the grade 7 students pro- 
ducing a newspaper and using the 
Internet o learn about Antarctica. The 
grade 6 class has been learning the 3 P's - 
to perform for the rest of the school. 
Making and sharing friendship fudge with 
their older reading buddies was a tasty 
activity that the grade 2/3's liked (or is 
that licked). Another delicious task 
enjoyed by the Grade l's was weighing, 
estimating and graphing the number of 
Smarties. The kindergarten students cel- 
ebrated Hundreds Day by counting hun- 
dreds of things and showing that they've 
learned a lot in the 100 days that they've 
attended school. The grade 4/5's have been 
involved in using computers to make data 
bases to record the textbooks found in the 
school. The students in grade 3/4 have 
enjoyed practicing and presenting 
Reader's Theatre. A unit on building had 
another grade 1 class constructing tun- 
nels, bridges and skyscrapers out of the 
wood and other materials. A grade i stud- 
ent summed it up well by saying, "we're 
doing a lot of new, neat things." 
Terrace & 
1 District 
Credit Union 
British Columbians investing 4650 Lazelle Avenue 
in one another Terrace, B.C. 
635-7282 
Wilkinsol 
BUSINESS MACHINES j 
4552 Lakelse Ave. 
Kitirnat 632-5037 Terrace 638-8585 
"Invest In 
Education" 
8.4717 Lakelse 
635-6231 
AN ' ,  
"E " ducaOon...Your Future Relies On It." 
I r - ' - "  . 
"Come See The Education 
Week Activities" 
March  7 and  8 
Skeena 
Go Somewhere! 
Get On Education! 
  TERRACE 
 OTEM FORD 
4631 Keith Ave. 635-4884 
To l l  F ree :  1 -800-463.1128 
~--- I I  ~11 ~ i l  l l l ; l l~ l l  __  
"Proud 70 Support Education Week" 
3210 Clinton St. 638-7283 
• Natura l  Gas  Vehicle Fuels 
• Low Exhaust  Emiss ions  
• Convers ions  & Serv ice 
* Safer  Than  Gaso l ine or  P ropane 
• Economlca l  
Hwy. 16 West, Terrace 635-661 7 
T~.^ ~^. .^^_ o ,^_ . ,^ . . ,  , , , _ .~___~_  . .  . . . . . . .  ) 
Education Week focusing on reading 
This year for successful readers ing to read? An encourage a love of 
Education Week our themselves. Through important factor reading by allowing 
School District is this exposure they appears to be a regu- them to read for 15 to 
focusing on Reading have learned how lar exposure to books 20 minutes before 
as everyone recogniz- books 'work' how with an adult who lights go out at 
es that in this infor- they are read from invites active partici- bedtime. 
mation and communi- left to right and top to pation. Research also A source for good 
cation age the ability bottom of each page. has shown that pre- reading materials is 
to read well is an They have developed school children who at our school and pub- 
important key to per- an awareness of book can readily recognize lic libraries where 
sonal success, language, that stories all 26 upper and lower trained librarians off- 
For most of us, have to make sense case letters have a er families a wide var- 
learning to read was and that pictures help definite advantage as iety of materials and 
something that just in the prediction of it indicates their are happy to make 
happened or so it what is likely going to familiarity with print suggestions. We 
seemed, as we reflect happen in the story, as well as the develop- encourage veryone to 
on our early school They come to realize ment of visual dis- make reading a habit 
years. However, the that books offer enter- criminating skills - it is amazing how 
development of read- tainment as well as the ability to see the children pick up on 
ihg skills began long information. Many slight differences bet- the things that we 
before we received for- preschoolers who han- ween letters such as value and reading is a 
real instruction and dle books regularly the b and d. good habit to have! 
was started with our have started to recog- As children start to 
first teachers, our nize the 'code'-  the read in the early 
family. Research has letters of alphabet, primary years they 
shown that preschool What are some of gain by having plenty 
children who are read the factors that are of time to practice. In ] l  
to regularly are much the best indicators of many of our class- 
l [  more likely to become early success in learn- rooms, teachers e~ up Home Reading pro- grams vchere-students - ........ : ,....; , 
take books at an 
appropriate level of 
difficulty to practice 
reading at home. 
Repeated readings 
produce marked 
improvements in a 
child's word recogni- 
tion, fluency and 
understanding. 
Parents who take the 
time to listen and to 
talk to their child 
about these books are 
showing the they rec- 
ognize the importance 
of this reading prac- 
tice. As children 
become better readers 
and move into 'chapt- 
er' books, we can 
b HlilIIHlZ[ , ou , ,o .F . . .A . _  
Your company could be increasing productivity, starting a 
new project or working on a special assignment, It's possible 
with your assistance and ours. 
We are the association of Co-op Education in British 
Columbia. A provincial program that assists post secondary 
students to find paying jobs while getting an education. 
Contact your local university or college and enquire about Co-op rograms, ~ 
~i~ Tomorrow's Graduates at Work Toda~ ! ,~ 
What does it take  to get  
a Good Educat ion? 
It takes a great deal of eating flora a large number of people. Nuch of what makes a~'~,~q ~1~ 
each school run efficiently is done behind the scenes from the custodians who come 
into the school to clean the gym and classrooms and much more: the maintenance 
workers who make sure that everything is up and running in time for students and 
teachers; the bus drivers who puU up to your corner to pick up students for a safe 
journey to school; the office staff who take yours or other important calls about 
your child among a myriad of other tasks that make schools run smoothly; the 
teacher assistants who care for special, needs students and the groundskeepers 
who make sure that grounds and playing fields are in tip top shape, 
What would school be like without 
these support  workers? 
ALL the things thatjust seem to happen refLect planning and preparation 
by people who are hardly ever seen by most people in the community. 
CUPE people are the ones behind the scenes keeping the education system 
active for Terrace school kids. 
0 
CUPR Locals 2831 and 2851, Terrace Schools 
I 
Education Week March 4-9, 1996 
Planned Activities 
The following is a list of activities planned for Education Week. 
• The theme selected for this year's Education Week is Reading. 
• Displays will be in the mall Monday, March 4 to Monday, March 
11. 
• School performances in the mall will take place Thursday and 
Friday. 
Thursday ,  March  7 :  
9:00 
9:15 
9:30 
10:45 
11:30 
12:00 
2:00 
Copper Mountain Grade 6/7 Bands 
Kiti K'Shan Morning Kindergarten 'Mall Crawl' '~ 
Skeena Grade 9 Band 
ET Kenney Readers Theatre 
Uplands Grade 6 Band 
Uplands Grade 7 Band 
Uplands Grade 4 Choir 
Fr iday ,  March  8 :  
9:30 Skeena Grade8 Band 
10:15 Clarence Michiel Grade7 Band 
10:45 Kiti K'Shan Buddy Reading 
11:15 Parkside Choir 
12:15 Thornhill Primary School 
12:30 
12:45  
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
Kiti K'Shan Buddy Reading 
Kiti K'Shan Al~ernoon Kindergarten 'Mall Crawl, 
E.T. Kenney Grade 2-3 Choir 
Uplands Grade 2-3 Choir 
Uplands Grade 1-3 Choir 
• placemats - are being provided to local restaurants for use 
throughout the week. 
• March 5 at the Happy Gang Centre, the seniors will be introduced 
to the world fo computers and the network. 
• tents, advertising Education Week, will be provided for the table 
top in local 
Activities happening at individual school include: 
- open houses - reading With parents & seniors 
- science fair -students reading on the Northern Native Radio 
- school display 
30% of students drop out b~re a,mpleting high school. 
Surprfse. In British Columbia 84% of students 
complete grade 12 accordi,g to a 1993 Statistics Canada report. 
That's better than the national average 0.]'82%. 
Compare this to just 52% in 197I and the success of the 
current public school system is apparent. 
Our Public Education system is open to .all students. 
No child is excluded regardless of race, income, 
or special needs. Our teachers, along with education support 
workers and other key resources, provide not 
only the basics but an expanding body of knowledge to help 
prepare our children for a changing world. 
Our neighbourhood schools are now under attack from 
often misinformed sources.Vital funding and resources 
hang in the balance. Public Education is worth supporting. 
Get the real story. Call the British Columbia Teachers' 
Federation at 1-800-663-9163 or write us at 
#100- 550 West 6th Ave.,Vancouver, B.C. VbZ 4P2. 
c-mail: pbalango@bctf.bc.ca 
Home page: http://www.bctf.bc.ca/bctf 
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T'! show gets mixed reviews 
Straight Up called 'how-to guide' for teen sex 
By KATHLEEN BRANDSMA 
A NEW CBC program exploring the 
lives of teenagers i coming under fire 
from Terrace viewers, ineludtng some 
teens themselves. 
Caledonia grade 12 student Leslie 
Dickson says she doesn't think the 
producers of the show know what 
teenagers are all about. 
"The first episode was obsessed 
with sex and the show portrays 
teenagers in a very negative way," 
says Dickson. 
But she amdits the show does have 
some redeeming qualities. 
In a review in Cal's student paper 
The Dose she writes "what was nice 
about the show was that it didn't fol- 
low the happy ending formula. The 
rough edges of this show suit the sub- 
ject matter and the intended 
audience." 
She says it's realistic in some points 
but adds it only covers certain aspects 
of teenage life, and those seem to be 
the negative ones. 
Tim Morton, the 'IV operations 
manager at CFTK, says he's received 
a number of phone calls from viewers 
who are offended by the show. 
"I  don't think there's anything in 
the show that's worth running," he 
says. 
But the local station is obligated to 
carry it anyway. 
"We are a CBC affiliate," explains 
Morton, 
"And they make two types of shows 
available to us, reserved, and avail- 
able." 
"l always figured we 
could watch CBC when 
everything else was gross, 
but now they're gross 
too." 
He says CFTK is under contract o 
run the reserved shows, one of which 
is "Straight Up," but can choose 
whether or not to run available shows. 
He says he'd prefer if "Straight 
Up" were put in the available 
category, or, if that's not possible, to 
air it during a later time slot. 
He says a spokesperson at CBC 
Toronto told him the show is a pilot 
series and will only air six times. 
He was also told it was only the fkst 
show that was sexually explicit. 
"I watched the second show and it 
was better," says Morton. 
" I f  the rest are like that I can live 
with it." 
The show is produced in Toronto is 
marketed as a gritty look at an eclectic 
mix of teenagers in the '90's. 
"It's as far away from "Beverly 
Hills 90210" as you can get," says a 
show publicist. 
One local viewer, Irene Mullican, 
says she was shocked when she saw 
"Straight Up" for the first time. 
"It seemed like a how-to guide for 
sex," she says. 
/u~d she's concerned about he mes- 
sage that could send to young people. 
"I always figured we could watch 
CBC when everything else was gross, 
but now they're gross too." 
i 
... :;~ii; 
. . . . . . . . . . .  
= Skeena recyclers 
SKEENA STUDENTS loaded up two years worth of recycling last week onto a truck donated by Bandstra. 
The paper and old notebooks were collected by a now defunct recycling club. That's Kevin Andolfatto and 
Shaun DaSilva, helping to load the truck which made its way to Kitimat yesterday. 
CBC Radio awaits the knife 
EXPECT MORE budget rimming at 
CBC Radio's northern outlets. 
Already suffering from several years 
of staff reductions, the crown corpora- 
tion's Prince Rupert and Prince 
George bureaus will be asked to do 
more with less, says CBC Radio offi- 
cial Susan Englebert. 
The news end has been particularly 
hard hit with the CBC's Prince 
Rupert-based reporter all but assigned 
full time to Vancouver. 
"It 's not been completely decided 
yet but we may take that reporter out 
of there," said Englebert. 
CBC's Prince George reporter 
moved away last week bat that posi- 
More cuts 
loom for north 
tion will be filled soon, she added. 
"We are faced with downsizing. 
There's no question. We may be 
moving people around when impor- 
tant things come up on occasion," 
Englebert continued. 
CBC Radio has already combined 
its Prince Rupert and Prince George 
morning shows as a result of budget 
, CUts .  
Its Prince Rupert operation, for in- 
stance, is now down to two staffers 
and a contract worker. 
One new venture under considera- 
tion is the creation of a newscast just 
for the interior and the north. 
That's one way of countering com- 
plaints that CBC Radio pays too much 
attention to the lower mai~dand. 
"What we can do depends on our 
resources," said Englebert of that 
idea. 
CBC Radio began changing its ap- 
proach to the north in the late 1980s 
when its CFPR Prince Rupert station 
was dissolved in favour of creating 
bureaus and programming in Prince 
George and Kelowna and by placing 
reporters throughout the interior. 
=arks growth stretches staff 
THE NUMBER of new 
parks being created ill the 
Skeena District is on the 
rise, but staffing levels do 
not reflect hat. 
In the past few years the 
government has recognized 
the Tatshenshini-Alsek, the 
Khutzeymateen Grizzly 
Sanctuary and three marine 
parks in the inside passage 
as protected areas. 
And Ken Zimmer at the 
Smithers Parks office says 
he expects the Kitlope to 
It was protected from June. Lake as well, but seasonal 
resource extraction in the And there is, and always workers are also brought in 
fall of 1994. has h~cn a budget in place to help out there. 
"Staffing levels are the to hire and train seasonal Zimmer says all staffhave 
same as they've always auxiliary workers, so far been able to keep up 
been," hesays. Zimmer says there arealso with the increased work 
"There have no full-time plansin themaking to hire a load, but adds that might 
equivalents designated to resource officer for the Ter- change as more protected 
look after the new parks." race office, areas are identified. 
"And this is a concern for "We're confident that BC Parks is ill the process 
us," when that happens we'll feel of printing an "Auto Tour 
He says there is currently better about new parks corn- Guide,', for the Nisga'a 
one full-time area super- ing on board, and what that park. 
visor working in Terrace means in terms of work- Zimmer expects it to be 
and they hope to have a sec-, load." ready this spring, and hopes 
There is only one person it will attract new visitors to 
currently on staff in Dease the area, 
Master Card 
receive official park desig' ond person in place some- 
nation this spring, time between April and 
Mr, 
\ Clean Sweep 
Marc 
The Art of Entertainment TM
CAR STEREO 
DEH-215 CD 
High Power, 22 Watts x 4, 
RCA Preouts, Clock 
I 
The Art of Entertainment TM 
CASSETTE 
DECK 
CTW-103 
Normal/High Speed Dubbing, 
Dolby Noise Reduction 
The Art of Entertainment TM
STEREO 
RECEIVER 
VSX-4S4 
Dolby Pro Logic, Remote 
Control, 100 Waits x 4 
The Art of Entertainment TM 
CAR STEREO 
CDX-FM67 
6 Disc CD Changer, Wireless 
The Art of Entertainment TM 
DISC PLAYER 
..... ~PD-M403 
6 Disc CD Changer, 6 Pack CD 
Cartridge included 
.. =,i.~:~ .~ i l i~?  ~'~ 
The Art of Entertainment TM
CAR SPEAKER 
TS-A6940 
1 O0 Watts Max Power 
Handling, Shallow Mounting 
,cg -,, 
The Art of Entertainment TM 
MINI  STEREO 
¢¢$-304 
Dual Cassette, Karaoke, 
70 Watts x 2, 6 Disc Changer 
The Art of Entertainment rM 
STEREO 
RECEIVER 
VSX-604 
Dolby Pro Logic 110 Watts x 5, 
Smart Remote, Grafic User 
Interface 
d~ 
..... ~ . . . .  ~.~',. ~ -,,..~:,.(!~,~..l ,. ~ 
The Art of Entertainment TM
PROJECTION 
TV 
i ......... ':~: ; -"  "?"::~::i:!t .~
SDP-5181 
.... ................ :~ 51 in. 
:;:i, i:.ij:-: ~' : . , ,  i.:i: Projection 
~!!ii~i~:~!i!,f~r~!i~ ,'.~',~,  TV, Wide 
. , t ,  ~l.~,,~L..~.i~.~.~,~ Screen, 
:i]? Simplified 
i:.~ii~. Remote 
! 
KBTH AVE. MALL 
635-5333 
SKEENA MALL 
635-49  
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
A UNION certification vote has not yet been counted, and an unfair labour prac- 
tices c arr plaint is also pe ndi~ g agair tst th .= Slumb~ r Lo dg=~, but most c~f 
hotel's employees are now back at work. 
dg " Slumber Lo e denies 
[epo, o!o union trouble 
Terrace 
om l i t ing n t e er e, of the 
Slumberiodge are denying reports that 
their employees were laid off because 
they signed union cards. 
"Nobody was laid off and nobody was 
canned," says Jennifer Reid. 
"They were given time off while work 
was being done in the kitchen." 
On February 18, 13 employees received 
phone calls from a Slumberiodge acting 
manager telling them not to show up for 
work the next day. 
Wilma Redpath, business agent for the 
Hotel, Restaurant and Bartenders Union, 
says earlier that week eight of them had 
signed cards, voting to join the union. 
But Bob Reid denies that had anything 
to do with it. He says he would not be op- 
posed to any of his workers joining a 
union. 
A number of those who were laid off 
did not work in the kitchen though, and 
management had been carrying out the 
bulk of the work the week after the 
layoffs. 
A certification hearing began last week 
Wednesday inVancouver. 
But it was adjourned when the union 
and management disagreed over the num- 
ber of employees who were employed at 
the motel. 
That is a key issue when it comes to 
voting on certification. 
Jennifer Reid says she called her 
workers that night, telling them they 
could return to work the next day. 
"Everybody's back at work who wants 
to be," she says. 
A couple of employees have since 
found other jobs. 
A vote was held last Friday at the Ac- 
cess Center, but the results won't be 
known until the hearing resumes. 
A date has not yet been set for that. 
Redpath as also filed an unfair labour 
practice complaint. 
She says it will be heard when the hear- 
ing continues. 
Snip mine bu posed 
A VANCOUVER company 
~planning a mine in the Iskut 
River area wants to buy a 
controlling stake in its next 
door neighbor. 
International Skyline Gold 
Corporation has entered into 
a memorandum of under- 
standing with Comineo Ltd. 
to acquire 60 per cent of the 
Snip gold mine for $55 mil- 
lion. 
Located at Bronson Creek, 
the mine immediately ad- 
jacent o Skyline's Bronson 
Slope property, now un- 
.dergoing a mine operating 
permit application review. 
The sale is subject to a 
right-of-first-offer condition 
by Prime Resources, which 
owns the other 40 per cent 
of the Snip mine. Prime is 
now majority owned by 
Homestake Mining Canada. 
Test results show the ore 
could produce one or two 
ounces of gold per tonne 
and as much as six ounces 
of silver per tonne. 
Grandison said they also 
envision shipping up to 
480,000 tonnes per year of 
magnetite, used in the coal 
industry. 
The mine proposal also in- 
eludes a water licence ap- 
plication for a run-of-river 
hydroelectric generator that 
could produce up to 20 
megawatts of power for the 
mine's ore mill. 
Key to the project is road 
access to move in materials 
and haul out concentrate. 
International Skyline 
wants the B.C. government 
to subsidize construction of 
30 kilometres of road from 
the turnoff to the Eskay 
Creek gold mine along the 
Iskut River to Bronson 
Creek. 
"It's absolutely essen- 
tial," Grandison said of the 
road. "There's no way that 
mine will make it without 
that road." 
But government agencies 
have proved obstructionist 
about he proposal, he said. 
"You wouldn't believe 
the flack that we're getting 
from the various govern- 
ment agencies who kind of 
become very defensive 
about his road," he said. 
"When you're in the 
forest industry, 19 miles of 
road is built on almost a dai- 
ly basis. There's far too 
much fuss over this road." 
City to hone 
sign bylaw . . . . . . . .  
COUNCILLORS will debate changes to the city's pro- lJl ~ It's time to explore our j 
posed sign bylaw on Thursday. ~ ___new_gardening ideas. 
About 25 business people showed up at a meeting last 
week to voice concerns and learn more about he bylaw. I! TheGarden Shed I 
Most of the changes relate to the definitions of window ] [~ WILL RE-OPEN I] 
areSigns and temporary signs to make it clear what city s t a f f r e f e r r i n gto. [~_Mol'l,~h18_l 
,,i don't think there's anything to get panicky about." 
said Central GiRs' Sharal n Paid ian " -make~ ~:on,~p'tn me." y g . It..._.. . . . . . . . . .  
City planner David Trawin said other minor changes to 
the bylaw are likely. 1~,5033 Graham Ave. 638-7697 | 
He said it's probable that hey'll turf the section that re' 
~'~-~~ Ilk,~7~ _ " _ " 
quires Christmas lights lint be up from Jail. 15 to Nov. 15' - -~ . .  ~ 
The fee structure will also be reviewed, altho ugh for the .  , .~  
most part the new fees would be the same or lower than set 
out in tile existing sign bylaw. ~ ~ . ~ ,  
Inflatable signs and tethered balloons likely won't be ; 
prohibited, but will not be allowed to be up more than two 
weeks per year. 
And permits for temporary signs will likely allow their 
use for 180 days ~ up from the 30 days presently pro- 
posed. 
Trawin said they'll also make it clearer that the fee ap- • 
plies to an entire permit ~ not each sign witliin the permiL 
There was also debate about whether ules setting out 
how much signage a business can have ~ based on a per- 
centage of ground floor area ~ are too tight. Trawin said 
they may also be adjusted. 
Your Professional Chauffeurs 
for the information highway 
Internet Access 
www.kermode.net 
Web Pages 
RGS Internet Services 
4722 Lakelse Ave. 
Phone: 635-3444 Fax: 635-9727 
Training 
email:sales@kermode.net 
Homestake must decide 
within the month if it wants . ~ ' ~  ,' ~ . ~ . ~ ~ "  ~ L ~ . I ~  ~~mi l~ ~.~,  ~ t6~r  ~ 
to exercise its option and '~ "~#~1I~i~;4~-~a'~'~ , ~ ~  ..litER,NATURAl. " 
buy the 60 per cent stake. BRIIIMI COLUMIHA 
In anticipation that 
Homestake won't go for the ~ 
buyout, Skyline has ar- 
ranged $40 million worth of 
credit through Rothschild ~ 
and Sons Ltd. and plans a 
new equity issue to pay for 
the balance. ~)  [ 
Skyline's interest in Snip 
is twofold, explains presi- 
dent Clifford Grandison. ~]  
Acquiring a working gold 
mine will make its asset 
base more attractive to in- / .  
vestors, he said. 
"It's much easier for 
analysts to value a produc- 
ing gold company rather 
than one that's purely ex- ~¢,  
ploration.' ' 
And once the Snip opera- ~ 
tlon winds down about hree ~ 
years from now, the infra- 
structure could be used for 
Skyline's open-pit Bronson ~/ I  
Slope mine, Grandison 
added. 
"(Snip) have accommoda- tl~kP'~ ". 
tion, they have offices, they 
have warehouses and other 
facilities that we can use. } 
The one thing that we can't 
use is that concentrator." 
Bronson Slope would re- 
quire a much larger con- 
eentrator to handle 12,000 
tonnes of ore a day. 
The property contains a 
poly-metallie deposit of 
gold, silver, copper, molyb- 
denum and magnetite, 
[ 
! 
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RD in Brief 
Mess rules expanded 
IF YOU live in the Lakelse Lake area, and your yard 
looks like a pigsty, watch out. 
Regional District directors have adopted the 
"Unsightly Premises Bylaw" lot Thornhill and 
amended it to include the area around Lakelse Lake. 
Under the new bylaw, if property owners fail to clean 
up their yards after they've warned, the Regional Dis- 
triet can move in and do it themselves. 
And you can then expect he bill to be added to your 
property taxes. 
"Thornhili and Electoral Area C are growing rapid- 
ly," says board chair Joanne Monaghan. 
"As our population grows, so does our respotusibility 
to our neighbours and community." 
Thomhill director Peggy Julseth says the bylaw final- 
ly addresses the long outstanding concerns of Thomhill 
residents regarding some very unsightly properties that 
need to be cleaned up. 
Subdivision rejected 
IT'S BACK to the drawing board for the developers 
of a planned new subdivision in Thornhill. 
The developers had wanted the Regional District to 
rezone a 3/4 hectre parcel of land at the comer of Dog- 
wood and Lavinia to allow for smaller lot sizes. 
The current zoning allows a minimum parcel size of 
1/4 hectre, but the applicants wanted that lowered to 
700 square metres. 
They'd proposed to subdivide the land into eight par- 
cels, including four each along King and Dogwood Av- 
enues. 
But that plan has area residents up in arms. 
They say the smaller lot sizes would constrain the 
type of dwelling that could be built there and fear their 
neighbourhood could be turned into a run down trailer 
park. 
"We want a nice neighbourhood, and we want to 
keep upgrading," says Bob Erb. 
"We don't want mobile homes in." 
District directors have voted to refuse the rezoning 
application, and advise the developers to re-apply for 
Low Density Rural zoning. 
That would mean lot sizes could be no smaller than 
1200 squa re metres. 
Decline in union power 
claims local rep's job 
FRED GLOVER has seen 
union power decline steadi- 
ly in the northwest - -  and 
now it's cost him his job 
fighting for unionized 
workers here. 
Declining dues attd budget 
cutbacks have forced the 
B,C. and Yukon Construc- 
tion Trades COuncil to close 
its Terrace office. 
Glover, the council's 
northwest coordinator, says 
he will take a transfer to 
Vancouver. 
"Everybody's tightening 
up, tightening their 
budgets," he said. "A lot of 
big jobs in the northwest 
have been done by non- 
union out-of-province 
workers who don't contrib- 
ute dues to unions." 
A heavy-duty mechanic 
by trade, the 62-year-old 
Glover has been in the 
northwest 41 years since 
coming to Kitimat in 1954. 
To Glover, closing the of- 
fice here means one more 
step in the gradual reduction 
of union power in the north. 
He says the backlash 
against union workers - -  
who he said some see as 
overpaid "fat cats" - -  
threaten to rum the clock 
back on the gains of years 
gone by. 
"Younger people don't 
realize the fight that went on 
back hi the 30's and 40's 
and 50's to get the benefits 
we have today. And now 
they're slowly being 
"Younger people don't realize the fight 
that went on back in the 30"s and 40's 
and 50's to get the benefits we have 
today. And now they're slowly being 
eroded. '" 
Fred Glover 
eroded." 
"We've lost our double 
time on overtime, we're 
losing some travel bene- 
fits," he said. "And we've 
got a steady fight ahead of 
us to hold on to what we've 
got." 
Workers have seen costs 
and expenses increase 
dramatically compared to 
union wages in recent years. 
" I  think it's going to get 
worse," Glover adds. 
He said major projects at 
Methanex, and major high- 
ways contracts in the north- 
west have been done by out- 
of-province contractors in 
recent years. 
"We have done our best 
to talk these people into 
hiring building trades and 
local people but it just 
hasn't happened," he says. 
"Slowly people who have 
never been on welfare in 
their lives are going onto the 
welfare roles and it's a 
bloody shame." 
"To see it happening un- 
der an NDP goverment - - I 
would never have believed 
it." 
STEAK & LOBSTER 
6 oz. Top Sirloin broiled to perfection, and a 4-5 oz. Lobster 
Tail served with hot melted butterand your choice of baked 
potato or rice and vegetables. 
$19.95 
For a Umited Time 0nly 
Open 7 days a week. 
Lunch M0n. - Fd. 11:30 - 2:00 pm • Dinner 4:30 - 11:00 pm 
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 
638-1593 
4402 LAKELSE AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C, 
FROM A1 
Abuse 
survivor 
looking 
forward 
But those days are long 
behind Gray now, and hc 
credits the help hc received 
at the Ncchako treatment 
center. 
"I've had a lot of 
counselling there," he says. 
"They dig pretty deep and 
find out what kind of anger 
is inside of you." 
He first went to the Prince 
George treatment center in 
1988. 
"I  was a chronic alcoholic 
then, and was drinking 
every day," he says. "And 
my company doctor at 
Skeena Sawmills said if I 
didn't get treatment I 'd be 
fired. I 'd be showing up at 
work drunk." 
Gray spent six weeks at 
Ncchako in '88, returned for 
a one week refresher course 
in 1989, and just returned 
from a three-week stay last 
month. 
Participants spend ten 
hours a day in counselling, 
and Gray says it's time very 
well spent. 
"I have learned to forgive 
Mr. Plint for what hc's 
done," Gray says. "If I 
can't forgive my abuser for 
what hc's done, I'll never 
get rid of my anger." 
Gray says his time at 
Nechako has turned every 
day into a learning experi- 
ence. 
"I'm learning how to 
respect friends, relatives, 
my job, and I'm learning 
how to respect myself." 
Gray is now turning his at- 
tention to his family and 
trying to mend past hurts. 
" I 'm very concerned 
about my children," he 
says. "I see that they are a 
little bit abusive to their kids 
and ! want them to try and 
find peace and happiness." 
And those feelings for him 
will grow even more when, 
and if the lawsuit is ever 
settled. 
But Gray's not focussing 
on the financial aspect. 
"Compensation is showing 
you care about how that per- 
son feels," he says. 
And finding that caring is 
one part of the healing pro- 
ecss that still eludes him. 
"Many people cover up 
what happened by saying at 
least I got my education, but 
they'll never understand the 
feelings I had." 
It could bc years before 
the complainants ever scc 
any money. 
It's your British Columbia Ford and Mercury gealers 
O 
A 
Standard V6 engine 
anti the best head-on 
protection of any 
minivan! 
~19~6 ' "  " '  " 
Ford's hard working 
F-150 pickup is 
the best-selling truck 
in North America. 
One of North America's best-selling 
small cars wilh three models 
at one low price! 
it ;~,- ~ :~ ~~ 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  
FORD & MERCURY DEALERS 
'5.9% financing on all new 1996 and prior Windstar, Escort and new selected 1996 and prior F-Series (Regular Cab Non-Diesel) for up to a maximum of 48 months on 
approved credit. Down payment may be required. E.g. $20,000 financed at 5 9% Annua Percentage Rate for 48 months, month y payment s $468.78 cost of borrowi ng 
is $2501.44 andtotal to be repaid is $22, 501 44. Licence, tax and insurance xtra. Limited time offer. Dealers may sell for less. See dealer for details. 
4631 Keith Avenue 
1-800-463-1128 ~O.T .  ERRACE 
EM FORD 
DLR 5548 
(604) 635-4984 
t 
t 
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INSIDE 
COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 .( ) M M U N I T Y 
I 
UST A .THOUGHT 
I 
KATHY FLORITTO 
U.S. is feeling a 
little cranky 
H 
ISTORY ',viii report that Ibrmer 
fisheries minister Brian Tobin, that 
plucky fellow who met the Spanish 
Amrada in a dinghy, won the day 
for Canada and the Cod and was cheered 
mightily by a grateful nation. 
When treaty talks turned into a fish war be- 
tween Canada and the U.S., Mr. Tobin, flushed 
with his success on the Atlantic, raced to B.C. 
to save our salmon from becoming part of the 
U.S. national economy. 
hnposing a $1,500 transit fee on Yankee fish- 
big boats heading from Washington State to 
Alaska through the Inside Passage, he won the 
hearts of 2 million tish, and once the talks 
resumed, the fee was dropped. 
We cheered again! Tobin the Terrible was 
Terrific! 
Oh, not everyone cheered, of course. Some 
were concerned about possible repercussions 
from our neighbor to the south - -  but were we 
going to let those wet blankets spoil our 
enthusiasm? Not on your sockeye we weren't... 
Well, it looks like tile repercussions have 
repercussed...heavy emphasis on the last syll- 
able. The warning bell began clanging when 
American fishers, who'd paid the fee, 
demanded reimbursement from their govern- 
ment. 
We didn't hear a sound (must're been earmuff 
weather in Ottawa), but the White House sure 
did. Their guy called our guy, saying it.would 
sure be nifty if we sent back our ill-gotten gMns 
now that the fuss was over. 
We, apparently, didn't see it quite that way 
and said "no." Now, there's absolutely nothing 
about "no"  that 'America' doesn't understand. 
"No" means "Woe"  to them wot sez it ... in 
this case, those pesky folk north of the 49th. 
That's us. 
Looks like the 150 year old 
Oregon Treaty was caught in the 
water fight and you know what 
happens to paper when it gets 
really, really weL 
Frustrated by tile colossal absurdity of losing 
every single battle to date in the Softwood War 
and several NAFTA skirmishes, this was the 
straw that did ill the camel ill the minds of the 
American Congress and Senate. Instead of 
marking "end of discussion," it birthed an 
amendment to the U.S. Fishermen's Protective 
Act - -  and was signed into law by President 
Clinton last November. 
It authorizes the U.S. government to reini- 
burse the fees (and to continue trying to collect 
it from Canada). It guarantees that American 
vessels may pass freely, without constraint from 
Canada or having to abide by Canadian law (ill- 
eluding our 1995 oil-spill legislation), through 
the Inside Passage and it commands the U.S. 
Coast Guard to "provide for the safety of 
United States citizens, the enforcement of 
United States law and to protect he rights of the 
United States." It goes on to assure U.S. 
citizens that "Tile United States will not now, 
nor at any time ill the future, tolerate any action 
by Canada which would impede or otherwise 
restrict the right of passage of vessels of the 
United States." 
"What the heck does that mean?" you ask. 
Well - I don't think it means Jean and Bill will 
be doing lunch ally time soon. 
"Yeah, but how can the Yanks decide they 
don't have to obey Canadian rules in Canadian 
waters??" Simple (for them anyway). The U.S. 
declares the hrside Passage all "international 
waterway" and by so doing, exempts itself 
from all but its own laws. That,s the way they 
see it and that's what they've done. 
At the same time, they've declared that bit of 
the Straits of Juan de Fuca and Ham, that form 
the boundary waters between them 'n us, to be 
U.S. internal waters and Canadian vessels (in- 
cluding, presumably, ally B.C. Ferry travelling 
from Tsawwassen to Schwartz Bay) must now 
obey American laws and cough up a transit fee 
to get through. Looks like the 150 year old 
Oregon Treaty was caught ill the water fight and 
you know what happens to paper when it gets 
really, really wet. 
So now what, Brian? Brian?? Waddya mean, 
he's gone!l Goliath's revived and our redoub- 
table David has taken a hike? Say it isn't so! 
Oh well...never mind. Everything's well ill 
hand. Our department of foreign affairs has 
sent Washington a diplomatic note. I'll bet our 
"tch" makes them think twiceabout messhlg 
with usl 
CUHNARY STUDENTS at NWCC had a lot of fun creating this sumptious display of food in the first annual 
culinary salon. Head chef Nick Garcia plans to invite other local restaurants to participate in the second 
culinary salon, next year. 
Student chefs aim for top 
KOREAN CUISINE, poached 
salmon fillet, carved food sculp- 
tures... There's a heightened 
sense of activity around cafeteria 
at Northwest Community College 
this winter. Culinary students are 
stir frying, baking and glazing in 
preparation for an international 
culinary student competition in 
1997. 
Head chef Nick Garcia is put- 
ting together the first team from 
the college to ever attend a com- 
petition of this calibre. 
This is Garcia's second year 
teaching at NWCC. He was 
trained at the Culinary Institute of 
America in New York and has 
competed insimilar events. 
"It 's a great experience for the 
students to go through this type of 
competition," says Garcia. 
And it's not oldy the students 
who benefit, After all someone 
has to eat all those meals the 
culinary students will be prepar- 
ing while they're training. 
The team will be made of six 
students ~ one will be team cap- 
tain while the other students will 
specialize ill certain areas of 
cooking. 
The competition will be taking 
place in Toronto, and will attract 
student teams from all over the 
world. 
The day before the competition 
the NWCC team will be given a 
basket of food, comprised of file 
groceries they will have to use in 
the competition, explained Gar- 
cia. 
Overnight the students will 
have to come up with a menu 
based on the food basket, com- 
plete with appetizers, oups, veg- 
etables, pastries and more, 
Then the students will present 
the menu to a board of judges in 
the morning. They'll have about 
tour hours that afternoon to 
prepare a sit-down dinner for 
twenty that evening, said Garcia. 
One set of judges will be in the 
kitchen, marking the students on 
their preparation skills and while 
another set of judges will 
"concentrate on the end product. 
"The pressure is very intense," 
said Garcia. 
Right now he is concentrating 
on training all his culinary stu- 
dents on the techniques the 
judges will be looking for, such 
as cleanliness, organization and 
sanitation. 
"You want to be absolutely 
clean," said Garcia. 
Although only six students will 
end up on the team, he says the 
training is good for the whole 
class. 
" I f  you really want to be good, 
then these are the things you will 
be doing anyhow." 
Although he won't be picking 
Ills final team until the fall, he 
plans to have some of his students 
compete in some upcoming 
provincial competitions this 
spring or summer. 
"It'll be a practice run for us," 
he says. 
He's also trying to get the stu- 
dents accustomed to presenting 
food in decorative ways. 
And last week students and 
staff at the college were treated to 
the first such display ill the first 
annual culinary salon. 
It featured aselection of breads, 
appetizers, entrees and desserts, 
all prepared by the students. 
Some of the highlights included 
a beaver sculpted out of white fat, 
a baked bread which looked like 
wheat sheaves molded together, 
veal pate in crust, poached sal- 
mon fillet, chocolate mousse tear- 
drops and more tasty treats. 
And in the centre was the 
NWCC logo, drawn on a sugar 
paste form. 
"They've never done anything 
like this before here," said Gar- 
cla. 
"We stayed here until 10 p.m. 
last night getting ready. It was a 
lot of fun." 
Garcia says even the students 
who don't become part of the 
team can benefit from this type of 
training. 
"Training for competition is no 
different from training to learn to 
cook," he said. "It 's just one step 
higher in detail, and quality of 
presentation." 
Around 
Town 
And the band 
played on 
BANDS AT Caledonia, Skeena 
and Thornhill Jr. Secondary 
raised $6.753 during their 
telethon Feb. 18 at the REM Lee. 
Band students from the three 
schools entertained the audience 
with jazz and concert music, plus 
a number of solos. 
The money that was raised will 
go to help pay for band travel this 
year. Thornhill students are plan- 
ning a trip to Toronto for the na- 
tionals, while the Caledonia band 
plans to travel to Banff. 
Organizers plan to make the 
telethon all atulual event. 
Shake off those 
winter blahs 
THE APPLAUSE '96 telethon 
may be just around the corner on 
March 16, but the Terrace Little 
Theatre is already looking beyond 
that. They're bringing in the Low 
Budget Blues and Ole Johson for 
a Lose the Winter Blues dance on 
Friday, March 29, 
Net proceeds from the dance 
will go towards the Terrace Little 
Theatre building fund. 
Tickets are available from 
Uniglobe Travel at $15 each. Ad- 
vance ticket sales only. Doors 
open at 8 p.m. 
The Low Budget Blues are a 
favourite with Terrace residents, 
and recently l)erformed at the 
McColl playhouse to a sold-out 
audience. Ole Johnson has played 
with Mark Perry on recent ours. 
i Leapin' birthdays 
MARTY CHRISTIANSEN turned two years old last week. He was born on a leap year, and 
that means he'll actually be 64-years-old before he's old enough to drive. His mother brought 
a special birthday cake into his grade two class at Veritas last Thursday, so his friends could 
join in the celebration. 
* 
MUSIC 
,A, ROASTMASTIR 'S  COFFEE 
HOUSE-  The Terrace Musician's 
Association presents Lynell Steinke and 
the Kispiox Connection and Louis 
Payne and Friends. Bring along your in- 
strument oo and take part in the open 
mic session. It all goes Saturday March 
9 from 8 p.m. until 11 p.m. Members 
$4, non-members $5. 
• THE TERRACE COMMUNITY 
band presents its sixth annual Spring 
Fling Cabaret on Saturday, March 9 at 
the Elks Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets are $12 
for a night of music, dancing, desserts 
and beverages. Tickets are available 
from Sight and Sound or band mem- 
bers. 
• JAM NIGHT on Sunday March 10 
at OiGi's Pub in the Terrace Inn, hosted 
by Rude Innocence. Everyone's wel- 
come - the fun begins at 8 p.m. 
• APPLAUSE '96 - -  This is it. The 
long-awaited Terrace Little Theatre 
telethon starts at 12 noon on March 16 
in the REM Lee Theatre. Headliners 
from across the country, children's en- 
tertainers and plenty of local talent will 
keep people watching until 10 p.m. that 
night. Drop by and check it out. Admis- 
sion is free, and donations at the door 
are welcome. You can also watch the 
telethon live, on channel 10. 
A KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thurs- 
day and Sunday at George's Pub in the 
Northern Motor Inn, every Sunday and 
Monday at Hanky Panky's and every 
Friday at the Thornhill Pub. 
MOVIES 
Starting Friday 
• There's one in every family. Chris 
Farely and David Spade star in BLACK 
SHEEP playing at 7 and 9:15 p.m. And 
CITY HALL  plays at 7:15 and 9:30. It 
stars AI Pacino, John Cusack and 
Bridget Fonda. 
ETCETERA 
• TREASURES OF THE NORTH- 
WEST. The opening night reception of 
this Ron Thiele photography exhibition 
is Friday, March 8. It's being held at the 
Terrace Public Art Gallery at 7:30 p.m. 
A LOSE THE WINTER BLUES 
Dance the night away to the Low 
Budget Blues and Ole Johnson on 
March 29 at the Thornhill Community 
Centre. Tickets are available in advance 
only for $15 at Unigiobe Travel. 
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• THE SIXTH ANNUAL SPRING 
fever dance goes next Saturday, March 
16 at the arena banquet room. 
The event is put on by the local ski 
patrol and tickets are $10 per person. 
They're available at Sportworld, All 
Seasons Sports, Shames and the Skeena 
Mall Office. The fun gets underway at 9 
p.m. 
• REGISTER YOUR CHILD THIS 
Saturday for a St. Patrick's Day party 
March 16 at the library. Children aged 
6-10 will enjoy this time of stories, 
crafts and games. It goes from 10:30 
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
Specialty P i zza 's .  
#1 Taco special #5 bacon double cheese 
: #2 ,hotisland pizza #6 meatyN~Yorker: : : 
.."?' #3 Hawaiian plus ~ #7 Italian house special: .~: ' 
#4  islandvegg e l~ #8 Greekis!and delight;.: : 
' Create Your Own Pica ,:: ! ii i; 
i '  : 2FOR 1 PIZZA 
:i Pick up and Save 10%, FREE 
I UNDE4 
OF JOY 
Baby's Name: 
;hanee Austin Louie 
Weight: 6 Ibs 12 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Wendy Niemi 
& John Rowat 
lte & Time of Birth: 
Jary 13, 1996 at 8:37 am 
t: 6 Ibs 8'h oz. Sex: Male 
tents: Norma Wilson 
& Grant Louie. 
rothers Kelsey, Grant 
& sister Jordan. 
Baby's Name: 
Christina Lynne Bjorkman 
Date & Time of Birth: 
# February 17, 1996 at 4:31 pm 
Baby's Name: Weight: 8 Ibs 13 oz. Sex: Female 
Joshua James Hansen Parents: Sandra & Dave 
Date & Time of Birth: Special thanks to Dr. Hoy & 
February I I, 1996 at 5:35 am. Margaret. Very proud big brother 
Weight: 8 Ibs 8 oz Sex: Male Brandon! 
Parents: Tammy Nelmes 
& John Hansen 
evening at 7 pnt at the centre. For inlb 
phone 635-3455. 
SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY meets 
the third Tuesday of every month from 
September to June at 7:30 p.m. at Step- 
ping Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks St. 
For more information call 638-2202. 
MISS TERRACE PAGEANT com- 
mittee meets the second Tuesday of 
every month at the Terrace public li- 
brary. 
SHAMROCK 4-H CLUB meets 
every third Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Cassie 
Hall Elementary. Call Laurie at 635- 
9401 for more info. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
rehearses Tuesdays in the Caledonia 
band room from 7 to 9 p.m. Call Jim at 
635-4089 for more info. 
THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS 
invite boys and girls ages 8 and up to 
come sing along on Tuesdays from 
6:30 - 8:00 p.m. at the Skeena Band 
Room. Call Terry Anderson 638-1183 
for info. 
ZAZEN every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Daiko-Ji Zen Centre. Call 635-9242 for 
more info. 
WEDNESDAYS 
TERRACE NARCOTICS 
ANONYMOUS meets at 7 p.m. at the 
Women's Resource Centre. Also Sat- 
urday nights at 7:30. 
SCO'VI'ISH COUNTRY dancing 
happens every Wednesday at7:30 p.m. 
in the Katox United Church Hall at 
4907 Lazelle Ave. For more info call 
635-5163. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot at 10 a.m. Call Judy 
at 635-3258 for info. 
SINGLE PARENTS SUPPORT 
GROUP meets Wednesday afternoons 
at 1 p.m. at the Women's Centre. For 
more info call 638-0228. 
LESBIAN DROP-IN happens noon 
hour on every third Wednesday of the 
ntonth at the Terrace Wolnell'S Centre. 
Ask lor Elizabeth or Maria. 
TERIG'kCE PROFESSIONAL 
WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION holds 
its monthly meeting the third Wednes- 
day of every month. Meet for lunch at 
the Terrace Inn from noon to 1 p.m. 
Contact Joyce at 635-9660. 
THURSDAYS 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. 
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) 
meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. 
Weigh-in at 6 p.m. For more info call 
Joan at 635-0998. 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
What's Up community calendar as a 
public service to its readers and com- 
munity organizations. 
With your purchase of  / I  
any V-Tech product ,  HI 
rece ive  a FREE set  o f  I I  
~ - ~  bat ter iey .  I I  
SONATA 4 DOOR SPECIAL EDITION 
from 
$20,695 
Loaded,Auto, V-6 .. ~ Z  ...... [....~ 
Sl 
from '96 ACCENT 
El.ANTRA 4 DOOR 
llii SPECIAL EDITION 
i 8,!, , 
HYUr' I=II 
ALUE 
EASE 
"k 24 Hour Roadside 
Assistance Program 
,36  Month - 60,000 km 
bumper to bumper warranty. 
Wednesday~ March 6 
SKEENA PARENTS ADVISORY 
COUNCIL meets at the school li- 
brary at 7:30 p.m. Everyone wel- 
come. Parents of next year's grade 
eight students also invited. 
THE TERRACE REGIONAL 
HEALTH CARE SOCIETY is put- 
ling on a refresher diabetic teach- 
ing clinic at Mill's Memorial. A doc- 
tor's referral is needed. The next 
clinic is March 13. Call Dana Hill, 
RN for more information. 635-2211 
local 321 or 638-1956 
Thursday r March 7 
FOSTER PARENTS WORKSHOP 
on care givers rights. A forum of 
RCMP, social services, school 
board and lawyers answer your 
questions at 7:30 p.m. at the Coast 
inn of the West banquet room. For 
more info call Evelyn at 635-4594. 
Saturday~ March 9 
BC SENIOR GAMES ZONE 10 
General Meeting at the Happy 
Gang Center at 2 p.m. For more 
info call 635-6828 
Sunday~ March 10 
NISGA'A TRIBAL COUNCIL, Ter- 
race local, holds its monthly gener- 
al meeting at 1 p.m. at St. Mat- 
thews Centre. Nominations for ex- 
ecutive positions will be the #1 
agenda item. All Nisga'a residing in 
Terrace are encouraged to attend 
this meeting. 
THE KUMALI METHOD presents a 
series of free seminars for the first 
time in Canada. Discover the revo- 
lutionary power of breath to trans- 
form your life. Takes place tonight 
at 7 p,m, To enroll call 638-8942. 
Tuesday~ March 12 
PACIFIC NW MUSIC FESTIVAL 
holds its monthly meeting at 8 p.m. 
at 3811 Westview Dr. For more info 
call Fiona Onstein at 635-9089. 
Tuesday, March 19 
BC SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY 
SUPPORT GROUP meets at 7:30 
p.m, at the Stepping Stone Club- 
house at 3302 Sparks Street. For 
more information call 638-2202 
3302 Sparks. 
DAIKO Jl SOTOZEN CENTRE 
hosts Zazen nteditatiott every Tuesday 
Tiffs cohtmn is intended for non- 
pro]'u organizations and those events 
[or which there is no admission 
charge. 
1terns will run two weeks before each 
event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions iwuld be typed or 
printed neatly. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  J t 
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Talking about organ donation ,'q)pl;It t',C % .. A- 
:ON FEB. 26 local Harry 
'3rown became the most 
"recent recipient of a kidney 
:donation. Brown's brother 
Murphy bad donated the 
kidney. 
If a living donor hadn't 
been found for Brown, he 
iwould have had to join a list 
of over 300 people, waiting 
:for kidney transplants in 
B.C. 
i The average wait is 26 
months, and some people 
don't have that long. 
"Last year 22 people died 
in this province while wait- 
ing for a kidney," says local 
Karen Reid. 
She donated a kidney to 
her husband AI in Septem- 
ber 1994, 
She's encouraging people 
to talk to their family about 
illeir wishes about organ 
donation. 
If only one per cent of the 
people who died last year in 
car accidents in British 
Columbia became organ 
donors, there would be no 
one on the transplant wait- 
~ng list. 
• Karen and AI were lucky 
that she was able to become 
a donor for him. 
" I  wasn't even aware I 
could be a donor," says 
Kargn. 
AI had developed kidney 
failure as a result of being 
diabetic. 
It had a dramatic impact 
on his life. He was constant- 
ly tired, sick and lost a lot of 
muscle. 
" It  was all I could do to 
even go downtown and buy 
KAREN REID donated a kidney to her husband AI one and a half years ago. If 
she hadn't been a compatible match, AI would have likely ended up on a long 
waiting list for a kidney. The couple are encouraging people to talk about organ 
donation to their families. 
groceries," explained AI. 
He eventually ended up on 
dialysis four times a day in 
the months preceding his 
operation. 
Since the operation his life 
has improved a great deal. 
He still takes 15 pills a day 
for infection and anti- 
rejection, but he is essential- 
ly able to lead a normal ife. 
Usually if a person who is 
still alive wishes to donate a 
kidney, they must have a 
close relationship with the 
person who will receive the 
kidney, That's too dis- 
courage arty potential black 
market activity. 
But that also makes it 
more difficult for those who 
need a kidney transplant. 
This month canvassers 
will be going door to door, 
telling people about organ 
donation and asking for 
donations to fund research 
and education for the Kid- 
ncy Foundation of Canada. 
Karen and AI are en- 
couraging people to talk to 
their families about organ 
donation, so if the issue ever 
comes up, the family will 
know what that person's 
wishes were. 
Women celebrate together 
AN EVENING just for women. To 
share food, celebrate, forge new bonds 
and entertain each other. That's what 
International Women's  Day is about 
here in Terrace 
For the last six years the Terrace 
Women's  Resource Centre has been 
hosting potluck dinners at the kin hut to 
celebrate March 8. 
They' re  inviting all women in the 
community to come up and take part in 
the fun. Just bring a dish of food attd 
enjoy the extensive cuisine. 
And if you are a writer, poet or actor 
and might wish to perform that night, 
call Karla at the Women's  centre. 
Doors open at 6 p.m. this Friday at 
the kin hut at 4119 N. Sparks. Enter- 
tainment begins at 8 p.m. For more info 
call Karla at 638-0228. 
. . . . .  • :.~ • 
ONADA'S LAR~ VOLUMEI~]~]]O~RPET STORES 
DON'T 
DO DRUGS! 
This is your last chance for HUGE 
SAVINGS on our 95 inventory. 
Take Advantage of our 
• No down payment 
• No payment 
• No interest OAC 
New Inventory is on the way, so we 
must make room. Shop Today! After 
Sunday March 10, it's all over! 
Store Hours 
Man - Sat 9:00a.rn. - 6:00p.m. 
Sunday 11:00a.m. - 4:00p.m. 
1-800-511-6511 IB-'Jm 635-7700 
4717 Lakelse Ave. Terrace 
Affordable Home Packages 
At Nelson Homes we understand good quality at affordable prices. From 
start o finish the Nelson Total Home Package delivers lasting quality, fist, 
efficiently and cost-effectively. With over 40 years of experience w  take 
pride in your home and conti hue to be "at your service" long after your 
home is built. Nelson Homes offers complete flexibility with hundreds of 
exciting home plans designed for a range of lifestyles and budgets. Count 
on us to make coming home the best part of your day. 
~S.~ P~;;I "l;~ me"lh, 1808 Nelson Homes Catalogue. 
Name: _ 
Address: 
City.own: Prov: 
Postal Code: Tel: 
STANDARD Terrace Little 
Theatre 
Present In Concert 
LISA BROKOP 
r -  
I 
Wednesday, March 13 ,  1996 - 8 p.m. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Tickets: $25 available at Uniglobe Travel 
ENTER TO WIN 
1st Prize: 2 Tickets, CD, Back Stage Pass 
Secondary Prizes: 3 Sets of Tickets for 2 
Name 
I Address. 
I Phone (H) (W). 
I Bring or mail you entry to 
I 
I STANDARD Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 3210 Clinton Street 
I Winners will be drawn at random from all entries received. Prizes 
L - -  must be accepted as awarded and have no cash equivalent. 
- I  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, J  
"""' P""'+ 824"" Reg. $33.98 
Kodiak 
DRILL SNAP SHIRTS 
Reg. Size Reg. s3~.g8 ......... S269s 
Tal l  Reg,  $37 .98  ..................... $2899 
2XL Tall R+o.$3g.9+ $2999 , o , , , o , , , o , ,  
3XL  Reg. $43.98 S3399 ° . . . H . I . , . J I ° o ° , ° ° . ,  
3XL  Tal l  Reg.$45,98 . . . . . . . . . . . .  $3599 
~ R e g .  $34.98 ~ '  I~ '  
Red Strap 
JEANS 
Reg.$39.98 
$3399 
Polar Paw 
SOCKS 
Reg. $4.98 
3/$1200 
Criss Cross 
GLOVES 
Reg. $2.49 
3/s6oo 
, x ,  F, o0 +0,09 $5199 , , , , , , H , , * O , , , , . H ,  
PCV Pants $4299 
S - XL Reg. $53.98 ................. 
+++o+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4799 
Souwester $2499 
Reg. $29.98 ............................ 
Stanfields Winter 200/0  
UNDERWEAR 
Entire Selection Reg. Price 
So.Toe l ,  s18" RUBBER BOOT 
Reg. $24....__..~.98__. - -  
Kodmk Snap Front 
FLANNEL SHIRTS 
M- 2XL Reg. $22.98 $1  8 99 , * = H I H . . O = * H  
M-2XL. Tall-4XL Reg S2~ g8 $21  99 
MENS CRUISER JACKET 
by Pioneer-  Wool Lined 
s .x ,  ~eo. ~ .~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $6999 
2XL Tall Reg.$94.98 .............. S7999 
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KARLENE CLARK Images by Karlene 
~'~ e prepared to give it your all," advises 
~'~Karlene Clark of Images by Karlene "at 
.,&,,~least for a couple of years until you 
are established." All the challenges of trying to 
strike a healthy balance home, family and work, 
can be the most difficult part of any new 
business. 
Karlene received her post-secondary 
education i Esthetics at the Dubarry College of 
Beauty in London, England and apprenticed for 
two years as a hairstylist. She started her own 
business by renting one room to do esthetics. 
This has evolved to it's present form of a total 
image salon with 14 employees. She is looking 
forward to more growth in the future. 
"I've been very fortunate in having a 
wonderful staff," Karlene says. "They are all 
excellent at their jobs, and get along very well, 
This provides apleasant, happy atmosphere." 
For someone looking to get into business, 
Karlene says that it is challenging and 
interesting. Her word of advice; Value and 
appreciate your staff. 
4652 LAZELLE AVE. • 635-4997 
SHARALYN PALAGIAN Central Gifts 
S haralyn Palagian of Central Gifts feels that, the size of the community we do business n allows the small business to operate on a 
very personal level, lasting friendships can be 
forged with customers, which is very rewarding. 
Sharalyn and her staff are committed to 
providing knowledgeable s rvice and a friendly, 
comfortable atmosphere for their customers. 
These are the keys to success for any business. 
Sharalyn's background is as varied as the 
products he carries in her store. Her working 
career started as a waitress, hake mill worker, 
office manager and a three year apprenticeship 
as a partsman. 
Sharalyn's goals are simple really, to 
continue to operate a successful business and 
stay in the community she was born and raised 
in. 
Sharalyn has been a strong member of the 
business community since the tender age of 22, 
with her hard work and keen business ense, 
Sharalyn was awarded the Young Entrepreneur 
award in 1992 and in 1995 was awarded with 
Business Executive of the year. 
Sharalyn's advice to any woman considering 
entering the business world, would be to get all 
the ground work done, and if it's viable on 
paper, "GO FOR IT[!. It's the most rewarding 
lifestyle you can live. 
#106- 4716 LazelleAve. • 635-3334 
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CHERYL PARKES 
~ @ ~ insuring that your goals are realistic so 
~they'L'' allow you to keep a handle on 
.at=,# everything that is important in your 
life, and knowing when to take advantage ofa 
great opportunity are key elements to any 
successful business" says Cheryl Parkes of 
Sugar 'N' Lace Wedding Cakes & Accessories. 
Cheryl provides marrying couples with 
friendly personal service that assures them that 
their special day will leave them with many 
beautiful memories that will last a lifetime. 
Cheryl received private lessons from her Father- 
in-law, Brian Parkes, who taught the cake 
decorating course through the Northwest 
Community College, where he was the cooking 
instructor for more than 20 years. 
This specialized business allowed Cheryl to 
start very small, and in her home. While the 
business was home based, she also held a full 
time job. After 5 years as a home based 
business, Cheryl was ready to take the next step 
and move into a storefront location. She has 
significantly reduced her office job work 
schedule to enable her to spend more time at 
the store. "It is my eventual goal to be totally 
self-employed. As the saying goes, I would 
Sugar 'N' Lace 
rather work 80 hours a week for myself than 
work 40 hours a week for someone lse," she 
says. "With lots of help from my friends at 
Central Gifts, you can now find me in the Lazelle 
Mini Mall location!" 
Sugar 'N' Lace 
WEDDING CAKES & ACCESSORIES 
0106- 4716 Lazelle Ave. • 635-2282 
. . . . . . . . . . .  JMNE McKENZlE . . . .  ~ ... .  ] : :  i]] : 
Deing  a business woman in the northwest 
~<~:~!~ ili::~;i~ ~ ~'~can be challenging aswell as exciting. 
=~z ................ :i~:~;~:.~: i::~: : : JLPThe most important key to success i  to 
be prepared to work beyond 9-5, believing in
i!~i~ yourself and making sure that customer service 
:~:~:: :: ~ :. is the #1 priority. 
:~;~':~;:~=,:.,::~ ii:~: : My insurance background and training was 
~: :  :>~: all job experience arned. I take up-grading 
seminars everal times a year, in fact, I must 
~ /  have 24 credits every 2 years to be able to 
~ l l l l l  renew my license. In the insurance industry, 
~ i l  ~ /  head offices are locating either in the lower 
~}~: .~ ~ l  mainland, or eastern Canada, which makes 
Keenleyside insurance 
explaining where Terrace is, and what our 
specific needs are, very challenging. 
I was very fortunate to have an employer 
who believed in me. He not only supported any 
business suggestions I had but also encouraged 
me to make decisions on my own. 
Having just purchased the office, my goals 
are to increase business and control expenses. 
My objective will be up-grading our computer 
system to better service our clients, to continue 
promoting customer service and increase 
education for the staff. 
If you are a budding entrepreneurial 
woman, be prepared to work very hard, make 
some personal sacrifices, and remember not to 
lose sight of your goals or your compassion, 
(it's what gives us an edge for good customer 
service). And always remember who helped you 
get to where you are!! 
. . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  
.~¢ ,,0./~a'.'- 
4617 Greig Avenue, Terrace • 635-5232 
PAULA (BROEK) KOCH 
" '~7ou need to know what is going on to 
l~t' keep your business up to date," says 
.~L Paula (Brock) Koch, owner/manager of 
Hairbusters inthe Skeena Mall. Changing trends 
and styles and a constant barrage of new 
products on the market keeps Paula on her 
toes. 
Paula entered the Hairdressing business 
at an early age, working as a shampooer in her 
mothers alon. After high school she attended 
hairdressing school and now owns and runs 
her own salon. 
When asked what was the single most 
important factor contributing to her success 
Paula replied: "Tips from my mother." 
"She helped me out lots," Paula said, " 
and gave me ideas on how to run a business." 
Paula plans to working hard to continue 
to improve her hairdressing business and she 
hints at other entrepreneurial interests which 
may be explored in the future, 
Paula faces challenge as a business 
owner and entrepreneur on a daffy basis. 
It's hard being a business women in the 
Northwest, she says. 
"Some people try to take advantage cf me 
Hairbusters 
because I'm so young," she explains. But 
knowing her business and keeping on top of the 
latest trends and newest development i  the 
field allow Paula to remain successful with 
Hairbusters. 
For new people wanting to succeed in the 
business world she advised not to be afraid to 
try new ideas. Don't let other people tell you 
how to run your own business. 
]TAIRBUSTER: 
S I~ENA MALL • 635-2432 
.i i 
)iiii!i': .:: 
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Women gain ground in small business 
Almost four in 10 small businesses in Canada - 39 
per cent - are now owned and operated by women. That's 
the result of a major new study conducted by the 
Canadian Federation of Independent Business. 
And in the 25 to 34 age group, the report shows that 
female-owned businesses are even more numerous, 
accounting for 44 per cent of the total number of small 
firms in this age category. 
Entitled 'Small Business: An Equal Employment 
Opportunity,' the report utilized data collected from 
multiple government sources, which was then compiled 
by CFIB to form the basis for the first-ever study on the 
status and impact of women entrepreneurship in Canada. 
According to CFIB executive vice-president 
Catherine Swift, these findings are dramatic in large part 
because of the degree to which women are now players 
in this vital sector of the Canadian economy and, by 
extension, their impact on employment and job creation 
has never been documented. 
"Look at the strong percentage of women business 
owners in the 25 to 34 age category is of particular 
interest," says Ms. Swift, "as this is the vital period when 
people are developing their career patterns. 
"The implication of this finding is that with small 
businesses overall responsible for virtually all new job 
creations, a very large number of these jobs are coming 
from women." 
Using Revenue Canada data, the report also tracked 
the growth trend over a number of years. In 1981, for 
example, women accounted for approximately 30 per 
cent of business proprietors, a proportion which had 
grown substantially to 39 per cent by 1992. 
Ms. Swift adds that despite anecdotal evidence in 
recent years suggesting that women business owners 
have a higher success rate than their male counterparts, 
the report found no available data confirming or denying 
this assertion. 
"What we did find, however, is that women have a 
tendency to take a more cautious approach when 
deciding to go into business on their own. They tend to 
Carry out more thorough research into product potential, 
as well as a greater tendency to seek out professional 
advice." 
Ms. Swift would like to see policy-makers gain a 
better understanding of the female entrepreneurship 
phenomena nd, along with that, the many obstacles 
facing women which often work to limit the expansion 
of their firms and their ability to create badly needed jobs 
now and in the future. 
"One of the largest obstacles facing any new 
entrepreneur, regardless of sex, is the issue of access to 
financing. But in a 1994 CFIB survey asking small 
business Owners to identify their priority issues, 36.6 per 
cent of male respondents pointed to the lack of 
availability of financing, as compared to 41.9 per cent of 
females. 
"This is an area which clearly needs to be better 
recognized and addressed by Canada's financial 
institutions." 
Another significant finding in the report is the areas 
of business activity selected by women. Overall, more 
than 84 per cent of all self-employed women are working 
in the widely-defined service sector which, according to 
Statistics Canada, includes: finance, insurance and real 
estate, transportation and comtdunications, trade, and 
services. 
Levels of education is another area in which business 
owners are catching up to their male counterparts. Until 
recently, men have enjoyed a healthy advantage in terms 
of post-secondary/university education. However, the 
most recent data shows 16 per cent of self-employed 
women have attained a university education, as 
compared to 19 percent of self-employed men. 
Perhaps the most obvious downside contained in the 
CFIB report is a conclusion that women setting up their 
own business houldn't expect immunity from the salary 
shortfalls facing female employees. 
Even with the discrepancies t'acing women business 
owners in terms of access to financing and income, the 
findings in this report d ramaticaily illustrate the extent o 
which women are redefining the notions of 
entrepreneurship. 
"With governments at all levels looking to small 
business for answers to future growth and innovation," 
says Ms. Swift, "recognizing the incredible success of 
our women entrepreneurs will prove beneficial not only 
to this generation of business owners, but to the overall 
health of Canada's economy as well." 
COLLEEN NYCE 
p roviding professional investing advice and ervice is exactly what Colleen Nyce does. 
olleen began working with Scotiabank as 
the Personal Investment Manager serving 
Northern B.C. in April 1995. 
Whether you want to discuss RRSP's, 
RRIF's, Annuities, investing options or 
retirement s rategies, Colleen provides a no 
cost/no fee service for Scotiabank clients and 
prospective clients. 
Colleen is a university graduate whose 
professional experience also includes working 
in private industry administering pension and 
[ . . . .  
benefit plans. She has been in the financial 
service business ince 1993: 
Colleen enjoys her work and it shows in the 
care and personal attention that she gives to all 
of her clients. CoUeen's main office is in 
Terrace. Appointments may be made by calling 
63%2261. 
scotiabank 
Scotiabank '-S 
The Bank of Nova Scotia 
i 
Colleen ¥. Nycc 
Person;d Investment Manager 
1-800-666-9822 
Providing Professional Investing 
Advice and Service 
LYNDA LAFLEUR 
B 
eing manager of the largest shopping 
mall in the region is a challenge, 
according to Linda Lafleur of L & C 
Management and manager of the Skeena Mall in 
Terrace. 
"It's very much a challenge," she says, 
"as there are no women with similar job 
functions to discuss things with." 
Linda faces her challenges with a strong 
educational background. She has a degree in 
Political Science from the University of Toronto. 
This is complimented in training in languages. 
She is fluent in six languages, and has worked 
as an Embassy interpreter. A Bachelor degree in 
Law gave her the opportunity to consult as a 
mediator. 
Linda attributes her success to ambition. 
"Not (ambition) to succeed at the 
expense of others," she explains, "but to 
perform to expectations set for myself, by 
myself. Ambition covers many aspects: 
confidence inyour abilities, respect of the work 
of others and ethics." 
Linda's future goals involve transferring 
her skills to a new role as business owner. She 
is looking forward to a new challenge, in a new 
Skeena Mail 
environment, with new people. 
lter advice to the budding 
entrepreneurial woman: Do your homework... 
never stop learning! 
"Seek a mentor," she continues, "there is 
always someone willing to share their 
knowledge and experience. Don't be linear in 
your thinking and/or education. Be open 
minded and adventuresome." 
LAURA J. CAUTLEY 
B eing a business woman in the Northwest is wonderful, according to Laura Cautley, manager of management services at the 
Business Development Bank of Canada. 
"The bank's area reaches to Atlin, included 
the Queen Charlottes, Fdtimat, Houston and 
everything in between," she says. 
"It provides a challenge to meet business 
people and Identify their training and/or counseling 
needs. I've met the most fascinating, talented and 
creative entrepreneurs" shesays. "There are lots of 
exciting opportunities to do business in the North 
West." 
Laura's career life began as a teacher. Since 
then she has been Involved in politics, marketing, 
management a d small business ownership. With 
this varied background it's not surprising that she 
Business Devlopment Bank of Canada 
attributes her success to her flexibility and her 
multi-faceted background with a diverse picklist of 
varied skills and abilities. 
"I look at learning as a lifelong venture," she 
explains, "so I'm always game to learn something 
new." 
She plans to use her entrepreneurial interests 
to enhance her position in Management Services at 
the BDBC. 
"I'm very entrepreneurial in my outlook," she 
explains. "As manager ofManagement Services for 
the Business Development Bank of Canada, I can be 
very entrepreneurial within the structure ofCanada's 
largest training organization. 
As advice for the aspiring business woman, 
Laura offers this: "Keep focused on your go',fl and do 
whatever it takes to make it happen. Organize your 
i 
time well so that you can balance home, work and 
community commitments while saving time for 
yourself. Develop asense of humor." 
" Our hold on life is fragile," she says, "It's 
not worth getting bent out of shape over the small 
things." 
BiX} 
Banque de d6veloppement du Canada 
Business Development Bank of Canada 
i 
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Family and friends mourn loss Ic,,,,wlrt   i 635TIPSt 
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cer on Nov. 12, 1995 at Mills 
Memorial Hospital at the age of 65. 
John was born on Sept. 3, 1930 in 
the Prince Rupert Hospital to Grace 
and Frank Mitzimberg. He came from 
a family of three children, two boys, 
George and John and a sister June. 
John,s parents had a small home on 
20 seres of land east of the railroad 
tracks at Kitselas. 
When John was only three, his 
mother passed away. That left his fa- 
ther tO raise the family alone. 
The family remained in Kitselas un- 
til 1939, when they moved to Copper 
City, where John's father ran the 
ferry. : 
John was schooled at Copper City 
the school was on Dobbie's prop- 
erty across the river from Skinner's 
Corner. 
John started working in 1947 at the 
age of 17 in the lumber and logging 
industry. He first worked for Ralph 
Mathews who ran a small sawmill at 
Lakelse Lake in the early days. 
He then worked for a number of lo- 
cal companies including Columbian 
Cellulose, Wedeene River and Bear 
Creek Contracting. " 
In between work, John found the 
time to meet and get to know his fu- 
ture wife, Norms Perry. 
Norma Perry was the daughter of 
Gary and Jessie Perry. Her parents 
had moved to Terrace in 1946. 
Gary Perry worked at th6 sawmill 
for a number of years. He later be- 
came a janitor, working for the school 
board. Norma's mother Jessie worked 
at the post office for a number of 
years. 
John Mitzimberg married Norma on 
JOHN MI'I-ZIMBERG loved to travel with his wife Norma. Sadly, he 
passed away late last year, after health complications. 
i I l~ i lH  i l l~l l l | ! ,  ~ 
YVONNE MOEN 
retired from Bear Creek Contracting 
because of health reasons. He had 
been a loader operator on the dry sort. 
He passed away a few months later 
on November 12. 
• Services were held Nov. 18 at St. 
Mat,hews Anglican Church. Rv. Bob 
McLeod from Kitwanga officiated, as- 
sisted by good friend Rev. Dean' 
Houghton. 
John was pre-deceascd by many 
members at" his family, including his 
mother when he was just a youngster. 
In 1957, Joim's sister June was 
killed in a mud slide in Prince Rupert. 
TERRACE CO-OP  
Family* Fash,ons 
Department 
4, 
ALL JEANS IN STOCK. Eight days later his father who lived ~ ' ~ !  
Nov. 24,1951. They weremarriedby Estate subdivision, where Norma is on a boat house in Miller Bay, LADIES  = 
Edward Hodson, rector and arch stillliving, drowned on his way home at the age MENIS  - ' - ' -  
, , ,~  
deacon at St. Matthews. During this time they had four chil- of 76. i 
Areception followed at the Credit d ren-  David, Detain, Steven, and John also lost his daughter Donna in C H I L D R E N I S  t 
Union hall on OreigAve. Sandra. All the children were born in a car accident in 1973, and his son / 
After they were married they rented the old Red Cross hospital and all David in March, 1995. 
a house from Rose and George Thain, went to school in Terrace. John is survived by his wife Norma, 
across the tracks on Kalum St. Over the years John and Norma son Steven (Melanie), daughter 
In 1955 they bought property out on travelled a great deal - -  to Cuba, Sandra (Blake) and daughter-in-law 
OldLakelseLakeRd. Singapore, New Zealand, Australia, Ciudy. 
After a few more moves they moved just to name a few. He also leaves many grandchildren, 
to their present home at the Copper Then in September,r 1995 John cousins,_ nieces and nephews. 
Sp " l in 5 CANADIANS rtn break fever CAN'g T BREATHE PROPERLY 
SPRING BREAK is coming out and that means hordes of But ou can be t "'-e o-'ds ' "" / 9 y a i'n a Onrtungaisease. 
energetic hildren will soon be underfoot. Sound scary. • . . . . . . . . . . . .  | 
. . ,  o ,  . o . . . . o , . . .  . ~ . Kectuee  a i r  pO l lUt ion  f rom res ioen l io t  wooa  smoke one  au lo  / 
Wel l  then  taKc  a lOOK at  what  our  loca l  notary  IS oH.er ln t~ . . . , , . :  , .. . . . .  -. u 
. . . .  o'..~ ~ ; emlss lo r l s  Wl l~"ps  I rom lne  , '~SSOCtOl lOr l .  :" | 
They have all entire line up of events cheduled throu ,hout " . . . . .  ~; ...... .~o,...=~. ,;~, '~ J . . - g Support advanced research and pro ..... . .  i ............. ,; / 
spnng oreaK,  education programs sponsored by your Lung Associalion. / 
Saturday, March 16, dress your children in their best -I-BRITISH COLUMBIA LUNG ASSOCIATION | 4617 Greig Avenue- 635-6347 greens for a St. Patrick's Day party. Children aged 6-10 Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l a t~ox 34009 stat ion u vancouver . . L  vo J  4mz / 
are invited to come by at either 10:30 a.m. or 2:30 p.m. for . . . . . .  / 
an hour of stories, crafts and games. Register in advance ~ (/uh'ertising space donated by this /,ubticatit,n) J 
starting on Saturday, March 9. 
On Tuesday, March 19 at 10:30 a.m. or 2:30 p.m., the 
kids will enjoy learning how to make puppets using socks, 
paper bags and other recyclable materials. Each child is re- 
quired to bring a sock. Register in advance starting on 
Tuesday, March 12. 
The next day, March 20, at the same times children aged 
6-10 are invited to the library for an hour of reading and 
circle games. Registration takes place the previous Wed- 
nesday. 
Thursday, March 21, takes on a spooky air with the f'flm 
Ghostly Tales airing at 2:30 p.m. This film is suitable for 
children aged eight and over only. Popcorn and juice will 
be provided. Tickets for the film are available starting 
Thursday, March 14. 
Wrap the week up with a magic show on Friday, March 
22 at 2:30 p.m. The Harmony Clowns will be entertaining 
kids aged five and up with balloon animals and more. 
Tickets for this show are available starting Friday, March 
15. 
All the above programs are free of charge. However li- 
brary staff remind parents that space is limited in each pro- 
gram. For more information call Holly at 638-8177. 
WE DIS¢OUNT O SENIORS 
~/ IcEwan 
Terrac~ 
TerraCe 
635-4941 
Kitimat 
632-4941 ~P~ 
(1.800-862-3926) 
We Can 
Make tt 
Happen At 
the Bright 
Spot on 
Highway 
16 West in 
, Ten'ecet 
E~RAKIE  
EXHAUST • BRAKES. SHOCKS 
635-7707 
Your Key to Savings: 
Watch for this feature in the first issue o-f 
every month to see where you can save in your 
everyday shopping! 
r I .,1].C.'s T~E DF_.M.~R" ( [ (~ 
! )assengcr - Farm - In~lust'rtM 
a & Bartdiug Retreading 
• Bat:d, g ~ , ,~1,~ b Brakes 
• Wheel Alignments, o=' ,~- -  
i ~ CEDAFILAND TIRE 
4929 Keith, Terrace, B.C. 635-6170 or 635-6151 
"•11 FECTIVE TNESS 
50% OFF R|GULAR RAIES 
635.4130 
Cert i f ied Tra iner  Ava i lab le  
I I~!  Terrace& District Credit Union 
"Serving Members And Their Families. 
Extra benefits for members 60 yrs & over 
"GOLDEN ACCOUNT PACKAGE"  
-No charge bill/Sayments 
-Free chequing & cheques -Free travellers cheques 
4647 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace "Plus more free services 
 s-7282 
~, 15% 
01SCOU~T 
SEHtORS 
EVERY TUESDAY 
Crib 
Night , 
at 7:30 p 
"GLEE CLUB" 
Every Tuesday 
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm 
General 
MONTHLY MEETING 
2nd Thursday of every monlh. 
2:00 pm Branch 73 0.A.T.0. 
Others Activities may 
be planned. 
For more inb. phone 
Aileen Frank 635-2305 
Happy Gang Centre for Seniors 
3226 Kalum, Terrace, B.C. 
635-9090 
TERRACE - - " * " ~ " ~ ~  BOWLING LANEs- ,t/lyp======~ 
I / /  SENIORS 
1 FREE GAME 
(.ho~,.otlnclud,,dl j ~ 
During Public 8ow~ing 
Not Valid On Sunday I 
t One p , Expires Sept,/96 |A 
ass I'er Day, Per' Person |~ 
4807 Lazelle, Terrace Ic I 
I f  you  Wou ld  
l i ke  to  show 
your  suppor t  
fo r  Sen iors  ca l l :  
Monique  at  
638-7283 
of'"---fers ! 5% 
Discount  to  Sen iors  
/~ondoy to Thursday 
Skeena l~otl 
635-2432 ~,5~,,t ~0k0l 
KX 
~ AmiL .  ~ 
WEEKEND G ETAWAY 
$59 (FRIDAY & SATURDAY, STANDARD SINGLE, DOUBLE OR TW/N) 
1-800-663-8150 
CREST HO TEL PRINCE R UPER T 
AV-YA.~J~. ,4.VAV~/~ AV.AVAVA ~.VA.y/,,.~ 
Northwest Development 
Education Association and 
Terrace Multicultural Association 
thank the following businesses and individuals for 
their donations and support for the 11th Annual 
International Potluck Dinner held on February 
24th: 
City of Terrace Don Diego's 
Overwaitea Terrace Co-op 
Fred Wilson Northern Natlve Broadcasting 
Sea Quest Bert's Deft 
Pizza Hut Iliopoulos 2 for 1 Pizza 
Shan Yah Polly's Cafe 
Tim Hortons Donuts Dr, Tom Sager 
Safeway Drl Chla-Wen Hsu 
Hava Java Northwestern Specialty Foods 
Misty River Books Sldewalkers 
Jeans North Rhonda's Hair Design 
Euroean Repap 
K-Mart Kermodi Trading 
Our thanks also to the numerous entertainers 
and volunteers who helped make this a success- 
ful dinner and an enjoyable, fun community 
~,event. 
i • 
a 
L ~:  I 
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Skeena 
honour 
roll 
results 
SKEENA JUNIOR 
Secondary recently released 
the honour roll results for 
the second term. Students 
are listed alphabetically be- 
low. 
Grade 8 
Outstanding Achievement 
Katherine Arbuah, Sukhdip 
Atwal, Leslie Braun, Aija 
Buckle, Brent Burbee, 
Shannon Chalupiak, Megan 
Corp, Chelsea Fladhamer, 
Teresa Fleming, Kristine 
haugland, Danna Haworth, 
George Johnson, Sabrina 
Kossler, Marie Krisinger, 
Ashley MacKenzie, Shaun 
Marchand, harjog Mattu, 
Nilton praticante, Matthew 
Raposo, Pamela Sharma, 
't'ravis Titcomb, Heidi 
VanderMerca ", Brent Van- 
Halderen, Meghan 
Westerman, Kasel 
Yamashita 
Meritorious Achievemer, t 
Pamela Austin, Anna 
Availa, Lea Beaudry, Mat- 
:hew Bruneau, Alvin Douse, 
Khalie Eys, Kiyokazu 
Godo, Marcee MacKenzie, 
Diandra Oliver, Katherine 
Sainis, Brandon Swan. 
Honourable Mention 
Douglas Adair, Melissa 
Beaupre, Laura Carpino, 
Kathleen Cleveland, Chris- 
tian Desierto, Stephen Dun- 
field, Gareth Earl, Stefan 
Fisher, Corey Friel, Ryan 
Hill, Elizabeth Korpi, 
Kegan Longridge, Incoronta 
Maddalena, Daylon 
McCauley, Jason Mohler, 
l Sw ing  k ids  
NICOLE MOLDENHAUER took her two nieces to the playground to enjoy 
some of the bright sunny weather last week. I_Jndsay and Amy both enjoyed 
the tire swing. The warm weather even caused some people to make an early 
stab at getting their lawns in shape for spring. 
Mandeep More, Sandeep 
Rose,Nijjar'JenniferPetit'MarkKiran Sandhu, L i s a  Brokup in Terrace 
Michael Spak .. 
IMAGES BY KARLENE 
INTRODUCES 
Grade '9 . . . . . .  
Outstanding Achievement 
Kuldeep Atwal, William 
Bennett, Jeffrey Eoling- 
broke, James Cooper, 
Meghan Dusdal, Stephanie 
Fladhamer, Pamela 
Haugland, Heather Kelly, 
Patrick Levesque, jeremy 
Mohan, Angela McRae, 
Aa~drea Pereversoff, Lind- 
say Smith, Randi Sparks, 
Paula Teixeira. 
Meritorious Achievement 
Angela Beaupre, Rosalyn 
Brown, Andrew Clark, 
Morgan Evans, Kristine 
Francis, Kevin Gillanders, 
Michael Hovanes, Elizabeth 
Marsh, Heath Morgan, 
Keary Murphy, Susan 
Parmar, David Peltier, Ryan 
Viveiros 
Honourable Mention 
Marina Checkely, Stavros 
Darvoudis, Kristen Davis, 
Robert Dennis, Jacob Dick- 
son, Jennalec Domke, Brett 
Downie, Nada Gibson, 
Dylan Gordan, Wendy Had- 
ley, Letitia heeley, Jessica 
Hogg, Pedro Isidoro, 
Stephanie Jacobs, Aaron 
Klein, Erica Lloyd, Melanie 
Mahon, Morgan Reisbak- 
ken, Scott Rigler, Jaimee 
Roach, Reann Sousa, Alana 
Urbanoski, Courmey Vas- 
seur, Tamara Yasinchuk 
Grade 10 
Outstanding Achievement 
Solveig Adair, Angell Al- 
bion, Sabrina Aujla, 
Carolyn Brown, Judith 
Casey, Meggie Casey, Rick- 
ie Chan, Victoria Chemko, 
Kimberly Haugland, Ben- 
jamin Kerby, Rebecca 
Luedike, Kathleen Marsh, 
Eva McLean, Michael 
Prevost, Kyla Rice, Sam 
Sehachmer, Anne Silsbe, 
Stacey Soleski, Crystal Wil- 
liams, Pamela Zak 
Meritorious Achievement 
Bao Phung Diep, David 
Fleming, Sandl Harrison, 
John-Will Keating, Kiran 
Manhas, Zoe North, Courb 
hey Preyser, Corey Trogi 
Contributed 
~TERRACE LITTLE'Theatre 
Society in conjunction with 
."Applause '96" is pleased 
to present Lisa Brokop in 
concert on March 13. 
The net proceeds of this 
concert are desiginated 
towards the Terrace Little 
Theatre Telethon to be held 
on March 16, 1996 at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. The 
telethon is being held to 
raise money for a replace- 
ment theatre for the aging 
McCoil Playhouse on 
Kalum Street. 
Brokup impressed the 
country music world last 
year with her debut album 
Every Little Girl's Dream, 
causing music critics to tap 
her as a star of the future. 
Country America Maga- 
zine pegged her as one of 
the year's "Top Ten Most 
Likely to Succeed." 
The St. Petersburg Times 
called her a singer with 
"talent to spare." 
Billboard said, "Brokop is 
barely into her 20's, but she 
is already one heck of a 
song stylist." 
In a field overflowing with 
talented new artists, Brokup 
received a 1995 Academy of 
Country Music Award 
nomination as Top New Fe- 
male Vocalist ~ at 21 she 
was the youngest performer 
to be nominated for that 
award since Tanya Tucker 
in the 1970's. 
Brokup started singing 
publicly while still a child. 
At seven, she joined her 
morn and brother in a family 
group that played churches, 
charities and hospitals. 
Brokup began singing 
professionally at age 15, 
formed her own working 
band at 16 and won a role as 
a country singer in the film 
VIRGINIA HYSTAD 
Dear Sir: 
Certified T.F.H. Practitioner 
'ou have any of these 
3blems? 
stress, backache, neck or 
raider tension, ankle and 
t problems, knee pain... 
just need to relax?? 
m, take a healthy step and 
l the difference- 
)erience asession with our 
ch for health and 
Lexology practitioner. 
OPEN WEEKDAYS UNTIL 7PM. 
652 Lazelle Ave. I ~ : ~ / ~  Open Weekdays until 7:00 p.m. 
Terrace 635-4997 
O The Terraoe Little Theatre 
Presents 
APPLAUSE '96 
TELETHON / 
TO PLEDGE DiAL 638-ARTS 
%~ 3 - 4pm 4 - 5pm ,s. 
q'~o~,~ Conrad Paul ,~c~~C~ 
FIc~ops Harm ~e 
• t,J' "%%~,,.d" ,ne o, ue Jim Hbtcm • ,~'~o.",qo~ 
And Many More Local Entertainers 
] WATCH US ON CABI,E ~o OR 
i~ [ J~ ig  CS AT R.E.M. THEATRE ~ ~  
' , This Ad space is present~ as a public service by: 
IPh: 638-7283 " 
~, ~ 7 -  8pro 8 - 9pro ~) 
._,'Wo.~oO ;, Th  Bl  Ji  Rt~:  b. ,r, b ~ O,0. !:
°,~,,~;~o"/ She dows Jim Fost,,r ,/°c~"'% ";, 
~p- -,~ 
 allg I :01 ,)  rs 
 I ¢)N  [ ,
"Lend Hand, ! e Rrts" 
[ , , H. : :e 
[ h:,3,-m3 TA NTI-3AI  1-3 ,2,o C'in= S'. 
Fax: 638-8432 ~ 3. ~ ~ • J-,,,.L X.JL ~.3-.," Terrace, B.C. Lisa Brokup 
Harmony Cats when sire 
was just 18 years old. 
Her experience showed 
when she played her first 
showcase ht Nashville and 
immediately got a record 
contract ill 1992. 
A jam-packed touring 
schedule, including dates 
opening for George Strait, 
John Michael Montgomery, 
Alan Jackson and John 
Berry, has only expanded 
the ranks of Lisa Brokop ad- 
mires, and enabled her to 
home her skills as a live per- 
former. 
Concert reviewers from all 
over the country have 
praised her astounding vocal 
talents and easy stage 
presence. 
This may be your oxdy op- 
portunity to watch a live 
performance in Terrace for 
this rising country star. 
When you remember how 
young she still is, it's easy 
to imaging how far she will 
go. 
Lisa Brokup will be ap- 
pearing at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre at 8 p.m. on March 
13. Tickets are available 
from Uniglobe Courtesy 
Travel, for $25. 
Thank You 
I would like to thattk and congratulate he Tenace Multi- 
cultural Society and the Northwest Development Educa- 
tion Assoc. for the wonderful dinner and entertainment on
Feb. 24. 
Honourable Mention: We have been going to these functions for a few years 
Thomas Burbee, Shaun now. It was lovely to chat with old acquaintances and 
DaSilva, Camillo Desierto, frimds, and to meet new people, i 
Carlene Erickson, Hayley A special thank you to the Terrace Brownies for the 
Gordon, Glen Holt, Andrea wonderful East Indian dance. : 
Malo, Beth Standley, Kanwal Gill 
To em's Countrywide 
[  jF Furn|ture and Appliance (since 1963) 638-1158 
4501 Lakelse Ave. , Terrace. B.C. 1 -800-81  3 -11  58 
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SKEENA ANGLER 
ROB BROWN 
I T IS SPRING. The song birds are 
back. The Fraser is unlocked. Soon 
the gray swelling river will be run- 
ning its fingers through the newly 
greened thatch sprouting from sandy banks. 
There is no freeway roar, no brown haze 
blanket over Vancouver. There is indush'y, but a 
short trip puts the metal tattoo of hammers and 
the rasp of saws out of earshot. 
It is 1860. John Keast Lord, former 
veterinarian from the tame countryside of 
Devon, England, now a trail blazer, explorer 
and naturalist, moves up the rising river in a 
long canoe. A giant fish, gunmetal gray and 
white erupts the surface, hangs in the air long 
enough for the crew to appreciate its dimen- 
i 
sions, then plunges, leaving a great wash in its 
wake. 
"It 's as though a huge rock had been pitched 
in the river by some Titan hand," writes Keast 
Lord in his masterpiece The Naturalist in Van- 
couver Island and British Columbia, some six 
years later. 
The rock fish is the descendant of the trans- 
formed daughter of Clothed-With-Power, the 
first chief of the water body now called Pitt 
Lake. Later it became known as the great white 
sturgeon. Acipenser transmontanus, whale like 
fish lurking in the sluggish, brackish water at 
the mouths of great rivers, haunting the deep 
canyons underneath the roar of unruly water, 
threading their way through the Rockies as 
many as a thousand miles inland.. 
Everything about the Great White of the 
~ Fraser is magic: myths swirl around-it like the .... 
dangerous currents in the Fraser Canyon where 
the giants lie in excavations of their own 
making, intercepting rotting salmon carcasses, 
or anything else edible swept by. Ancient whis- 
kered fish with mouths like the truncated trunks 
of pachyderms sturgeon can enter a state of 
suspended animation that enables them to sur- 
vive, out of water and oxygen, for long periods 
of time. 
When Sumas Lake was sucked dry, farmers 
continued to plow up live sturgeon from the wet 
earth as many as three years after the lake was 
transformed into prairie. Natives peak of cap- 
turing sturgeon, tethering them alive so that 
chunks could be cut from them during winter. 
Sto:lo speak of catching sturgeon, transporting 
them miles by pickup, then riving them with 
water from a garden hose. 
Of sturgeon and pickup trucks: The founder of 
Fred's Sporting Goods at Vedder Crossing has a 
picture of a great white, head on the cab, tail 
draped over an open tail gate, a fish that ate his 
bait near the mouth of the Vedder Canal then 
towed him, boat and all, to Mission then towed 
him back before he subdued it. Sturgeon are so 
big they catalyze beasts hi the minds of men: 
Ogopogo, the monster of Loeh Ness - the career 
of mythic monstrosities of all kinds may easily 
have begun with the sturgeon sighting. After 
swimming for more than a century, as many do, 
some of these fish reach enormous proportions. 
Several very large ones have been caught in 
the Fraser, one over 1,800 pounds being 
reported. The largest of whleh any authenticated 
record has been kept was one weighing 1,387 
pounds which was caught opposite this city in 
the early days by one of V.N. Vianen's 
fishermen. 
This is a snippet from a story appearing in the 
"Royal Columbian" just before the turn of the 
century cited in Terry Glavin's wonderful book 
"Ghost in the Water." Not so much a book as a 
booklet, "Ghost in the Water" is small but 
packed with fascinating information about. 
. aeipenser transmontanus. The book is much 
more than facts; it is brief history of sturgeon 
and sturgeon fisheries: an valuable parable of 
resource abuse, facts, photos and a fishin' story 
neatly bound by the adventures of Dr. Marvin 
Rosenau of the Ministry of Environment Lands 
and Parks, and his quest o find out why alarm- 
ing numbers of Fraser sturgeon were in-, 
explicably washing up on the beaches of the' 
lower Fraser. 
Glavin is fine writer and with a journalist's 
knack for stitching a together the fabric of a 
compelling story with strong quotes. A sprink- 
ling of Margaret Atwood, the speech of an 
android, for example: First I will capture it/ 
with nets, traps helicopters dogs pieces/of string 
holes dug in the ground doped food/ tran- 
quilizers guns buckshot hrown stones/ bows 
and arrows/Then I will name the species/after 
myself/...I will publish the results in learned 
journals, adds spice and clarity to a discussion 
of sturgeon depletion. 
"Between what we can understand and what 
we imagine, there is the giant white sturgeon, " 
writes Glavin. His small, appetizing book helps 
fill in that gap, 
COACH OF THE YEAR 
Decision day fast approaching 
THE DEADLINE has passed. 
The nominations are all in and 
our judges are hard at work. 
And in the next couple of weeks 
we'll be able to tell you who has 
come out on top in our Terrace 
Standard/Skeena .Mall Coach of 
the Year Contest. 
A big thanks goes out to all of 
you who nominated a total num- 
ber of eighteen 'P well'deservmg 
coaches. 
Our judges are certainly not 
going to have an easy job choos- 
ing just one winner and two run- 
ners up. 
Our most recent nominees in- 
clude Copper Mountain vol- 
leyball and basketball coach Dave 
Crawley, minor hockey coach 
Chris Gunnlaugson, Calendonia 
senior girls basketball coach Scott 
Stewart, fastball coach Vie 
Buteau, Hazelton wrestling coach 
Joe Sullivan, Kitwauga softball 
Copper Mountain. 
Amy Sunberg says he teaches 
the team how to play fairly, and 
adds he's an all around nice guy. 
"He's a really good friend and 
doesn't put too much pressure on 
us," she says. 
Crawley, who coaches both vol- 
leyball and basketball, says he 
'likes seeing kids get motivated 
and interested insports. 
"Sports is a great way for kids 
to grow and learn and develop so- 
cial skills." 
Chris Gunnlaugson 
Arlene and Ron Ridler 
nominated Gannlaughson, who 
coaches their son in Terrace 
novice hockey. 
"He's really good with the kids 
and he's not worried about win- 
ning," says Ron 
"He's fair and he's really 
good." 
coach Patrick Ranahan, softball [ C 0 1 C H  
coaches Greg Frezell and Vivien 
Raposo and junior curling coach 
Kathy Gardiner. 
They join our previous 
nominees, basketball coach Scott / ~ I ~ , ~  
Armstrong, senior boys basket- 
ball coach CamMacKay, bowl- [ ~ ~  
ing coach Eva Wilkinson, figure [~l] 
skating coach Jessica Lambright, 
gymnastics coach Kris Fairless, ~ _ ' ~ ~ " 1  YEAB 
Hazeiton basketball coach 
Maurizio Basso, karate coach 
Roland LaGace, basketball coach 
Gary Paulson, and minor hockey Gunnlaugson has been coaching 
coach Tom Turner. hockey for five years and four of 
And here are the new his own kids playing. 
nominees... "Working with kids is ex- 
Dave Crawley ceilent," he says. 
" I  judge how I 'm doing if all 
Crawley was nonfinated by my players are coming out all the 
,-. • .three of the girls he-coaches at time; ThenIhave abalanced pro- 
gram." 
Scott Stewart 
Stewart has been coaching for 
three years in Terrace, and this is 
the second year in a row his 
senior girls basketball team has 
gone to the provincials. 
"I  enjoy the whole idea of com- 
petition and the intensity it brings 
out in people," he says. 
Stewart also coaches track and 
field and he's currently doing his 
Masters degree in coaching at 
UVIC in the summer breaks. 
He was nominated by fellow 
coach, Scott Armstrong who says 
Dave Crawley Stewart is very dedicated to his 
Scott Stewart 
team. 
Vic Buteau 
Buteau has coached fastball in 
Terrace for 24 years and was 
nominated by one of his players, 
Kim Montieth. 
She says he always taught his 
team the importance of sports- 
manship and fair play. 
On her nomination form she 
writes "many of us grew up look- 
ing at him as a father figure." 
" I f  like it, you just keep doing 
it," says Buteau. 
He has .coached his teams to 
Sullivan has been involved with 
Wrestling as a player and/or coach 
for 41 years. 
He's currently coaching at 
Hazelton Secondary and was 
nominated by three of the 
teachers there. 
"His students respect him," 
says Theresa Jack. 
Chris Gunnlaugson 
and he looks after them.' 
She says he drives around and 
picks up any kids who are willing 
to play. 
She says Ranahan is respected 
by everybody who knows him. 
Greg Frezell 
Frezell has coached softball for 
about four years and his daughter 
Lindsay says he's very talented 
and dedicated. 
On her nomination form she 
writes "he coaches fairly and he 
still wants to win." 
She says he reflects a positive 
image of coaching and adds 
"he's one of a kind!" 
Frezell has also coached minor 
hockey and liardball. 
Vivien Raposo 
Raposo has coached softball for 
over five years and was 
nominated by one of her players, 
Jamie Frezell. 
"He's really fair and he always Jamie's morn Cathie says 
encourage the kids. He never Rap.oso rushes trabzht from work 
pushes them." " ' ' i" .':t]at'r.I/il|],f~eJ~¢] anff, l~llls her d i n " ; l " ' ; :  .... ; . . . . . . . . • ,. 
Sullivan Says it's very reward-'"tgt'%Ya'e"a|w'a'ys'hffs'a's'ffai((on'her 
ing working with kids. 
"It's rewarding to see them de- 
velop into responsible and 
healthy adults." 
Patrick Ranahan 
Ranahan started coaching soft- 
ball in Kitwanga about six years 
ago. 
His two oldest daughters 
wanted to play, so he decided to 
form a team there. 
"He finds kids in the villages 
for his team," says Kitwanga 
school teacher Teresa Lindseth 
who nominated him. 
"Some of them are kids who 
don't get a lot of support at home 
face and make sure the kids have 
fun," says Cathie. 
She says Raposo always makes 
that every nlember of the team 
gets equal playing time. 
Kathy Gardiner 
Gardiner was nominated by 
four of the girls she coaches ill 
junior curling. 
They say she gives a lot of time 
and effort in improving the skills 
of all the junior curlers. 
And they add she's instilled in 
them to ability and know-how to 
achieve their goals. 
Gardiner has coached junior 
curling for three years. 
ON TOP OF THE WORLD. Three representatives from the California based "Powder" Magazine are back at 
home with smiles on their faces after spending the week of February 19-23 skiing in the Northwest. Four of 
those days were spent at skiino and snowboarding on Shames Mountain. The group explored the main ski 
area and the back country, anc~ all a ree Shames rivals the world's bestl Wendy Shymanski photo g , 
Sports Menu 
MEN'  S REC HOCKEY 
Today 
Oldtimers Division 
8:00 p.m. -- Subway v. Terrace Timbermen 
9:30 p.m. -- SRD Blues v. Northern Motor [nn Okies 
Thursday, March 7 
Recreational Division 
10:30 p.m. -- Skeena Hotel Sharks v. Norm's Auto 
Refinishing 
Saturday, March 9 
Recreational Division 
8:00 p.m. -- Back Eddy Pub Bullies v. Precision Builders 
Blues 
9:30 p.m. -- All Season's Lightning v. Norm's Auto 
ReEmishing 
Sunday, March 10 
Recreational Division 
9:30 p.m. -- Skeena Hotel Sharks v. Coast Inn of the West 
OIdtimers Division 
11:00 p.m. -- SRD Blues v. Subway 
Tuesday, March 12 
Recreational Division 
9:00 p.m. -- Back Eddy Pub Bullies v. Coast Inn of the 
West 
10:30 p.m. -- Nonn's Auto Refinishing v. Precision 
Builders Blues 
**PLAYOFFS START THE WEEK OF MARCH 19"* 
SKIING 
March § 
It's the "Bum and Bust" mogul competition at Shames 
Mountain. Everyone is welcome, and you must register be- 
fore 9:30 a.m. Prizes will be awarded. For more informa- 
tion call 635-3773. 
BASKETBALL 
March 6-9 
The Caledonia Sr. girls and Hazelton Sr. boyos start play 
at the provincials today. The boys are at Trinity Western 
University in Langley, while the girls are at Capilano Col- 
lege in Vancouver. 
SWIMMING 
March 8-10 
Eight members of the Terrace Bluebacks wim club arc at 
the age group provincials in Victoria 
BOWLING 
March 10 
Terrace youth bowlers are in Prince Rupert for step two of 
the "Four Steps to Stardom" tournamant. 
THE KITIMAT cross-country ski club invites you to take 
part in their mid-week ski outings. For more info. call 635- 
9492 or 635-7565. And the masters group, for anyone over 
20, skis every Sunday afternoon at 1 p.m. 
For more info. call 798-2227. 
ADULT NOON HOUR drop-in hockey at the Arena, 
11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday. 
Goalies with equipment play free. Saturday night drop-in 
hockey. 11:15 p.m. to 12:15 a.m. Ten dollars per player. 
For more info. call Don Leblond at 638-0055. 
THE TERRACE badminton club plays Tuesday and 
Thursdays, 8:00-10:00 p.m. at Thornhill Jr. Secondary. 
THE TERRACE LEGION invites drop-in dart players 
every Wednesday night at 8:00 p.m. Two dollar cost. 
To get an event on Sports Menu, bring the details 
into the office at 3210 Clinton SL, phone 638.7283 or 
fax to 638-8432 by5 p.m. Friday. 
SPECIAL OLYMPI CS 
More than competition 
MARCH IS Special Olympics month, and Terrace 
athletes are getting ready to celebrate their tenth official 
year of operations. 
A celebration is planned for this Saturday at the Bowling 
alley, and all past and present coaches, athletes and 
sponsors are invited to come out and bowl a fun game at 4 
p.m. 
And anyone else who is interested in ffmding out more 
about Special Olympics is also welcome. 
There's about 30 Special Olympics athletes in Terrace 
and a total of 50, including the ones in I-lazelton and 
Smithers. 
Regional coordinator Joan Cox says one of the best 
things about Special Olympics is that it allows the athletes 
to get out into the community and lets them do something 
they can excel at. 
"Just because their minds work more slowly, that 
doesn't mean they can't do well physically," says Cox. 
The Terrace athletes are mainly adults between the ages 
of 22 and 55. 
Cox says many of them have formed friendships among 
themselves and also with athletes from other towns. 
Individuals, businesses and community groups all help 
fund Special Olympics here and the monies are used 
primarily for out of town travel. 
Many athletes live in group homes of on their own with 
no support from family members. 
And one of the driving forces behind making Special 
Olympics the success it is in Terrace, is the volunteers. 
They do everything from coaching, to just being a friend 
and providing a listening ear. 
I f  you'd like to learn more about how you can get in- 
volved in Special Olympics, you can call Joan Cox at 635- 
5633. 
The kiss of 
-JDEATH. 
t BIIITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Box 34(X)9, Slation D 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4M2 
Phone: 1-800.6(,5.LUNG j
GIVE YOURSELF 
THE SPORTS 
EDGE 
SPORTS 
ENTERTAINMENT LINEff! 
1-900-.451-6637 
Ext 2257 
$2.gg per rain. 
Must be 18 yrs. 
Procall Co, (602) 954-7420 
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RADELET & COMPANY 
Barristers & Solicitors, Vancouver, B.C. 
COMPANIES ° TRUSTS, TAX DISPUTES 
James W. Radelet 
Phone 604-689-0878 • Fax 604-689-1386 
t,.._ 
FLYNN SCHOOL OF~ 
BALLET / 
3226A River Drive i 
Someth ing  D i f fe rent?  
Try Mull Ballet Classes taught by a regis- 
tered ballet teacher. Tuesday or Thursday 
evenings or Saturday mornings. 
Call 638-2077 for more info 
or come by and Check It 0ut!,, i
REBOUND! THE Skeena junior boys basketball team finished their 
season in second place in their zone. They fell to PRSS 72-58 in the 
final. Five teams participated in the zone finals February 23 and 24 
at Skeena. 
Hazelton placed third, and Kitimat took fourth. Skeena coach Alan 
Neufeld says the zones worked out as everyone had expected. He 
says PRSS had beat Skeena all year, and adds they're a really 
tough team. 
CANADIAN SKI PATROL 
presents the 
6th Annual 
featuring 
HOODS IN THE WOODS 
March 16, 1996 
Arena Banquet Room 9:00 p.m. 
$10.00 per person 
DOOR PRIZES 
Tickets Available at 
Sportworld, All Seasons, 
Shames Mountain., Skeena Mall Office 
RITCHIE MALLETT 
Lease & Fleet Manager 
Thornh~I  Motors 
3026 Highway 16, East, Terrace d~, zo,, 
Featuring Cars From $ubaru, Hyundai & Mazda 
1991 MAZDA B2200 2WHDR. PICK-UP 
Regular Cab, 4 Cylinder, 5 speed, Super 
Low Km's - Super Clean - $8995.00 
1991 VOLKSWAGON PASSAT GL 
4 Door Sedan, 4 Cylinder, Automatic, 
Fully Loaded. $14,995.00 
635-7286 
lPictoriart  mpshade Class 
Coming  to  your  a rea  soon!  
Learn  how to c reate  
authent ic  V ic to r ian  
Lampshades  fo r  
p leasure  or  fo r  prof i t .  
These shades ell tbr hundreds 
of dollars in tile stores. This 
class teaches you all the 
techniques u ed to make these 
beautiful sMdes including 
pleating and shurring. Class 
includes an supplies needed for 
your first shade. THIS IS NOT 
A HOT GLUE METHOD[ 
Our Instructor will be in your area 
March 13 & 14, 1996. Evenings 
For more information or to register p/ease call 
1-800-424-8855 
Head Office: Kelowna, B.C. 
Are you coming to Prince George this weekend? 
RAMADA HOTEL 
(formerly The Holiday Inn) 
Downtown Prince George 
444 George St., Prince George, B.C. 
CALL DIRECT FOR RESERVATIONS 
1-800-830-8833 
~r~ *Subject to availability Based on 2 children eating from our Kids Menu for a weekend stay. 
For First Time Skiers & Snowboarders 
$ 
Only .95÷ x 
e 
Mou~rrhuN IB n~LopMl~rr  
IJaNn  
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ACTION AD RATES 
638;.,7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in 
ads please have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard I Insedion - $6.50 (+tax) $22.63 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1 insertion $7.50 (+tax) *Additional at $6.64 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $1f.00 (+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL WEEKS - $5.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 25) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.39 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$22.83 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $11.90 per column inch 
*Additional at $6.64 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
:10, REAL ESTA,TE.; 
CTION DS 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmohiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days slier the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser equesting space that lhe liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted Item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address  
Phone  Start  Date  
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  Cred i t  Card  No,  
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW 
11 
16  
6 .65  
7140 
C l ip  & Mal l  Th is  Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
7 
12  
17  
6 .80  
7 .55  
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
8 
13  
18  
6 .95  
7 ,70  
STANDARD 
[ ]  V ISA  El MASTERCARD 
Exp i ry  Date  
= 'ER SPACE 
10 
16  
- ONE WORD 
9 
14  
19  20  - $6 .50  
7 .10  7 .25  
7 .85  8 .00  
For  longer  ad,  ) lease  use  a separate  sheet  
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
10. REAL ESTATE 
1700 SO. ft. house on very ;3V O w n e r  
secluded street. Fishing in back 
yard. New windows, line siding, 
Carpets, etc. $150,000, 638- 
7250. 
2 ACRES FOR SALE at Jack 
Pine Flats, Quiet cul de sac. 
Partially cleared. Mobile homes 
ok. Good water supply and 
septic. Salamon way. $34,900 
638-7865 
3/5 ACRE, R-3, sewer and 
water. South side, n eeds fill. 
$43,000 o.b.e. 635-5309 
pF IRCED SALE ~ 
I Excellent Starter Home 
1970 sqfl, 2 bedroom, w/w, 
11/2 basement, laundry 
room, garage, large lot, 
fruit trees, green house, 
storage sheds, large gar- 
den area. 
Located in Thornhill 
635-9013 for appt. 
Stea*~T~£~g~OOD. 
Last Reduction $110,900 
I Terry Cook 
1300 sqft, 3 bed- 
room home on 
quiet cul de sac. 
K'san Ave Thornhill 
Full basement, gas 
heat. 
i35-3346 
s4r,/ 
SALE ON 
  0WJl,n   
,.o:v::::;y°:::z -_:- 
: l 'e nCehr: i :  e e%%arr t )  ° m e ~ , 
Call for an appointment today I 
I 635-7466 7"/,, In the Keith Ave. Mall 
Authorized ~ Dealer 
l= I 
4 BEDROOM 2600 sqft home 
on 4.9 acres in South Hazelton 
(unincorporated) detached 
20'X30' garage/shop. Appt to 
view call 635-0079 between 5-9 
p.m. 
4 YEAR old home on bench. 5 
bedroom, 3 baths. Large 
kitchen with oak cupboards, 
breakfast counter and french 
doors leading to patio. Master 
bedroom w/walk in closet and 
ensuite. 2/3 of an acre, double 
garage. N/G heating. 3904 
Spring Cr. Dr. $209,900 638- 
7865 
RE/MAX OF TERRACE 
638-1400 
E WORK TOGETHER 
FOR YOU! 
Joyce Findlay Sheila Love 
635-2697 635-3004 
$198,900  MLS 
$197,000 EXC 
Contemporary design with 
over 1,600 square feet of 
living space on each floor. 
Sunken living room with a 
natural gas fireplace, 
?~I~ sunkenfamiiyroomoffthe 
i ;~  . . . .  kitchen nook, four 
spacious bedrooms, and 
three full baths. Double 
garage, beautiful yard and 
- -  choice Bench location. 
JUST IN TIME FOR 
SPRING. New three 
bedroom home in BENCH 
PARK subdivision. 10' 
ceiling with crown 
mouldings in the living and 
dining room, spacious 
kitchen, three bedrooms, 
two full baths, full 
basement for future 
development and a double 
garage. 
HOUSE ON church hill drive. 3 
bd split level 1240 sqft. 4 piece. 
Bath with jet tub. Also central 
vacuum, 2 gas fire places. Gas 
hot water. Gas furnace. Built in 
china cabinet. Fully landscaped 
with fence and shed. Hook up 
fee for sewer paid. Asking 
$157,500 635-7569 
HOUSE FOR sale on Sparks 
St. 3407. 
Three bedroom up one wash 
room up. Three bedroom 
basement one wash room. 
1 Heat natural gas. 
2. One shed and new fence. 
3. Paved driveway 
4. Big Hydro two metre 
Asking 133,000 Phone 638- 
1934 
~ 1~ RE/MAX OF TERRACE ~~,  638-1400 
WE WORK TOGETHER 
FOR YOU! 
Joyce Fincllay Sheila Love 
635-2697 635-3004 
OPEN HOUSES 
Saturday, March 9 1996 
• "~ ?: :; $115,900 
MLS 
noon - 
~ ~ ~ :  1:30 p.m. 
5035 Agar Avenue 
$172,500EXC 
1:30 - 
3:00p.m. 
4901 Straume Avenue 
FROM THE GROUND UP HOME IMPROVEMENT GUIDE 
Let These Professionals And Discount Suppliers Help You With Your Home Work! 
~"=" ~1~ ~ m[--ml = ~ : '  TOTAL FINISHEDAREA 
~:::,t,l I(~11 o Io1~  ~1 ~ ~-on~ ~s~ sq. FL 
SE~R. __ I ~ I ~ " 2--L" --  , ...... I~A~ ~.~'l I 
,# .  ~ t ~ ,)% ~o* GARAGE ~ I"' .... J r ~ o..,.o ~.. . .~ x~ t_...~l : ..... i 
I I I ....... I I I  I " I -  -%=- ' ) ' - I / /  ,~  FI ~ . . . . . . . . .  j,.,I 
L , - - - - r ' J  I-7 ETr ...... L, ! 
L.. .... /.I -.. 
HOME PLANS 
. . . . .  . ,  , . The Colour . / (  ''t, k,~jo'L, t ,:. % , / ~ . j ~ • I 
",1 .~' 2,.~ ) i ' ~ L ~"~l  | 
,; ConnecUon Designs 
' ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l l t  ~,~ ~- ~ ~ . "Leading the way in home decorating" 
~ ~ ~ 0 ;  ~ ~' ~'"I ,  Blinds, Drapes, Bedspreads, Ceramic Tiles, Wallpaper, Upholstery 
,- ~ Fabrics, Custom Area CarpeLs & Interior Decorating Services 
~"- 635-7466 
In the  Ke i th  Avenue  Mall  
- *~ COZY CORNER 
FIREPLACE " ~ : ' ~ P L U S  t. ~'HU'C"" Gas & Wood Fireplaces 
_sa'.o'tPLUS t L 6"Ht~/ rU ~ ~ - ~  CE~. Marble &'131e Finishing 
~ ~  "~" - , - ; . : , -  SPECIALT IES  LTD. ~ ....... I~ ~ ~.~ ,' ,o;;~so~ ~ 12 Styles Of Custom 
~n ~LOO. Made Mantels 
1¢~oS q.  Ft. 635-6477 
= 3756 River Dr., Thornhill 
Furniture Repairs 
and Upholstery 
Pioneer Upholstery 
(since 1973) 
3901 Dobbie Street, Terrace, B.C. 
(One block in front of Copper Mountain School) 
clsude.e Sandec.i 635-9434 
& counter tops 
European style cabinets 
beautifully installed. 
Manufactured by Van Way Cabinets, 
Prince George, 11 years of service, 
12 northern outlets 
To see our Full line of door styles, colours, 
and accessories in Terrace and Kitimat call 
Ron or Donna: 
Oikos  Bu i lders  
• Ph. 635-5309 • Fx. 635-5381 
House Plans Available Through I  EBB P FRIGI IL TION LTD. 
MEMBER OF T IM-BR-MARTS LTD. 
Temce iIde  
 Dotd;   
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 635-2188 
Specializing inmajor 
appliance repairs 
and warranty service 
for most makes and 
models. 
4637 Lazelle Avenue 
ACADIA NORTHWEST MECH~ICALINC, 
RESIDEN~AL &COMMERCIAL 
F:=I C::: F::=t I:::) I I  f= i  
THE PLUMBING, HEATING . REFRIGERATION FROFESSIONAI~ 
635-4770 . 6354158 
FAX 635-6156 
5239 Keilh, 
Terrace 
1-800-566-7158 
LENNSX 
Your Independent 
lENNOX Dealer 
TERRACE HELPING 
HANDS HOME CARE 
Minor Home 
Renovations 
Handyman 
Services 
Concrete Curbing 
FREE ESTIMATES 1 
638-8677 
Rates 
(for 2"x2" box) 
52 wks. O $9.46/wk 
26 wks, 
~'~ 13 wks. O $14.34/wk ~'~ 
*lee.42L~  
ALL ADS BILLED QUARTERLY 
t2,.:-: t 
I ~ I retlable Servlce tO~~' ; ' : l  
Be your own Boss! This family owned and operated restouranl has 
been established for approximately seven years and has shown o 
steady rale 0f grew& Vendor is molivaled - $89,900 MLS 
I: : : :  ; e,38:4L4OO :: : : :t ~ I 
Ca l l  SILfZ/LN'N~: fo r  i: I ~ 1  
I I reliable s e ~  ~dayrl~;I 
ii!i ,..: :, :;:::~:::::::~b~:. , : : : :  : :  ::::3:;::::::~:::: ~ 
JUST LISTED- $127,500 EXC 
Very well mainloined three bedroom rancher- only five years new. 
Bright end modern kikhen offers Iols of cabinels, buS-in dishwasher, 
and panlry. Patio doors off Ihe dining area open onto a large fenced 
back yard. Masler bedroom has double dosels and a three piece 
ensuile. Wolk-oul bay window in Ihe living room, natural gas heal and 
hal water, end a double driveway..lust move in end enjoy! Call 
SUZANNE before this one says SOLD! 
Sunday, March ! O, 1996 
Z:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Bay 67, 3889 Muller Ave. 
(Pine Park) 
Very Clean mobile in good 
condition,: ................ _i_:~ 
LYNDA BOYCE in attendance 
Office 635-6142 
Pager 638-3063 
FOR SALE OR LEASE: 1800 
Sq. foot executive home in 
horseshoe area. 4 bdrms, 3 
baths, 2 car garage, appliances, 
drapes and blinds. Nice yard 
and more. $1225/mo 638-1871 
FULLY SERVICED residential 
building lot. 5218 Mountain 
Vista Drive. Terrace. Asking 
price $35,900 Call 1-604-563- 
8980 
1981 14X70 3 bd, 5 appliances, 
gas heat, asphalt roof, covered 
patio, 8x12 porch. Utility shed. 
Located at Blue Spruce Mobile 
Park. Good Condition. 33,000 
o.b.e. 1-604-692-4353 
1981 14X70 4 appliances, 
asphalt roof, $25,500 delivered• 
Others for spring or summer 
delivery. Phone Jerry or Joann 
1-800-809-8041 Alberta. 
1 & 2 bedroom apartments 
$380.00, $480.00 plus deposit 
for working couple or single 
person. No pets, no parties. 
Reference required, leave 
message at 635-6950 or put in 
mail box at 3324 #4 River Dr. 
1 BDRM appartment on site 
management, No pets. Re,. 
required. 638-7725 
3 BEDROOM (upstairs) suite. 
House in Horseshoe area 5 min 
walk from down town. No pets. 
Available March 7. Call 635- 
9340 
3 BEDROOM executive duplex 
available for rent including 5 
appliances, 2 fireplaces. No 
pels allowed, $1,000 per month. 
Call 638-8084. 
BDRM. REC. Room for rent. 
Private bath, kitchen to be 
shared. $400.00 + dep. Re,. 
required. 635-5542. 
BRAND NEW 3 bd condo. Full 
basement. Walking distance 
from down town Terrace. 
1992 JABROLTER, 2 Fridge/stove. No pets, no 
bedrooms, skylight, sunkin smokers. Available in Feb/96. 
living room, 5 appliances. $890/mth 632-5918 Leave 
Addition & shed. Many extras - meesaqe. 
in Park. $68,500, 635-2214. FOR RENT 1 bedroom 
2 BEDROOM mobile home batchelor suite. Ground level, 
complete with washer /dryer, fireplace, washer, dryer, all 
,ridge, stove, freezers & utilities included. Prefer non 
fur,;'shings. Call John @ 1-604- smoker. Mature Person. 
624-5894 References required. 675/mo + 
TWO 14X68 asphalt roof 3 bd; damaqedep. 635-3756 
two 14X70 bay window asphalt 
roof, 3 br; 1 - 14x68 metal roof 
3 br; 1- 12x56 asphalt roof, 2bd; 
1-14x64 metal roof 2 br. All 
homes are CSA approved, 
newly updated. Prices range 
from $18,500 to $25,500. 
Purchase your home before FOR RENT one bedroom 
Apr. 1 reveive free delivery. 5% furnished apartment in Thornhill 
deposit will hold your home until suitable for single working 
you are ready for it. For more person. Sorry no pets. 
information call 306-694-6282 References required $360.00 & 
evenings or 306-694-5455 $180.00 damage deposit. Call 
anytime 635-2065. 
r ~ FOR RENT one bedroom unit in ( Thornhill, two storey, mature 
WE~[ . . . ,C  O~,,[~___, adults only, 635-5600. 
• ~[~A FOR RENT or lease 1000-6000 
GON sq. ft. prime office or retail F V.#,,: SXNC~ 1930 space. Reasonable and 
negotiable rent, on main street, 
Your Welcome (Lakelee Ave.), main floor - 
Wagon Hostesses prime location - suitable for 
retail and office. Ph. 638-0555. 
for Terrace, B.C. FOR RENT, 2 bedroom, top 
are :  floor of house. Suitable for 
working couple. No pets, 
downtown area, $800/month 
including heat & hydro. Phone 
635-5020. 
Elaine 635-3018 
Francine 635-2688 
Nelia 635-1605 1 
Tanis 635-6459 
Gillian 635-3044 
If you have 
,;moved to Terrace 
or  have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, 
just give one of us 
k,~call. ~ j  
LARGE FURNISHED room, full 
kitchen and bath shared. 
Utilities included $450/mth or a 
2 bd basement suite, full 
kithcen and bath. $700/mth. 
Suitable for single person must 
have own vehicle. 635-0196 
OFFICE SPACE available 
imediately. Commercial or 
proven non profit group. St 
Matthews centre. 4506 Lakelse 
Ave• 566 ft. Shared lunch area. 
635-9019 
ROOM FOR rent full facilities. 
Working person only, N/S and 
N/D. 638-8293 
ROOM FOR rent in large home, 
Fully furnished, satellite, t.v. 
w/d, d ishwasher ,  utitlies 
inlcuded. Re, required. Avail 
March 1. Responsible non 
smoker preferred. 635-2276 
TWO BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath 
duplex, Thornhill - 3 appliances, 
storage. N/S, N/P please. $750 
per month. Available April 1st. 
References, security deposit 
required. Call 638-0436. 
EMPLOYED PROFESSIONAL 
looking for upper or newer 
house. Prefered in town. Have 
excellent references. Need Feb. 
t/96 or A.S.A.P. Have a house 
cat. 635-3863 
FOR RENT April 1/96. One ORDER NOW for spring 1996, 
bedroom ground level suite your custom manufactured 
suitable for quiet working home. Floor plans and option 
person, $550.00 per month plus lists and prices available. Call 
damage deposit, utilities Gordon 638-1182. 
included, Non smoker, no pets. 
Call 635-2116. RESPONSIBLE WORKING 
family of 4, 1 small, clean, quiet, 
dog being relocated to Terrace 
by employer required 3-4 
bedroom home for April 15- 
May 1, Long term for 
reasonable rent. Lease ok. Call 
collect 604-272-3061 
FOR RENT: 1500 sqff• shop 
office, washroom, new roof, rent 
negotiable. Days 635-3334 
TRAILER FOR rent in quiet 
park. Available April 1. $640 per 
month. References required. 
Phone 635-2126 
Summit Square,  
Appartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
oNe Pets, 
Call: 635-5968 
., ' .. ,, ~ '~ ~ '~ , .~ '~, ~ ~ • ::'.-. 
' , /~ . . . . .  :•' : ' ,  ': ~w'~' ~ '  : '  ~ ., :".:':'. 
I ,,,, 
• Leadersh ip  Leas ing .  
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O t t / 6.8 ~ Factor) Financing' and Zero Down Payment Plans also a~ailable, 
(-R SEDAN 
4838 HWY 1____66 W, TERRACE . ooa,er,*6~ . . . .  638-8 J l  
~,,.--., ,,-'~',,, "~-~, .  BUILT WITHOUT LOMPROMISE. %~ 
rill ~ l~ 'd l l l~ l l  iI.t[] i~ [1£ u ,li~ll,il.[ir~ I[ t]lklll;ll~lllT~l'l~r~lkll III~[~lJIIE/TffrAIIIIMilIIff~IIIII~Ii]FI~flW illdll[TIl*l idllltllt[d~ ¢~11]1[~11111ld~1,1~4~11 Plll~l'llllall~lk~ll Ehl~.'b111It 
1 BEDROOM apartmen close 
to town, suitalbe for quiet single 
person. No pets. Available 
Mach 1, 1996. 635-5136 or 
635-6428 
NEW HOUSE in Terrace to 
share. Rent only $475 or Room 
& Board $675 Phone 635-0634 
NEW SUITE for rent. 3 
bedroom on bench. All utilities, 
washer, dryer, built in vaccum 
system, cable included. Non- 
smoker. Available Mar 1st. 
$950/mth Call 638-2715. 
OFFICE/WAREHOUSE 
1,728 Sq.ft. 
Store,rant, offices, warehouse 
c/w OH door, NG heat 
Keith & Kenney Street 
PROGRESSIVE VENTURES 
, 635-7459 
3 WOOD stoves, IBM 
typewritter 1-604-624-5894 
5X10 S/A tilt, utility trailer. 1- 
3500 axle 15" radials. Rail on 
sides and front. 2" call coupler. 
Rubber mount dot lighting 
safety chair lack.635-1238 
83X16 CARHAULER trailer. 5" 
channel frame. 2-35001b axle 
c/w electric brakes on both 
ax les-  15" radials. Pull out 
ramps safety chains-jack. 
rubber mount, dot lighting. 
Stake pockets. 15.16 ball 
coupler. Break away kit c/w 
battery 635-1238 
ANTIQUE UPRIGHT piano. 
Early 1900's needs tuning and 
very small amount of work. 
Asking $2,000. Call Dave 635- 
0163 
CANOES FOR sale. Made of 
Western Red Cedar, durable 
fibreglass, epoxy resin, trimmed 
out with real oak. Selling at very 
reasonable price. Do-it yourself 
kits are available in many 
different styles• Ph• 638-1701. 
WE BUY, SELL 
& TRADE 
All types of musical 
instruments. Do you have 
a musical instrument 
gathering dust in a 
closet?. Why not trade it in 
for something you want 
We offer fair prices on all 
trades. We also purchase 
instruments for cash, 
4716 KEITH AVE. 
635-5333 
Gold Gallery 
& 
Hock Shop 
NOW OPEN 
Buying & Hocking 
Gold, Silver, Jewellery, 
Coins, Stereo Equip, 
Tools & Antiques, etc, 
Custom Jewellery 
& Repairs, Done on 
Premises, 
635-1231 
4556 Lazelle, 
Minolta Business Equipment 
Ohms 'N' Watts 
"=~=~==~-- #4 5002 Pohle Avenue 
~ Terrace, B.C. V8G 4S1 
ph: (604) 638-8390 
MINOLTA fax: (604) 635-9] 27 
BUSINESS EQUIPMENT • COPIERS * FAX MACHINES 
( .  
i 
Serving N0dhwestern British Columbia 
Our new offices are 10caled at 
#101.4619 Lakelse Avenue 
Tenace 0C V8G IA9 
Telephone (604) 635-0615 Fax Line (604)638-8056 
Residentiat-Comm ercial.lndustrial Appraisals 
Property Assessment and Tax Support 
Keith Go~n.  ARICS, RJ(BC), &~CI 
W D. (Bill} Henderson,/~Cl 
K~en Waldie. R](B C) 
:~oar  above  the-o thers  
1 
Phone/Fax  635-010~6 i 
l Twilight Spas & Pump Supply 
. Super  e, ,on oF Col Spos 
I l'3[L.li~B.iJltlll~I~m]n 
~ . / ~  Phone for experienced and Speedy Service 
" ' "  DELIVERY & EXPEDITING 
SOrViC0S 
Groceries 
Proscriptions 
Appliances 
I Resleurant & froshm on,
Agents for: 
UPS 
Bond0dCar}ior' 
CergoVans 
Cube Van-1 Ton 
Hot Shot Set ,co  
638-8530 
; Anything. .  
" ' "  ~ywhete " .  ': 
AIRPORT SERVICE 
('C'~I Desktop Publishin9 by Lee Burkitt 
" Phone 638-0877 
? )  Business Image Design • Smell Volume Publisltin9 
L t Computer Tutoring . 
Skeena Driving School 
Kilimat, Terra(e & Prince Rupert 
'5"erring the Pacific Northwest for over 30 yrs" 
,/Professional Driving Instructors 
#" Girl Certificates Available 
,/Vehicles Available For Road Tests 
/" Winter Driving Instruction Available 
For Appointment Call: 
Terrace 635-7532 or 1-800-665-7998 
O " ~ q~ " 
Hote l  & Restaurant  Hosp i ta l i ty  
~ o ~  Equ ipment  
Three T Industr ies  
4603-A Graham Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
~ ~  V8G 1A5 
" 'We can  "'T'" anyth ing  up ' "  
J ames  Thomsen Telephone 604-638-1017 
Fax 604-638-1012 
V/C, TOR P. HA WE$ 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 Lakelse, Terrace 
(Also with locations in Srnithers and .Houston) 
Dr. Tom Strong, Registered 
Psychologist 
Offering a full range of individual, marital and faro- ' 
ily psychotherapy. 
Consultations and Tramit;g on Interpersonal 
Concerns. 
In many cases, Dr. Strong's.tees are covered by 
extended health benefits. 
For further information or to arrange an appoint- 
ment contact Dr. Strong at: 
1-800-456-7733 
B12-  The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 6, 1996 
! i:':7,0.i FOR SALE : 
i;~i'i/ (MISC.) ; ' : ,  
~ 90+ CARS FOR 
SALE ' 
100. TRUCKSFOR 
SALE  ' 
GUITARS AND amps for sale. 
Trades welcome. Now dealing 
in Takamine. Bilrs Guitar Shop. 
632-4102. Call today. Fax 639- 
9879. 
JONSERED MINI  sawmill. 
Includes saw, new condition, 
movind. 1-604.847-2348 
LEUPOLD WIND river 
binoculars 10x40, new 
condition, 20x60 leupold 
spotting scope. New condition 
Call 638.8612 
MARCH SPECIAL: Francois 
Lake woodworking. T&G 
panelling shrots 25 . 50% off 
our regular prices. While stock 
lasts~ Also available are regular 
paneling mouldings and flooring 
products. Call for more details 
or visit our showroom on Hwy. 
35 19km, from Burns Lake. 
Phone 695-6405 or Fax 695- 
655O 
MOBlU'P/AID Amigo deluxe 
electric cart. Excellent 
condition, over sized tires, get 
cells head lamp, rear turn 
signals, baskets. Cost $4850 
asking $2000 842-5607 
Hazetton 
ONE LAMINATED stainless 
steel frame butcher table, 
commercial Berkle meat slicer, 
18 gallon canner and propane 
cooker complete with all fixtures 
a few jars and cans included. 1 - 
604-624-5894 
SANSUI STEREO amplifier, 
stereo graphic equalizer, double 
cassette deck, cabinet. Asking 
$500 o.b.o. Phone 638-1142 
TOO MANY APPLIANCES! For 
Sale: One year old white 
westinghouse washer & dryer 
pair. Heavy duty, very good 
condition, $800. One year old 
white westinghouse asy clean 
stove, very good condition 
$450. Kenmore white fridge, 
apartment size, frost free, good 
condition, $300. Call 638-8809 
mlw --=, r 
BUY OR SELL 
Tupperware  
KAREN MATrEIS 
635-7810 Pacific 
mm 
CONN. ELECTRICAL organ, 
full pedal board. Suitable for 
home or church. 847-3633 
EVENING PRIMROSE Oil. 
Suffer from symptoms of PUS. 
Menopause, skin irritations, 
Rheumatoid Arthritic, diabetic 
neuropathy, execesses of 
alcohol aging. Research shows 
Evening Primrose Oil has 
beneficial effects on all of these 
problems, For information and 
ordering call or write Sunshine 
Distributors J. Grace 375, 8th 
Ave. Apt. 303 Box 1571, Burns 
Lake, B.C. V0J 1E0. Phone 
(604) 692-2362 360/500 Mg, 
Capsules 10% GLA. With 
Vitamin E $39.85, 
Blanket 
Yel lowhead 
Classified 
Your ad will appear in 
Terrace Standard 
• Smithers Interior News 
• Prince George Free 
Press 
• Houston Today 
• Burns Lake Lakes District 
News 
• Vanderhoof Express 
• Ft. St. James Caledonia 
Courier 
• Kitimat Sentinel 
One issue in seven communities 
~or [our weeks. 
Call Classifieds at 
638-7283 
PINE TABLE with 6 chairs 
$175.00. Cockatil cage and bird 
Qvm $75.00. 635-6609 
REND ESCAPE trip #2, April 5, 
1996. 8 days.  Pickups: 
Houston, Burns Lake, Fraser 
Lake, Vanderhoof, Prince 
George, Quesnel. Double/twin 
$479 triple. $469, Seniors (+60) 
$439 travel by deluxe coach. 
Call Dave Crane, 847-6130 
Smithers B.C. 
WALK FIT Exerciser Nordic 
Trac deluxe model brand new 
$950.00, 635-1403 after 6:00 
D,m. 
WOOD CONSTRUCTED utili~ 
sheds and green houses 
contact DirK Bakker at 638- 
1768 eveninQs. 
LOOKING FRO recreate fully 
furnished 2 bedroom duplex, 
excellent neighboure. Big back 
yard, smokers welcome. Must 
love dogs, Call 638-0692. 
Leave messaqe 
TRAILER, 4 horse/stock, 
bumper pull, in good shape. 
phone 847-5541 
WANTED OLD Indian items. 
Baskets, blankets, boxes, ect. 
Free evaluation on single items 
or whole collections. Top prices 
paid. Phone Colin Welsh 1-604- 
836-3242 
1978 BUICK LE Sabre type T2 
door 3.8 V6 & air 147,000km 
auto, very clean, new paint, red, 
sunroof, all power. $6500 ifrm. 
1989 Dodge Shadow 4 dr. 2.2 
auto, air 189,000km, new paint, 
brakes. Must see asking $4,200 
phone 632-7341. 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. or 632-7366 after 6p.m. 
1978 FORD pickup asking 
$2256.25. Call 635-4301. 
1984 NISSAN Stanza, sunroof, 
Tags, power windows and 
locks, orig. owner. $3,450 635- 
3678 
ItOME BFISED BOSIHES$ 
DIRECTORY 
Affordable Advertising 
for Home-Based Business 
Contact Aaron Patton 638-7283 
for more Information 
g,~,M-dmU~o~-i,ert~c,-eotr~lep~n.d-e i~t ~, ,: 
Music Educators Society 
= Viol in • Viola • Cel lo= 
Accepting new s tudents  
HEINZ RADEK 
• . 635-7536 .: 
I ~ Artwork, Lessons, 
/ Workshops 
{ w[i .+. 
r t )% 
v Terrace, B.C. 
JAN LOK, CMA ;~ 
Computerized Accounting 
and Taxation Services 
5328 Mountain Vista Drive. 
Phone 635-7795 Fax 638-7635 
Call me for all your accounting needs, and prompt 
teltabl¢ EMail filing of your income tax. 
! have many ears of experience. ~ 
Burdett Distributors Ltd I 
Toppers Rental & Sales I 
Tents for banquets, weddings or outdoor I 
activities. Rent by the day, week or month. I 
Phone/Fax 635.2157 I 
RIOUX CONSTRUCTION 
NEW AND RENOVATION 
You want something done, call me! 
Office: 635-6995 
Home: 635-3756 
WE CLEAN OUR MESS, TOO/ 
,£==ee's Edce 
Q~! l f~  +, , J l . a .  $.¢iu= 
63~-~909 
• Resumes-ConsultaUon • Customized Forms. Business Cards 
• Spcead ~eet • Reports ,Manuals •Essays, Ryers 
Office ~ndce~ Away From The Office 
ii 
~XI IZ I I IZZZZXIZ IZZZIX I IZ IX IZ~ 
STATEMENTS I~ 
[] F inanc ia l  Serv ices  i! 
~.  Bookkeeping Financial Statements ~I 
rl~" Payroll Service • Government Forms & J,4 
~.~ Remittances ~ 
~] • Income Taxes ~4 
Undo Me.hall  - Coil 638-7878 ~ 
.~IZXIIZZXZZXXXX;XZXZXXZZXX~=~: ~. 
, "  Gary McAvory & Sons Const. Ltd 
Available now to build your quality cus- 
tom home. Book earlyl 
Also: Additions, renovations, desks, all- 
wood kitchens, cabinets & entertainment 
units. 
Ticketed Journeymen, Local resident 
_'since• 1 g69 Phone 798-2543 
:' DWJ CONTRACTING ": 
Complete Home Renovations 
eCarpenlry 
eNo Job Too Small 
=Seniors Discount 
For Free Estimates 
m 
,-1 a 
M DRAFTING  
COMPUTER DRAFTING ] 
Residential • Small Commercial 
30Years Experience 
638-8310 (Fax) 635-1247 
Gerard H. Michaud 
' . GELBRIEN AND Gelbrien X 
Angus yearling bulls. Perfor- 
1985 HONDA Accord EX. 4 1995 TOYOTA %100. Fully mance and semen tested. Sell- 
door sedan, automatic. Power loaded, including air, CD player, ing off the farm and at Vender- 
windows, locks, cruise, colour matched canopy, hoof Bull Sale. Silvertip Gelbri- 
cassette. Only $4,995. Call 638- 25,000km. Asking $33,500 638- en 847-5238. 
8171 dlr#9662. 8341 evemnqs 
HORSE & Tack Auction 
1985 PONTIAC Sunbird. New MUST SELLI '95 For(~ F150 Sunday, March 31, 11:30am. 
battery, muffler, brakes, short box 4x4, 6 cylinder. 5 Conmgn your horses and tack 
windshiele recently inspected, speed standard transmission, early. Phone B.C, Auctions 
$2,000 o.b.e. 635-1975 Only 23,000km, asking (604} 992-9325 Queenel, B.C. 
1986 HONDA Accord EXI 4 $17,500. 692-3319 
door sedan. Automatic power LLAMAS, LLAMAS, Llamas, 
roof, windows, locks, cruise, 120. The ultimate livestock• Yearling 
males for sale. Make excellent 
cassette. Only $7,995. Call638- RECREATION packers for hikers, hunters, 
8173 dlr#9662. 
1987 PLYMOUTH Re l iant ,  VEHICLES mushroom pickers and trekking 
companies. Ideal guardians for "t 
station wagon. Factory propane sheep in coyote country. Do 
90,000kms. Asking 2500 1981 8'9" SCAMPER Camper, you have a problem with 
O.B.O. or will trade on 4x4 excellent condition, bathroom, cayotes killing sheep? Your 
newer truck. Excellent running queen bed, 3-way fridge, stove, investment will pay off in no 
condition Ca11635-2502 or635- oven. electric water system, time. Excellent 4H prospect. 
5727 work roof rack. ladder 692-3438 Spin, weave or knit beautiful • 
1988 IROC Z-28 120,000km 1988 5TH Wheel Travel Trailer fibre into fashionable garments, 
305 corvette motor, t-roof black Rustler 24 1/2 ft. c/w 3 way Exciting investment opportunity. 
recent paint lob. Pull out fridge, stove, oven, fan, 3 pc Invest in Llamas today. For 
cassette stereo. One owner, bath, queen bed, canopy, clean, more information call 
never winter driven. $12,000 like new, $11,000. 635-5633 Northwestern Llama Ranch. 
Call 849-8427 before 8 D.m. Phone/Fax 604-638-0662 
1990 CHEW Lumina. 4 door 1994 VOLKSWAGON van still MATCHED SET of Belgium 6 
sedan, air conditioning, auto, under 2/3 warranty, 36,000 km, and 7 year old Draft Horses 
power windows and locks, air conditioned, 6 cylinder pop quiet, broke, gentle, collars, 
cruise. Good family sedan. Call top, stove, fridge, sleeos 4, harnesses, rigging and shoed. 
638-8173 dlr#9662. $27,000, 692-4297 after 6. Call 845-2292 
1990 HONDA CIVIC 3dr hatch- 140. ONE WILKINS Min. Stock 2 horse angle trailer. New rubber. 
back. Manual transmission SNOWMOBILES New mats, recent paint. 
Wheel covers, great car for run- Excellent condition. Selling 
ning around or commuting. Only 1993 EXCITER Iongtrack 580 price $4,000 Call 567-9813 
$5.995. Ph. 638-8171 dlr#9662 Yamaha. excellent cond. low Vanderhcof. 
1990 LEBANON convertible, mileage, comes with a cover, Ostrich breeder pairs; Blues, 
Loaded, lady driven, excellent spare belt, ski skins, and Blue/balck and blue/red 
condition, red, CD 847-3197 heated handle oars$5,2C0. 350 corsses, guaranteed fertility, 
days. 847-8985 message CU in natural gas kit. $1,200 boarding, incubation and lehick. 
$13,200 o.b.e. Phone 632-4655 Rearing options Available free 
1992 MERCURY Grand 1994 MACH Z 1 1/2 inch board till end of season also for 
Marquis LS warranty till July paddle track stingers, Mt bar, sale 3-6 year old male and 
female Ostriches for sale, some 
1998, Only 43,000 km. Every excellent condition. $7,500 with 3 years of laying records, 
option inlcuding leather seats o.b.e. 1-604-692-4363 or 692- blacks, blues and blue/red 
and heated windshield, 3398 
Excellent condition. Phone 635- FOR SALE: 1991 Phazer II crosses. Call604-499.2848 . 
2697 Long-track. Piped. Low milage. REG, POLLED hereford bulls. 
1992 MERCURY Sable. This is 638-1249 Pick early. Also commerical and 
a great family sedan, A/C, auto, NEW 1-2 place Reg. heifers this fall. Ft. Fraser 
power group, low km's. Don't snowmobiles/ATV trailer. 1- 604-690-7227 
miss it only $11,995. Call 638- 3500 axle - 15" radials. The REGISTERED YEARLING 
8173dlr#9662. down bars - rubber mount dot Simmental bulls. Performance 
1992 PLYMOUTH Acclaim, 3L, lightening. 7 ramp for read tested. Selling off the farm, also 
6 cylinder, P/S, P/B, T/S, NC. loading front+ Unloading 2" ball. at Vanderhoof Bull Sale and 
E/C, $8,600 O.B.e. 638-0956 635-1238 Williams Lake Bull Sale. XBAR 
Simmentals, Vanderhoor. 567- 
Also 
Ask for Dennis 4127 or 567-5307 
1992 PONTIAC Lemane, 4 door TOP QUALITY Arab mares, all 
for sle. 13,000kms and very ages, some trained. 
well maintained. $6,000 o.b.o yearling Anglo-Arab colt and 
Ca11635-3720 2 RIVER boats with motors and stallion quality yearling Arab 
1992TOYOTA Paseo. Sunroof, trailer. 15hp motor or 80 hp colt. Price Start at $1,200 holly 
alloy wheels, cruise, cassette, motor 1-604-624-5894 846-5583 
nice little sports car. Still on BOA'I-rOPS AND frames. Boat 
1200. FARMERS warranty, hurryt Only $11,995. top and f rame repairs. 
Cal1638-8173dlr#9662. Recovering of boatseats H,D. 
1993 HONDA Del Sol Si. Equipment seats ect, Satellite 'MARKET '  ' i: 
Summer is comingl Take the vinyl and fabric 4520 Johns Rd. 
Terrace B.C. 635-4348 HAY FOR sale, Horse/Cattle. 
top off and cruise. Won't last Round bales or square bales. 
long at just $15,987. Call 638- SAILBOAT FOR sale 1994 Can arrange delivery 1-604- 
8171 dlr#9662. Macgregor 26'. Well equipped. 694-3500. 
GOING ON holidays this sum- $20,000. Phone 632-5420 SHRIMP-HALIBUT. Chatham 
mer? Why not drive this :1991 ~ Sound Seafood 638-1050 
Hoflda Accord EXR.'FU~Iy load- ~ .~::,., ,:-~-~ ,:..., :. ............. ~:~:~ 
ed, a/c, ~ooWer roof, pdwer wind- 
i: 210:IGARAGE i ows, locks, mirrors. Alloy 
wheels still on warranty. Just 1978 KNIGHT Lightweight 9" SALES: :::i 
$15,995. Call 638-8171 Iowbed certified good condition i. ' i  
dlr#9662. 15,000 firm, 1-604-694-3448 
1979 FIAT Allis; 3-4 yard 1~ ~l [~"~L l~vr"~ 1~ 
loader; new services; paint and ~ 
4936 Park'Ave., Terrace brushing GRC. 1981 Western ~L J" 
Star cab and chassis Cummins, MULTI 
11. 1980 TOYOTA 4X4 long box' 13"speed" excellent c°ndition' i i ]LN CONTRACTING For eale new tires, sunroof, Call845-2292 FAMILY 
winch bumper, canopy and very ~ b ~  GARAG E 
little rust. $3,000 o.b.e. Call Deere .  Backhoe with 
635-3720 attachments. 31 KWT diesel SALE 
generator. 400 Amp diesel 
u joints, sunroof, no rust. Runs welder 1-604-624-5894 Saturday 
WILLhVkKEDEA~TOPLOWDRIVE~V~SATLOWEOST good. $3000 o.b.e. Call 638- ~ March  9 
7690 Deere with wing and dozer, 740 
0~31/U3 " ~ Champian with wing and dozer. 9A.M. - 1 P.M. 
. . . . .  N Canopy and tow package 697-6359 1~ 4411 N. SPARKS 1~ 
~ H E  SOAPo EXCHA GE~ $3,600 o be 635-2927 ~ ~ ~ ~" ~ Household applim'~ces, carpet, store fixtures, dis. 
~.,,~=~,)Youcansave50~andmorebyusing 1987 DODGE Dakota pickup, larger brushblade, $ 2,500. ~ playcases, commerdal 
our top.quality cleaning'~roductsl V6, 5 speed, cassette, low OC3 Cat, loader, bucket, blade, ~ I :  counter coolers, metal 
km'e. Just $5,995. Call 638- $4,800. New air compressor,- shelving, warehouse light. 
ing, and much more, 
V100% biodegradable ,/Great for SeptlcTanks 8173 dlr#9662, upright, 140 PSI working j -  FREE COFFEE "L 
pressure, $900. Large Br inks  j i~%1~j r ,~ i~ 1~ VMoney-backguaranteed '191}7 NIS8AN Hustler 4x4, shop compressor, $2,200. 1~"  
VAIl Containers Re-used & Recycled good running condition, box Lincoln welder on trailer, 200 "- -' 
liner, roll bar, new tires, blue, amps.$2,800. Uncoln welder 
For free delivery or pick up Call 635-7861 grey in colour. Only one owner. 300 amps, $2,000. Lincoln 300 220, LosT AND ~: 
• • . . :  %" $6,600 o.b,o. amps,3 phase, cheapl 20nan 
1988 FORD F150 4x4, 6cyl, diesel Iightplants, 6 kw, near ' FOUND +: ;  ~ 
Total Entertainment 94,500kms, 5 speed. Asking new, $ 1,600 each. Other ' . : i  .... i: ':. i 
816 OR SMALL ~ DO ITALLI $7900 o,b.e. Call Mike at 638- Iightplants from 2 kw-5 kw. C J5 LOST 1 pager on Jan 18/96 if 
OnlyonlheNewl8"RCAMlnlDish,,i~, 8339 Jeep c/w snowblade, $3,800. 2 found please call Barb at 635- 
Dir~,T.V.m'~dU~lI.For$~9.95 1989 TOYOTA 4 Runner, V6, large aluminum boats 1-604- 6181 
STARVISION auto, a/c, power windows, locks 697-2474 or 697-2720 
SATELLITE SYSTEMS and mirrors, Sunroof, This is a 
Fermoreinform',Uionc~Jll(=..~n~l nice one. $15,995, Call 638- 
6~s-o31~ 8173 dlr#9662. 
.. Harmony Clowns 
638-8608 Lpi~, 
L~. ,~ Jake & Jacquie Terpstra ~ ,  
3987 Kerby Street, Terrace, B.C. £~.~/,f~ 
II It II I I  q~ ~Ai[t ++~ Gyzmo and Pebbles U~r/' 
mRmoAY ~Am.ES. P,C,,CS.SPEC,^ ,~m++ ,f,-r, 
eALL00N DECORATIN0 F0R WEDD NGS & ME~ NGS +~ 
Leave the Decorating and Clowning t~ Ust ':~" 
i i 
p • •~• kIORTH X 
• ~IT~ASURESV~V~ 
All Occassions ~ ~ ~  
Gift Basket + ; ~ ~ " ~  
Heather Ktrkaldy + " ~ . ~  . 
Ph: (604) 635-9505 ' "~1~-  " " 
or (604) 638-1860 
"Let us add that personal Touch to Gift Giving" 
Northwest Woodcrafts Eh s,o~,o. 
Count Qu,, nac~ 
Sleols Handcrafted in Terrace ~ Tray~ etc. 
~ Cuslom Orders 
• PI~163~-7979 ~ YourCho~oof 
i 
:~ Internet Access and Consulting 
638 1557 
ITodd Taylor • I 
| 
EXCITING LIVE chat line. One 
-on-one with sexy girls. 1-900- 
451-5302 Ext 2206 $3.99/min 
Must be 18+ Procall Co. 602- 
954-7420 
EXCITING LOVE & Romance. 
Meet that special someone, 1- 
900-451-4410, Ext 7657 
$2.99/min Must be 18+ 
EXECUTIVE LACE ESCORTS. 
Available 24 hrs. 635-1587, 
Servinq Kitimat ill midniqht. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many nave found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS 
Phone 635-6533. 
PSY¢ItIC ANSWERS 
LIVE $ PER.5ON~I 
RA/EO el ~ .1~ 
EVAM.Y RA~t~J. LIVE ~, ON ' 
LOV[ . ~  GifTED 
MO~c'Y ' ~ .  ACCI.J~ L r 
CAREER ~ PSYCHICS 
1-900-4514055 
P 
Workout 
& 
Casual 
Wear 
25% o+ 
E.,~,FECTIVE 
F=iTAIESS 
: 635-4130 
LARDY 
LARDY 
LOOK WHOS 
40 
1991 F150 Lariat Ex'd cab tilt, 
cruise, power locks & windows, 
capt, chairs, air, limited slip, 5 
speed, 302 alum running 
boards. $12350 Call 635-2439 
1991 FORD F150 2 wheel drive 
pickup. BoxUner, dual tanks, 
cruise, cassette, V6, 5 speed, 
hurry only $9,998, Call 638- 
8171 dlr#9662. 
1991 GMC Safri Xl Van 4,3 V6, 
auto, 155,000kms loaded air, all 
power digital dash, 8 passenger 
WANTED RUBBEN tire back 
hoes, excavators, or crawlers 
with blades, any condition 
please leave a message at 635- 
6205 
PUREBRED REGISTERED 
german shepherd puppies. Both 
parents are champions, 
temperment certified, and OFA 
certified clear hips and elbows, 
Long coats $350. Normal coat 
$500, 635-3826 or 635-7764. 
YOU SAFE? & .e,  l l  L J  
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children, 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
it is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: 
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
PUREBRED, CKC registered 
Shih Tza puppies. 
blue 11,000 firm. Phone 604. Microchipped, Includes all shots mB I I  I I IF I !  9100 632-7141. 9zm to 5 pm 60@ and vet check. Temperment 
632-7366 after 6p.m. and health guaranteed. Have 
i992 DODGE 4x4 3/4 ton both parents. $500 Call 845- 
diesel 10wkm comeswith delux 3091 t ~ r  " 
canopy. Boat rack, 8 foot ~ ~ ~ ~ ~N~r,S~gl/e 
western plow, Still under for the horse lover. Gifts, 
warranty. Air ride suspension, harness and saddlery. 4 kms. 
air conditioning, power window out of Telkwa on Skillhorn Road 
many extras excellent condition Friday & Saturday 10 am - 4 pm 
$28,000 call 635-1238 
1992 DODGE 4x4 3/4 ton 
diesel super cab, low km comes 
with deluxe canopy, boat rack 8 
ft. western plow still under 
warranty, Air ride suspension, 
air condition, power windows, 
cruise control. Many extras 
excellent condition, $28,000.00 
Call 635-1238, 
or by appointment 846-9863. 
190, L IVESTOCK 
6 REG.  polled Hereford 
Yearling Bulls. Pick your bull 
early, we'll keep him for you 
until you need him. Peter and 
Anneke Galtiker. 846-5494 
BEEF FOR sale. Lean tender, 
natural raised beef. Buy a side, 
quader or individual cuts, 
Delivery available. Also do 
custom meat processing, 
Hamblin Farms, Houston. 845. 
2133 or 1-800-772-6844 
TERRACE. 
CHAROLAIS AND RED Angus 
Yearling bulls, contact Gidding 
Bros. Telkwa, B.C. Phone 846- 
5628 
List Your 
GARAGE 
SALE 
Simply bring your ad to our 
office at 
3210 CL INTON STREET 
(BEHIND DARLENE'S ANTIQUES) 
before Friday at 4:00 pm 
for Wednesday publication 
STANI),kRD 
4647__ Lazelle Ave. 638-7283 
1993 FORD F150 XLT. 93,000 
highway kms. Asking $16,900. 
847-4181 Days, 847-5329 
EveninQs. Ask for Mike. 
1995 F-250 4x4 ex-cab, air, tilt, 
cruise, auto with overdrive, auto 
hubs. $27,500 638-8026 
84 NISSAN 4x4 extra cab runs 
well canopy and tow package 
$3500 o.b.e. 635-2927 
in the Terrace Standard 
7 • .. : : 7 3 ~  
' 300, :HELP,  • • 
• . .  WANTED r . . +~:---.,---- + JEHOVAHS WITNESSES: is 
there something about the 
Watchtower that makes you UNCONTESTED DIVORCE 
uneasy but don't know what it service, resumes, typing. Call 
is? If so, you are not alone. C.J.Secretartal, after4:30 pm or 
Phone 1-847-4354 for recorded leave message on machine 
message. 638-8006 or fax 638-7912. 
ORIFLAME- Swedens number 
1 selling skin care line. Weekly 
commission - Monthly royalties 
and national profit sharing. Sell 
direct or build your sales team. 
For your new catalogue or 
business information call 
Dianne Rowe 638-1349 
REAL PSYCHICS: Real 
results. Relationships, career, 
moneyl 1-900.451-3555 ext 
3402. $3.99/min Must be 18+. 
SINGLES INTRODUCTIONI All 
nationalities for friendship or 
marriage. We understand and 
we care, strictly confidential. 
Tired of being alone? Call 1- 
604-983-4880 todayl 
i 280 ,  BUStNESS 
SERVICES • 
' -{  / "  
/ \~O~TH~I~ 
C- - - _ .3  LA  13 .~; I I T  l). 
WATER & 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
TESTING 
1"800"990-9522 
Prince Rupert 
SINGLES WANTED - if you are 
single and want to try 
something new and fun, join COSTUME RENTAL business 
Alluring Encounters Video Date for sale. Good quality, sewn by 
Club. For more information call owner over 120 in stock no 
638-8429. All walks of life individual sales good returns. 
welcome. Serious enquireys only 035- 
SPORTS PIX. Scores, inTo, 4763 
horescopes, soaps, financial. 1- FOR SALE: VANDERHOOF 
900-451-6637 ext 2318. Print Shop. Small Press, Plate 
$2.99/min Must be 18+ Procall maker, good photocopier, good 
Co: 602-954-7420 clientele. Owner has other 
interests. $30,000 o.b.o. Call 
567-2226 or 567-5517 meesa.cle 
THE CHURCH of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints the 
Mormons Fact or Fiction. 
Shadow or Reality. Phone 847- 
5758 for recorded measafle. 
z~. r tours  6 3 5 - 1 5 8 7  
290:BUSINESS,  
•OPPORTUNIT IES  ' . • 
ATTENTION SMALL 
businesses, why pay high 
accounting fees for your 
bookkeeping needs? For 
confidential, professional 
bookkeeping service. Manual or 
Computer call 635-9592. 
KIRBY SALES and service. 
Get the best home cleaning 
system. Lifetime warranty. Low 
payments March special free 
ru.q shampooer. Call 635-2165. 
PERSONAL INCOME tax 
completion. Done in one hr for 
only $20.00. Call Milch eves. or 
weekends 638-1171 
RAINBOW BOBCAT & Snow 
Removal, 8" and 12" earth 
eauger, backhoe, leveling, 
backfilling and general clean- 
up. Reasonable rates. Call 638- 
0153 or 638-5805 (mobile). 
TERRA BOBCAT services 
backhoe, 12", 16", 24" Earth 
Auger 6", 9", 12", 18", 
sweepers, concrete breaker, 
pallet forks, single and tandem 
dump trucks. Underground 
sprinkler systems. Phone 638- 
8638 
'Round The  C lock  
F reshness  
Make Your Choice From a Wide 
Variety of Baked Goods, Soaps, 
Chili, Sandwiches aod More.., 
Made Fresh Daily. Enjoy Your 
Choice with Our Famous Coffee. 
Two Locations To Serve 
You Better 
I OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY I 
FOR SALE: well established 
food service outlet with very 
good clientele. Turn key 
operation. Selling only do to 
medical reasons. 638-1838 and 
leave a messacle. 
KIDS ONLY clothing club. Do 
you want to run your own 
business; choose your own 
hours, sell Canadian made 
quality childrens clothing. Then 
become a K.O. Sales 
Consultant and join the team. 
For more infromation call 
Caroline Bolland. Team Leader. 
(604) 747-0095 
LOOKING FOR motivated 
individuals for excellent home 
based business with a INC.500 
home based company video 
presentation dropped at your 
door. Great for home makers 
Call 1-604-945-7846 
SUCCESSFUL WATERFRONT 
70 seat restraurant with a 40 
seat sundeck for sale. 
Interested parties respond in, 
writing to Peglegs seaside Grill 
#3-101 1st ave. East Prince 
Rupert 
F~ClTINC RUStNESS 
OPPORTUNITY 
As leader in producing quality tft- 
Tech computer vinyl signs In 24 
hours or less. Signs Now's 
expanding inCanada nd offers you 
the opportunity ojoin this exclnng 
and profitable business in your area. 
A proven concept with over 200 
stores ra Canada nnd the U.S. Signs 
Now backs you with an established 
system of people, training, services 
and materials. 
Canada's largest 
National Sign franohlee 
635-2662 For more Information call: 
Daryl Ileppcr 
4655 Lakelse, Terrace Regional Manager 
180 Vlctorla Street 
SKEENA MALL FOOD COURT Prince Geoqce, BC V2L 212 
(604) 561-9292 or 
MALL HOURS 1-800-809-2164 
YOU'Ve Mw=)'s Got 'l~me For Tim Uorloos 
Why wait for Spring? 
INTI~IOR - EI f lE  
Special Rates for Se 
We Do it Right... I 
i 635-371 
Ric aul King 
FO II,ATION 
This Foundation is committed to financially supporting 
community recreation projects and programs including the 
addition of a Second Sheet of ice. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P,O. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6: 
The Rick and Paul King foundation Is a registered non- 
profit society and is registered as a charity with Revenue 
Canada. 
IN MEMORY OF 
MANUEL DAPONTE 
07/06/32 - 03 /06 /95  
Days of sadness still come o'or 
US, 
Tears in silence often flow. 
Memory keeps you ever near us 
Though you died one year ago. 
Calm and peaceful he is 
sleeping. 
Sweetest rest that follows pain; 
We who loved him sadly miss 
him. 
But trust in God to meet again. 
From Your Lovingly 
Wife & Children 
290. :BUSINESS : 
OPPORTUNIT IES l  
• i ~! '  " i 
TANNING BUSINESS for sale- 
full cliental- retail sales/rental 
income. Excellent opportunity 
for growth. Serious enquiries 
only. 635-3071 (days) 635-2493 
(eveninqs) 
Own your own 
Fitness Center. 
Well established business. 
Call JOHN EVANS 
Earning .Lootenfial 
to f,ve figures 
a monthili 
Supplement your income 
working 4-10 Ilours per week 
out of },our home in ihe excit- 
ing field of health, nutrition, 
an~ fitness management. A 
J 
forlune 500 international 
company is seeking ambitious 
hard working representatives. 
For information call: 
635-1 120 
B&L Enterprises in New 
Hazalton. Steady income. No 
inventory. Immediate cash flow. 
Leave message at 842-5258 or 
Box 588.New Hazelton V0J 2J0 
COMINCO SNIP is a fly-in fly- 
out underground gold mine 
located on the Iskut river 320 
kms NW of Smithers, B.C. The 
work schedule is a 4 week in 
and 2 week out rotation. We 
requirea heavy duty mechanic 
with several years experience 
on underground diesel 
equipment. We operate a fleet 
of tamrock jumbos, JCI scoops 
and trucks and various 
equpmenl for both mechanized 
and conventional mining. 
Applicants must have 
appropriate provincial 
certification. The company 
offers a complete wage and 
benefit package including 
transportation to/from 
commercial airport nearest 
employees home. Send resume 
to: Cominco Ltd. Snip Gold 
Mine, box 7100 Stn. Terminal, 
Vancouver, B.C., V6B 6E5 
CONCESSION AT Terrace 
Speedway for 1996 race 
season. Must have self- 
contained unit with own water 
supply. Electricity is available. 
Please mail menu, price list and 
credentials to: T.S.C.A.P.O. 
Box 1021 Terrace, B.C. V8G 
4V1. For further information. 
Call 638-0609 
Terrace Chrysler Ltd. 
AUTOMOTIVE SALES 
Terrace Chrysler Ltd. has an immediate opening for an 
._AutQmqtiye S~es R.ePresentative. The succe~l  appl!cant 
must be highly motivated, have good customer relation 
skills and be a team player. Automotive Sales experience 
is an asset, but not necessary. Excellent earnings potential 
and benefit package. 
Please apply in person with resume to: 
Terrace Chrysler Ltd. 
4916 Hwy 16 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 1L8 
clo Bob Costain 
ELECTRICAL  ENGINEERS 
& DES IGNERS 
Universal Dynamics Limited, Terrace office 
requires Engineers and designers with good 
speaking and writing skills, and several years 
field experience in: 
Power, Control 
Construction Practices and Codes 
PLC Motor Control 
Universal Dynamics is an engineering company 
serving clients in pulp and paper, oil and gas, 
chemical, material handling and other heavy 
industries from offices in Vancouver, Prince 
George and Terrace. 
Submit written applications no later than April 1, 
1996 to: 
UNIVERSAL DYNAMICS LIMITED 
NO. BOX 893 
TERRACE, B.C. V3G 4R2 
ONE STOP ACCESS CHILDREN'S 
COORDINATOR 
One Stop Access is an exciting, innovative 3 year pilot project 
that will provide services to families and caregivers on child care 
issues in response to community needs. We are seeking a sat- 
motivated, energetic person to: 
Facilitate on site children's activities 
Organize special events/programs pertaining to children 
and families 
Develop and deliver workshops/training sessions Ear child 
care providers 
Required qualificaHons include: 
Background in ECE 
Demonstrated experience working with the public 
Knowledge of the issues surrouncfing quality child care 
Demonstrated wriffen and verbal communication and interper- 
sonal skills 
an awareness of community resources and services 
Excellent organizational nd problem solving skills 
Computer skills 
Willingness ta undergo a criminal record check 
The One Stop Access Centre will provide a unigue working 
environment. The Children's Coordinator will work as a team 
member, operating within a Collective. This is a union position 
(.75 FTE) with hours of work and wages currently under 
negotiation. 
For [urlher information about the One Stop Access pilot project 
conk~'t Carol or Coco at 638-0228. 
Resumes with covering letter and rd;erences hould be received 
by March 15/96: 
OSA Implementotion Committee 
4542 Park Ave. 
Terrace, V8G 1V4 
This Project is jointly funded through the Canada/British 
Columbia Strategic initiatives Program,.Human Resources 
Development Canada and the Ministry oF Women's Equality. 
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) • 1,4 ,I Chdd Care*  1,, 
M " b4 
MSkeena child care supportk4 
program can help you make the ~: 
right choice for your child. For 1,4 
information on choosing care and ~:  
available options, call 1,4 
1,4 
Coco at 638-1113, 1' I  1'1 Afree service provided bythe 1'1 
Terrace Women's Resource Centre 1,1 
by the Ministly of t 4 and funded 
Women's Equality. 1,1 
PUBLIC SWIMMING Pool 
located in Smithers, B.C. with 
service area of 15,000 invites 
applications for Manager 
position commencing June 3, 
1996. Enquiries to 604-847- 
4244. Mail applications by 
March 25 to BV Regional Pool, 
Box 2298, Smithers B.C. V0J 
2N0 or fax to 604-847-4248 
REQUIRED TYPESETTER, 
layout, paste up, and design 
person. Experienced only need 
apply. Must be willing to 
relocate. Wage depending on 
experience. Fax resumes to 
(604) 837-5466 
SECRETARY/ 
TYPIST 
requ i red  for  our  c l ient  invo lved  in a 
D ivers i f ied  Smi thers  Cont rac t ing  Bus iness  
Qualifications: 
• Minimum 60 wpm typing 
• Computer experience - WordPerfect, AccPac, Supercalc 
• Bookkeeping, payroll experience an asset 
• General office duties 
Please send or fax resume and salary expectation to: 
Phillips and Edmison 
Attn: Julie Naismith 
Box 937, 
Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0 
Fax 604-847-3074 
Senior Accountant/Bookkeeper 
For a Diversified Smithers Company 
Our client, a well-established, vital contracting business is looking for 
a person with solid accounting expedlse and computer literacy. A 
proficient working knowledge of AccPac General Ledger and Payroll 
is essential. Candidates hould possess excellent administrative, 
interpersonal and communication skills. The position offers a 
challenging opportunity with a multi-level company. 
Responsibilities will include: 
• Extensive Payroll 
• Payroll benefit packages and required government remittances 
• Accounts Receivable control 
• GST monthly reporting 
• Accounts Payable review 
• General Ledger monthly recording and reconciliations 
• Preparation of monthly financial and cash flow statements 
• Reporting to management inall company financial matters 
• Support o corporate auditors 
Please send or fax resume and salary expectation to: 
Phillips and Edmison 
Attn: Julie Naismith 
Box 937, Smilhers, B.C., V0J 2NO 
Fax 604-847-3074 
NATIONAL RESIDENTIAL 
alarm company requires 
Reps/owners for this area. 
Contact Regional Manager, 1- 
604-562-1557, Pdnco George 
or fax resume 1-604-582-6018 
NOW HIRING! Cruise shlpsl 
Travel and get paid. Year round 
positions. Both men/women, 
Free room/board. Will train. Call 
7 days. 1-504-641-7778 ext. 
0566c9 
STORE DETECTIVE We re- 
quire a serf supervising, moti- 
voted individual who is result 
orientated, the position is pert 
time including compensated 
travel between Pdnce Rupert, 
Terrace & Smithers. Applicants 
should have good written & oral 
communication skills, please 
send resume to 1-Carp Secudty 
Services, Suite 303- 1040 Ha- 
milton St., Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
2R9. 
THE OVERLANDER Hotel in 
Williams Lake B.C. Catedng 
Sales, pad time position. One of 
the citite most successful and 
growing hotels has an opening 
for an ambitious individual to 
join our team and grow with our 
team and grow with our 
company. Are you: Willing to 
make a career move, motivated 
promotionally minded, previous 
expedence? Please send 
resume in confidence to: 
Undsey Gasparini General 
Manager, Ovedander Htoel 
1118 Lakeview Crescent, 
Williams Lake, B.C. V2G 1A3 or 
fax 604-392-3041 
COMINCO SNIP is a fly-in fly- 
out underground gold mine 
located on the Iskut River 320 
kms,NW of Smlthem, B.C. The 
work schedule Is e 4 week In 2 
week out rotation. We require a 
versatile secretary/clerk for a 
number of temporary 
assignments providing vacation 
relief over the next 6 months. 
Training and expedenca in ms 
Excel and word an asset. The 
chosen candidate must be a 
saifstarter, able to deal with a 
busy oflce environment and 
work independently with 
minimal supervision. The 
compnay offers a comparative 
wage and benefit package 
including transportation to/from 
commercial airport nearest 
employees home. Send 
resumes to Comlnco Ltd. Snip 
Gold Mine, box 7100 Sth. 
Terminal, Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
6ES 
The University of Northern British Columbia is a new Canadian university 
which opened in September, 1994. UNBC has a regional mandate to serve the 
northern two thirds of the Province, with regional offices in Prince Rupert, Fort St. 
lohn and Quesnol, and a main campus located in Prince George (population 
72,000). The Faculty of Health and Human Sciences invites applicCions for a First 
Nations focully position in the Social Work Programme. 
The Sociol Work Programme mphasizes ocial work in norlhem and 
remote areas, aboriginal issues, women i  human so,ices, and c~.mqnW I~a~e::": 
and research t rough comes that recognize the intngrationd,proclke, poicyl~l'= 
research. ~lyses of class, gender and race relations me considered cen~ol. The social 
Work Programme, in conjunction with Se first Nations Cenlm, is in the Focess of 
developing u First Nations BSW. For Information on the First Nations Cenfie contact 
Dr. Lee M0rrison at (604) 960-5517 or leem~nk.edu. 
UNBC's region contains sixteen Tribal Councils, more than 76 bonds, and 
n dozen urban Friendship cenh'es. The respensibSties of this position include ... 
developing a relevant social work education program cooperatively with First Notions 
groups in Northern BC and other educationalinstilutions ... planning, development 
end teaching of First Nations social work cumculum.., providing academic advice/ 
assistance in admissions and practicum development relevant o First Nations people 
... and developing community based research with First Notions communities. 
Candidates for this position should possess a graduate degree in Social 
Work or a related discipline along wilh o demonslToted record of teaching, research, 
end publication. They should hove astrong bockgroundin issues affecting 0boziginol 
end mefls people as well as experience in social work prance 0nd policy development 
with First Nations communities. 
The closing dote for applications is April i 9,1996, with a pMelred start 
date of July I, 1996 or earlier. This appointment isat Assist0at Professor level and 
is for a three year term, renewable for a fu~er two year term contingent upon 
availability of funding. "[his advertisement is direded to Rrst Nations applicants. 
Please f0nvurd your curriculum vitae and the names, addresses and phone numbers 
(including fox and email) of three references, to: Dr. David Fish, Dean, Faculty o[ 
Health and Human Sciences, rJo Human Resourr, es, University of Northern 
British Columbia, 3333 UniversityWoy, Pdnce George, BC V2N 4Z9. Fax (604) 
960-5695. 
[N ACCORDANCE WITH CANADIAN IMMIGRAFION REOUIR[MENIS+ PRIORITY WILL BE GIVEN T0 CANADIAN 
CITIZENS AND PERMANENF RESIOENIS OF CANADA, THE UNIVERSITY OF NOATHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
IS COMMilIED 10 EMPLOYMENT EQUITY AND ENCOURAGES ~PLIC^TIONS FROM WOMEN, ABORIGINAL 
PEOPLES, PERSONS WITH OISABILITIrS AND MEMBERS OF VISIBLE MINORITIES. 
Has your carrier given you 
exceptional service? 
m 
r--- 
Rain, snow, sleet or hail, do you get your paper without fail? 
If so, nominate your carrier for Terrace Standards "Carrier of 
The Yead" 
Call 638-7283 
and tell usi 
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PREMENENT PART TIME care 
takers for Medical Lodge to fill 
in for the Holidays and time out. 
Must be pleasant, 
compassionate and able to deal 
with all types of people and 
situations. Required to register 
incoming quest and do general 
house keeping. Must be a non 
smoker and drinker and 
bondable. Send resumes to 
P.O. Box 89 Terrace, B.C. 
V89G 4A2. 
DRIVERfrOURGUIDE FOR 
small groups, May-Sept. 12-17 
days p/trip western Canada and 
Alaska, class 4 and bilingual 
E/G and asset. Send resume 
w/abstract o: P.O. Box 2871, 
Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 or fax: 
RELIABLE HOUSE sitter 
available. 35 year old male with 
home owner experience is 
willing to care for your home 
and property (incl pets) while 
you are out of town. Excellent 
references available. Phone 
Gary at 638-8750 or 636-9266 
SOCIAL CREDIT skeena 
constituency nominating 
meeting March 25/96. The 
chalet 7:30 p.m. Gillanders 
leaders in attendance. Any 
party member seeking 
nomination to cantact 
nominating chairman Darryl 
Laruent P.O. Box 253 Terrace, 
604-847-47tl. B.C. V8G 4A6 Prior to March 
EXPERIENCE PAINTER helper 25, 1996 issued by social credit 
needed. Must work  well skeena constituency. Dave 
unsupervised. Must have own Serry President. For further 
vehicle for upcoming season, information contact632-2131 
Ask for Jerry. 635-3783 
EXPERIENCED IN cosmetics, 
jewelry, home decor sales? 
Opportunity to double your 
earnings. Call Kathv 635-3066. 
TYPESE'n'ER/GRAPHIC 
DESIGNER wanted . For a 
rapidly growing Prince Rupert 
Print Shop. Wages based on 
experience. Knowledge of 
pagemaker and coral draw 
preferred. Send resume with 
wage expectations and hand 
written cover letter to: 
Typesetter, P.O. Box 935, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 4B7 
WE ARE looking for persons 
who have the ability to call on 
our present customers and to 
establish new ones. Income in 
direct proportion with person's 
ability. Call Kathy for your 
personal interview. 635-3066. 
YOU CAN start a new career at 
any age .  We' l l  provide 
opportunity, ou provide desire 
and good work habits. Call 
Kathy 635-3066. 
THORNHILL  
COMMUNITY  
CHURCH 
Sunday Service 10:45 
At The Thomhill Community Hall 
Teem & Adulls Dible Classes 9'.30 
Sunday's;iCool Club 9:30 
Eor ages 2-12 
Col lege & Careers 
Teen Youth+G~;U°~S 
Adult  Mid-ff~i~k Bible 
Studies : :.i~.; 
~.77: 9:30-1t'0~.m:, :e, ..... I 
l Past0riRo~Roo~! "<:<~?;'!i !{~:<,:+~:" I " 
Asslstant Pastor Rob B~soi/" I 
Phone 635-5058 i 
INTERCONNECT 
OFFERS DIFFERENT 
JOB SEEKING OPTIONS 
Phone us to see if we may be of 
assistance to you. 
Phone 635-7995 
INTERCONNECT 
205.4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 SO 
Telephone 635-7995 Fax 635-1516 
saoiwO K 
IWANTED 
DO YOU need your personal 
income tax worked on? If so call 
Jack at 635-6991 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER 
seeking employment. 15 years 
experience, reasonable rates. 
635-3103 
RELIABLE ODD jobber, with 
1/2 ton truck. Can do most 
anything at economical cost. 
Call 635-2465 
St. Matthew's 
Anglican Church 
46t 4 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph. 635-9019 
Emergencies: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev. Jim Cain 
Come Worshlp With us 
Sundays 10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 
Wednesdays 7:00 p.m 
R.efOJmBC 
Reform Party of British Columbia 
SKEENA CANDIDATE 
P.O. Box 797 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R1 
Tel: 635-3259 
Fax: 635-0186 
Internet: reformbc@kermode.net 
i::i@ > :~ 
ilii++ ,i!!i: 
Ron Town 
Authorized by Wanda Olsen, Official agent Skeena 
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
A S S 0 C IA? IO  N 
British ¢ol.mbta and Y, kon 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
))4 
I)4 
)4 
)4 
)4 
I)4 
REPORT POACHERSI 
Private investigation/research 
group seeks information 
about poaching, baiting & Ille- 
gal bear parts trade. Up to 
$2000 offered for Info leading 
to arrest/conviction. 
Confidentiality/anonymity as-
sured. 1-800.889.1597. 
AUCTIONS 
UNRESERVED TRUCK and 
Equipment Auction, Men. 
Mar. 11, 1996, 8a.m. Partial 
list Includes: Cat 910 and 980 
wheel loaders; (2) '89 J.D. 
710C loader backhoes; '93 
Case 1840 skid steer; '88 Cat 
14G and (3) 140G motor 
graders; '95 Kenworth T800 
and (7) '93 TS00 tractors; 
crane and gravel trucks; fire 
and tank trucks; refuse 
trucks; 7'X24' and 7'X20' 
screen decks; trailers and 
light vehicles. For further In- 
formation or a comprehen- 
sive colour brochure please 
call 1-403-269-6600. 
AUTO 
F250 4X4's, Explorers, 
Jeeps, Diesels. All makes, all 
models, lease, returns, 
trades. O-Down, good financ- 
ing. Free delivery. Phone for 
free approval ask for Grant 1- 
800-993-3673. 
ENGINES REBUILT from 
$795. Engine remanufactura 
from $995. 6months to pay. 
6yr 120,000km warranty. 
Bond Mechanical...building 
engines for 28 years. 872- 
0641, 8a.m.-Sp.m, 7 days. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance pro- 
grams information available. 
For your new or existing busi- 
ness. Take advantage of the 
government grants and 
loans. Call 1-800-505-8866. 
Network  C lass i f ieds ' "  
These ads appear in approximately 100 I(t~ for25 words To place an ad call 
community newspapers in B,C,and Yukon N,) 2 7 5 ,o0o.o, , , , ,  ,+o ,  o, ,,o  cY. 
and reach more than 3 m on readers, additional word CNA at (804) 869-9222 
MAKE MONEY In the 90's. 
Products for the 
Environment. Have your own 
Distributorship, work 12 
hours/week. Commission/ 
Bonuses paid weekly. Call 
Ron Bidewell (604)951-2524. 
TRAVEL AGENCY 
Investment $14,995. Full 
training and ongoing support. 
Full-time/Part-tlme;- home or" 
office. Many travel benefits. 
Limited availability. T.P.I. 
Canada Inc., 1-800-799-9910 
or 1-204-987-3322. 
EARN MONEY at home. Our 
exclusive system shows you 
how. No stuffing Envelopes, 
no MLM or Pyramids. 
Absolutely honest and legal. 
For free Information send 
S.A.S.E. to: New Horizon 
Publications, 286 Bunting 
Road Suite 178, St. 
Cathadnes, Ont. L2M 7S5. 
CLIP COUPONS. Earn up to 
$100/week. Call for your Free 
Coupon Clipping Guide 1- 
800-484-9507 enter code 
#1738 or mall self-addressed 
envelope to: Can-Am 
Clippers, 839-2255B Queen 
St. E., Toronto, Ontario M4E 
IG3. 
L•  NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEAUNG CENTRE 
Self Awareness / 
Healing Classes NighUy 
Weekend Workshops 
Open Channel Readings / 
Newsletter Available 
635-T/76 *3611 Cottonwood Cres. 
~ZXZXXXXXXXXXXXXXZXXXXXXXXXXXXZXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZX~ 
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BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
DON'T GAMBLE. Buy a 
proven franchise. Bathmaster 
countertop & tub resuffaclng. 
Franchises set & ready to go. 
Starting at $14,900. 
Financing O.A.C. 1-800-808- 
9666. 
HAIR SALON For Sale. 
TUrnkey. Two stations. Near 
shopping centre. Owner will 
stay. Retail and supply prod. 
ucts Included; Asking 
$17,000. Call: 674-3320 or 
587-6341, Clearwater. 
WELL ESTABLISHED ;lower 
and gift shop Ideally located 
in historical tourist oriented 
southern Alberta town. 
Showing very good returns. 
Exclusive. Contact: Dave 
McNab, McNab Realty Ltd. 
Phone 1-403-553-4477, Fax: 
1-403-553.4457. 
$WORK FROM Homel$ 
Home mailers required, 
weekly pay + 60% commis- 
sion. Send self addressed 
stamped envelope: Ryoo 
International, Box 3443, 
Mission, B.C. V2V 4J2. 
COIN LAUNDRY. Install a 
Maytag equipped "Just Like 
Home" coin laundry. Good 
family business. No franchise 
fee. 270-2475. 
PRO-CRAFT. DO you want 
your own business or lucra- 
tive hobby? Interested in 
golf? Supply custom clubs 
that golfers want at more 
than competitive pricesl 1- 
800-635-7788. 
SMALL BUSINESS 
Opportunity for this area. Old 
established Canadian manu- 
facturer offers exclusive deal. 
ership for extensive line of 
patented products. If you are 
mechanically inclined, sales 
oriented and desire minimum 
six figure earning potential 
phone: 1-403-433-2555. 
JOIN THE Home Based 
Revolution with a company 
setting new standards In net- 
working. To put our team to 
work for you call Rosalyn at 
(604)944-9231 Independent 
Usana Distributor. 
FUNDRAISING BRINGS $. 
One time $30.00 U.S. Act 
Nowl 1-800-291-0218. 
BIG COUNTRY Moving. 
Located in 100 Mile House 
B.C. Low operating costs, 
good return. One near new 
tractor plus 4 well kept 
trucks, two trailers plus all 
pads, dolly's etc. $250,000. 
Call (604)395-2447 days, 
(604)395-4859 evenings. 
FOR SALE by Owner. 
Established, fully equipped, 
clean bodyshop. ICBC ven- 
dored. Life at its best In 
sunny Okanaganl Call Dyral 
at 765-8090 days, 763-0329 
evenings. 
RESTAURANT AND 6-unit 
motel, Hwy. #5 and #24. 
Must selll Asking $295,000. 
Offers? May consider lease 
with option. Will carry mort- 
gage. Call Dave (604)676- 
96541 Fax: (604)676-9698. 
BUSINESS FOR SALE MISC. PERSONALS 
OPPORTUNITIES BIZWHIZ 2.0 NOW Shipping. CANADA'S MOST Gifted 
Canada's #1 Farm psychics have answers to 
Accounting for Windows. your problems or questions 
New set-up saves time. about health, love, relation- 
BizWhlz guides you step by ships, money, lucky num- 
step for fast, easy and rell- bers. $3.49/mlnute. 18+. 24 
able set-up. New Inventory hours. 1-900-451-4336. 
module takes the guesswork 
out of managing inventory. 
Exclusive Dataguard protects 
your valuable information 
from system or power fail- 
ures. Dealer inquiries wel- 
comed. Call Farmdeclsion: 1- 
800-263-1233. 
START YOUR own business 
today providing an Invaluable 
service everyone needs. 
Ground floor opportunity. No 
selling required. Llmlted terri- 
tories. Not MLM. Minimum In- 
vestment. Call E.I.C. today 
(604)986-6419. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
PRETTY ROOMMATES will 
share personal photos, fan- 
tasies and videos. For free, 
discreet info call toll-free: 1- 
800-93-KAREN or write: 
Karen, Box 670-GB, Kelowna 
B.C. V1Y 7P2. (19+). 
EDUCATION 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - all areas. 
We can train you right nowl 
Free Job placement 
assistance.For information/ 
brochure call 681-5456, 1- 
800-665.8339. 
BE AN Interior 
Decorator...with our great 
home-study course. Call for a 
Free Book. 1-800-267-1829. 
The Sheffield School, 1058- 
38 McArthur Ave., Ottawa, 
ON. K1L 6R2. 
BE A Successful 
Writer...write for money and 
pleasure with out unique 
home-study course. You get 
individual tuition from profes. 
slonal writers on all aspects 
of writing-romances, hort 
stories, radio and TV scripts, 
articles and children's tories. 
Send today for our Free 
Book. Toll-free 1-800-267. 
1829, Fax: 1-613-749-9551. 
The Writing School, 2533 - 
38 McArthur Ave., Ottawa, 
ON, K1L 6R2. 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Vancouver offers 
correspondence courses for 
the Diploma in Counselling 
Practise to begin March 30. 
For a brochure phone Toll. 
free 1-800-665-7044. 
EMPty'MEN% ..... .,. ,.. 
OPPORTUNITIES 
REGISTERED NURSES. 
Looking for part-time work In 
your local area? Try complet- 
Ing pre-lnsurance exams on 
a mobile basis as a way to 
earn that little bit extra. Send 
resume to Attention: FIona 
Lindsay, Hooper-Holmes 
Canada Ltd., 205-2112 West 
Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6K 2C8. 
H.D. MECHANICS-N.Van. 
Isld. Logging Co. has open- 
Ing for an H.D. Mechanic. 
Experience in repairing 
W.Coast logging equipment. 
Permanent, full-time position, 
good pay. Fax Resume: 
(804)958-4888, Phone: 
(604)956-3t 23. 
HELP WANTED 
OFF SHORE Fisheries ob- 
servers job training Included. 
Minimum high school educa- 
tion, good health prerequi- 
site. For further information 
contact: SGS Canada, 
Richard Bahry (604)687- 
5636. 
PROGRESSIVE NORTH- 
ERN B.C. Ford Dealer re- 
quires the following: Ford 
qualified pads person, whole- 
sale experience preferred, 
Service Advisor, Ford quali- 
fied technician. Fax resumes 
to: (604)847-4955 or call 
(604)847-2241 Attn: Bill or 
Geoff. 
NATURLAND CANADA Inc. 
seeks Independent distribu- 
tors for health care products. 
Earn PIT income selling 
unique products for arthritic 
pain relief, sports Injuries. 
Free sample and info: 1-800- 
417-7089. 
HEALTH PROMOTERS 
seeking persons w/fitness, 
nutrition or health care back- 
grounds to develop 
Nutritional Marketing Team. 
Training provided. Call Mr. 
Tebb 1.800-998-1988. 
LIVESTOCK 
ALPACA SALE & Seminar. 
April 19/20/21 Enderby, B.C. 
On Farm private sales from 
Canada's largest herd. Free 
two day introductory seminar. 
Info/reglstratlon Phone/Fax: 
(604)764-8951. 
PERSONALS 
HEAVENLY PSYCHIC 
Answers. Friends of thou- 
sands. Multi-talented interna- 
"(forial re'lS"utable psydht{:~ P~' 
for your Free Astrochartl 
*Relationships *Health 
*Future *Career. $2.99/min 
18% 24hrs. 1-900-451-3783. 
GOD-GIFTED PSYCHICS 
with amazing, strong, power- 
ful skills. Stop searchlngl 
Immediate solutions to all 
problems. Sensational re- 
sultsl Call nowl 1-900-451- 
3778 24hrs 18+ $2.99 min. 
I.C.C. 
20/20 WITHOUT GLASSESI 
Safe, rapid, non-surgical, 
permanent restoration In 6-8 
weeks. Airline pilot devel. 
oped. Doctor approved. Free 
information by mail: 1-406- 
961-5570, Ext. 404; Fax: 1- 
406-961-5577. E.mall: 
V is ion@Montana.com.  
Satifsfaction Auaranteed. 
CANADIAN ENCOUNTERS. 
Meet your match 1-900-451- 
5370 Ext.848. Local singles 
want to connect with you. 
Min. 18 yrs, $2.99/mln. Call 
now for Love and Fdendshlp. 
ADOPTEES/BIRTH par- 
ents/Famlly Members, 
Canada Wide National 
Registry and search assis- 
tance 1-800-871-8477. 
Information line 1-800-871- 
8477. E-mail-ffcwnr@geor- 
glen.net. 
WOULD YOU like to corre- 
spond with unattached 
Christian people across 
Canada for companionship or 
marriage? S.A.S.E. Free in- 
formation. State age. 
Ashgrove, P.O. Box 205, 
Chase~ B.C. VOE 1Me. 
SALES HELP WANTED 
FIRE YOUR Boss...and be 
your own Boss, in the health 
and wellness industry. Call 
our 24 hour toll-free number 
for your information package 
1-800-352.2850. 
CANADA'S LARGEST 
Calendar and Promotional 
Advertising Company needs 
self-starters to sell to local 
businesses. Up to 33-on-(A) 
13-on-(G) for Experienced 
Agents. O'DonnelI-DRG, 
487-16 Westney S., Ajax, 
L1S 6W8, 1-905.427-8520. 
SERVICES 
WE TAKE The Fear out of 
ICBC. Major ICBC injury 
claims. Joel A. Wener, trial 
lawyer for 25 years. Call free 
1 -800 .665-  1 1 38 .  
Contingency fees. Simon, 
Wener & Adler. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood". 
O uo'n s-et- Stralghtwall ~luon- 
set, Structural Steel 
Buildings. B.C. Company, we 
won't be undersold. Service 
and satisfaction guaranteedl 
Western Steel Buildings 1- 
800-565-9800. 
ECONOMICAL-ANY size and 
style. Quonsets, straightwall, 
Quonsets and structural rigid 
frame buildings. For the best 
pricing and service call: B.C. 
Metal Buildlngs 1-800-773- 
3977. 
PERMASTEEL CORPORA- 
TION Western Canada's 
largest distributor of metal 
buildings. Winter Salel Call 
for special pricing on "Do it 
yourself Kits" (Sale ends Apdl 
1, 1996). Call Bob Jarvls: 1- 
800-567.7745. 
THE GARAGE SALE GUIDE 
- !ii I 
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4411 N. SPARKS- SAT., 
MARCH 9, 9AM- 1 PM 
Multi.Family Garage Sale, house- 
hold appliances, carpet store fix. 
lures, display cases, commercial 
counter coders, metal shaking, 
warehouse llghUng, ~ld much 
mo~e. FREE COFFEE 
Put  Your  
Garage  Sa le  $ 
on the  Map 
for 
Stop  by  our  o f f i ce :  3210 CL INTON STREET 
(BEHIND DAFILENE'S ANT IQUES)  
by 4 :00  p.m. Fr iday for  
Wednesday  pub l i ca t ion  
IN  THE TERRACE STANDARD 
STANDARD 
:WANTED:  
Concession at Terrace Speedway 
for 1996 race season. Must have 
self.contained unit with own water 
supply. Electricity is available. 
Please mail menu, price list and 
credentials to T.S.C.A. RO. Box 
1021, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4V1 
For further info call 
638-0609 
NECHAKO ~J~, , - - - "~ 
.~" j ,~  NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES / /  
Gravel Crushlno ContracJ 
Crush gravel that is of -25 mm 
high fines surfacing aggregate grad- 
uation is required in our Smithers 
foreman area. Tender opening date is 
March 15, 1996 at 1:00 p.m. and 
completion date for the contract isno 
later than April 6, 1996 at 6:00 p.m. 
~me is of the essence. 
Documents available at: #204 • 
3842 Third Ave., Smithers, B,C. 
Phone: (604) 847-9724; Fax: (604) 
847-3955. Telephone nquiries to 
Rick Stephens, Operations Manager. 
(604) 847-9724 
Bdtl=l~ ~ Fo~ltlt= 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATION FOR 
TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A50863 
Take notice that, pursuant o 
Section 16.1 of the Forest Act, 
applications will be accepted by 
the District Manager, Kalum 
Forest District, Terrace, British 
Columbia, up to 8:30 a.m. on the 
28th day of March 1996, to be 
opened at 9:30 a.m., on the 28th 
day of March 1996, for Timber 
Sale Ucence A50863 authorizing 
the harvest of timber located in 
the vicinity of Limonite Creek in 
Tree Farm Ucence #1. 
The purpose of this sale is to 
encourage and promote further 
manufacturing oftimber and for- 
est products in the province: 
TOTAL VOLUME: 80.535 cubic melzes, more 
o~ less 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 69% Balsam: 29% 
Sp(uce: 1.6% Cedar:. 04% 
TERM: ~ee (3) yearn 
UPSET STUMPAGE: Will be included in
TSL pa~culass package ody. 
NOTE: Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
(SCI) is the primary user of the 
Copper Forest Service Road. An 
agreement in the form of a con- 
tract must be obtained prior to 
receiving logging plan approval. 
The Ucensee will be required to 
pay a negotiable road main- 
tenance fee to SCI up to a maxi- 
mum of $.06/m=/km. 
Applications will be accepted only 
from those firms or individuals 
who are regis!ered.or eligible to 
register in Category 2 under the 
Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Program (owning or leasing wood 
processing facilities). 
Applications shall provide a pro- 
)osal for the further manufacture 
of timber and forest products. 
A public viewing of the proposals 
received will be held at the Kalum 
Forest District Office, Terrace, 
British Columbia t 1:00 p.m. on 
the 1st day of April 1996. 
Additional information may be 
obtained from the Districl 
Manager, Kalum Forest District, 
al #200-5220 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, British Columbia VSG 
1L1. 
• " I I I I  
":1" e Terrace Standard'll 
needs a 
CARRIER NOW! 
For route #230. 
Braun & 5000 to 5200 block of Keith. 
If you're interested call Karen at: 
638-7283 
=" =| 
BL 
7q DATION 
This Foundation is committed to financially supporting 
community recreation projects and programs including 
the addition of a Second Sheet of ice. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P.O. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6. 
The Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non- 
profit society and is registered as a charity with Revenue 
Canada. 
. ~  .~.ac/t/c 
~ ¢J 1~"TNorthem 
~ Oas Ltd. 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY 
FOR A DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
In Land Recording District of Smithers and situ- 
ated 112 km west of Terrace, B.C. Take notice 
that Pacific Northern Gas Ltd., Vancouver, B.C. 
Natural gas transmission & distribution company, 
is applying for a License of Occupation for the 
road construction access purposes over portions 
of the following described lands. 
Unsurveyed Crown Land in the vicinity of the 
Khyex River, Range 5, Coast •District and con- 
taining approximately 1.5 hectares. This land is 
immediately adjacent to Pacific Northern Gas 
Ltd. right-of-way crossing of Khyex River. 
The purpose for which the disposition is required 
to construct a temporary road access to Pacific 
Northern Gas Ltd. 8" natural gas pipeline. 
Comments concerning this application may be 
made to the office of the Senior Lands Officer, 
Ministry of Environment Lands & Parks, 3726 
Alfred Street, Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2N0. 
Telephone (604) 847-7331. 
Be advised that any.responses to this advertise- 
ment will be  considered to be part of the public 
record. For information, contact a Freedom of 
Information Advisor, B.C. Lands, Vancouver 
Island Regional Office, (604) 387-5011. 
'~mmmmm 
Has your carrier given you 
exceptional service? 
Rain, snow, sleet or hail, do you get your 
paper  without fail? 
If so, nominate your carrier for Terrace 
Standard's "Carrier of The Year"! 
Call 638-7283 
and tell us/ 
I 
W SKEENA CELLULOSE INC. 
NOTICE TO BRIDGE 
CONTRACTORS 
SEALED TENDERS on the forms and in the envelopes pro- 
vided, accompanied by bid bond or bank draft as defined In 
the Conditions of Tender, will be received by Skeena 
Cellulose Inc., Attention Bud Southgate, 4900 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5L8, up to 2:00 p.m, (local time), 29 
March 1996, and opened in public at the time and date. 
The contract consists of supply and construction of three 
bridges: No Name Creek (13.5 kin), Gallety No. 1 (14,86 kin) 
and Gallety No; 2 (16.1 kin), located on the Fiddler Forest 
Service Road in the Kalum Forest District. 
Tender documents complete with envelopes, plans, specifi- 
cations, and conditions of tender are available for the sum of 
$50 00 p us 7% PST and 7% GST for a tota of $57.00 from 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
4900 Keith Avenue : : 
Terracel B.C 
' i 
The documents may be viewed at the Ministry of Forest's 
Regional Office (Smithers)or the District Office (Terrace) 
between the hours of 8:30 alml and 4:30 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, except holidays; Payment for contract 
documentation shall be made by certified cheque or money 
order, payable to SkeenaCellulose Inc. All purchases are 
nonrafundable. 
All inquires should be made to Bud Southgate, Skeena 
Cellulose Inc., phone 638-5715. 
No tenders shall be considered having any qualifying clause 
whatsoever and the lowest or any tender will not necessarily 
be accepted. 
Regional District of Kitimat - Stikine 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
ELECTORAL AREAS C AND E 
UNSIGHTLY PREMISES BYLAW 
NO.373, 1995 
Take notice that the board of the Regional 
District of Kitimat - Stikine has adopted Bylaw 
No. 373, 1995. 
This bylaw prohibits any owner or occupier of 
property from allowing the property to become 
or remain unsightly. If the owner or occupier, 
upon notice, fails to rectify the situation the 
Regional District is empowered to enter on the 
property and effect the clean-up at the 
expense of the person who failed to comply, 
and any outstanding unpaid expenses will be 
added to the property taxes as taxes in arrear. 
This bylaw will effect all properties in Electoral 
areas C and E and will be enforced by the 
Bylaw Enforcement Officer. 
Copies of the bylaw may be viewed at the 
Regional District of Kitimat - Stikine offices at 
#300 4545 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. between 
• 8:30_ a,m. and: 4:30~,p,r~,tvl~nday,,tt~rougb 
Friday excluding holidays. 
For further information and exact boundaries of 
Electoral Areas C and E please call the 
Regional District of Kitimat - Stikine at 635- 
7251 or 1-800-663-3208. 
C ITY  OF  TERRA(~E 
PUBL IC  NOTICE  
LANE ABANDONMENT AND 
REVEST ING OF  T ITLE  
TAKE NOTICE THAT pursuant to section 578 of the 
Municipal Act, the Council of the City of Terrace 
intends to stop up and close to traffic that 342m = 
portion of land dedicated as lane by Plan 3155, District 
Lot 361, Range 5, Coast District and shown shaded on 
the map shown below; 
AND pursuant to Section 573 of the Muni ic~p~3L_Ac~ the 
Council of the City of Terrace intends to petition the 
Minister of Municipal Affairs to abandon the said lane 
and vest title thereto in the name of the City of Terrace. 
SPARKS ST 
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BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED LANE ABANDONMENT AND 
REVESTING OF TITLE BYLAW MAY BE 
INSPECTED between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m., each day from wednesday, February 28th, 
1996, to Monday, March 11th, 1996, excluding 
Saturdays and Sundays in the reception area at the 
City of Terrace PUBLIC WORKS BUILDING at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCCRDANCE WITH 
THE. MUNICIPAL, ACT, R.S.B.C,, 1979, AND 
AMENDMENTS THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
,, E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk-Administrator 
I 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 6, 1996 - BI!  
I Z  ~P'~ C ITY  OF  TERRA(~E 
k_~_. ,NOTICE OF PUBLIC 
THE "" ~ L - - -===~ HEARING ZONING 
TERRACE BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE that application has been made to 
amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of City of Terrace 
Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995 
THE SUBJECT AREA; 
The application affects all residential property zoned 
residential south of Highway 16. 
EI:IEEI.T.F=U~ 
To amend Zoning Map (shown as Schedule A in 
Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995) by changing the cur- 
rent zoning designation of all residential zoned pro- 
party south of Highway 16 to be consistent with City 
of Terrace Official Community Plan. 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW MAY BE 
INSPECTED in the reception area at the City of 
Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between the hours of 8:30 a.m. 
and 4:30 pom. each day from Wednesday, February 
28th, 1996, to Monday, March 11th, 1996, excluding 
Saturdays and Sundays. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
THE MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1979, AND 
AMENDMENTS THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk-Administrator 
~ Woodlands 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC. 
NOTICE  TO BRIDGE 
CONTRACTORS 
SEALED TENDERS on the forms and in the envetopes pro- 
vided, accompanied by bid bond or bank draft as defined in 
the Conditions of Tender, will be received by Skeena 
Cellulose Inc., Attention Steve Viszlai, 4900 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B,C. VTG 5L8, up to 2:00 p.m. (local time), 22 
March 1998, and opened in public at the time and date. 
The contract consists of supply and construction of two (2) 
bridges: Kleanza 6km (3Ore), Copper.9km (20) in the Kalum 
Forest District. The work entails the complete construction of 
a 20 and 30 m long single-span, steel plate girder bridges, 
each with 4.3 m side precast concrete deck panels, founded 
on cast in place concrete footings on the rock. Work also 
includes the removal of the existing bridges and road rea- 
lignment and reconstruction and finishing. 
Tender documents complete with Envelopes, Plans, 
Specifications, Tender Documents and Conditions are avail- 
able from: 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
4900 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, B.C 
Attn. Mr. Steven Viszlai 
The documents may be viewed at the Ministry of Forest's 
Regional Office (Smithers) or the District Office (Terrace) 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, except holidays. 
All inquires should be made to Steve Viszlai, RPF, Skeena 
Cellulose Inc., phone 638-5700 or alternatively through Pat 
Bolin, P.Eng. McEIhanney Consulting Services Ltd., phone 
635-7163. 
No tenders shall be considered having any qualifying clause 
whatsoever and the lowest or any tender will not necessarily 
be accepted. 
(;::ITY OF TERRACE 
THE, ~ PUBLIC NOTICE 
TERRACEI ZONING BYLAW 
AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT application has been made to 
amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 
No. 1431-1995. 
THE SUBJECT PROPERTY: 
The application affects the land, within the City of 
Terrace, shown shaded on the accompanying map and 
described as: 
Part of Lot B, District Lot 360, Range 5, Coast 
District, Plan 3032, except Plan 10441. 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 
1431-1995 by changing the zoning classification of the 
property shown shaded: 
FROM: Medium Density Multi-Family 
Residential (R4) 
TO: Two Family Residential (R2) 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW MAY BE 
INSPECTED in the reception area at the City of 
Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between the hours of 8:30 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m., each day from Wednesday, February 
28th, 1998, to Monday, March 11th, 1996, excluding 
Saturdays and Sundays 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
THE MUNICIPAL ACT, R,S.B.C., 1979, AND 
AMENDMENTS THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk-Administrator 
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PROUD WINNERS!  The Ter race  Youth  Bowl ing  team came home 
with gold from the BC Winter  Games  in Vancouver ,  Coach  Eva 
Wilkison says she cou ldn ' t  be more  proud of them,  
, .  ". 
Terrace 
takes gold 
at Winter 
Games 
TERRACE COMPETI- 
TORS made a strong show- 
ing at the BC Winter Games 
in Vancouver February 22- 
25. 
Athletes came home with 
two gold medals, two silver 
and one bronze. 
One gold went to mixed 
bowling team of Robyn 
Brown, Erica Francis, 
Steven Miller, Ryan 
Sergerie and Jamie Striker. 
The team is coached by 
Eva Wilkinson. 
"They were excellent," 
she says. 
"Just lthenomenal. They 
were a solid unit." 
And Joe Mandur took gold 
in the age 60 plus Masters 
swim race. 
Silver medals went to 
Peter Hepburn in the age 
20-29 Masters, and to Garth 
Coxford in the boys 200 
meter individual relay. 
Eva Marcus took bronze in 
the Provincial "A"  team 
gymnastics competition. 
A total of 43 athletes 
represented Terrace at the 
Winter Games. 
Sat. March 2 & Sun. March 3 
Sat. March 9 & Sun. March 10 
Parents pay for a " ~ 
regular rift ticket !~~ 
and . ' ~- 
all children from 
8 to 17 years ¢_  
ski for only ~ ea! 
A family must include at least one adult 
purchase of a regular priced lift ticket. 
Special Ski Rentals Rates: 
Adults - $12.00 • Children - $9.00 
Ski renta/ packages are subject to availability 
Takinq on the province 
Area hoopsters 
aim for top 
spots in BC 
THE CALEDONIA senior girls basketball team begins 
play at the provincials in Vancouver today. 
They defeated Charles Hays in a best of three zone finals 
at Cal on February 23 and 24. 
Cal outshot he visitors 60-37 in the first game and 66-42 
in the second. 
Becky Heenan was Cal's top scorer in the first game 
with 20 points, Linnae Bee shot for 17 in game two. 
The girls go up against the number three seed Hatzic 
today. 
Cal is ranked 14th in the 16 team tournament. 
This is the girls second trip to the provincials in as many 
years. 
Last year they finished 14th. 
And coach Scott Stewart says he's looking forward to an 
added bonus on the trip - a trip to the Grizzlies/Indiana 
game on Friday night. 
The provincials are being hosted at Capilano College. 
THE HAZELTON senior boys basketball team also be- 
gins provincial play today. 
They defeated Charles Hays 52-49 in the finals of zone 
play in Prince Rupert February 23 and 24 to advance to the 
provincials. 
Coach Maurizio Basso says the boys set out five goals at 
the beginning of the season, and they've now realized all 
but one of them. 
That is to finish in the top eight in the provincials. 
The team has met their other four goals by going to a 
tournament in California, having a perfect record in con- 
ference play and by capturing both the Yellowhead and 
Zone championships. 
At the zones, Nathan Combs was named tournament 
MVP, while Neal Foord and Stuart Barnes were both 
selected to the all-star team. 
Provincial play for Hazelton begins at 1:30 this afternoon 
when the team takes on the number two ranked Lambrick 
Park of Victoria. 
The provincials are being held at Trinity Western Uni- 
versity in Langley. 
: HEART 
AND EI~OF, .E .  
FOUNDATION 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B,C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR Accepted 
ODDS MeG 4A2 
AGAINST Marjorie Park Your donation is 
CANADA'S 638-1167 tax deductible 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card, 
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• 3~/• STEREO 
• CAMERA 
•AUTOMOTIVE  
• TOYS • SMALL 
APPL IANCES • 
SPORTING GOODS • 
BED & BATH • 
WATCHES • MENS,  
WOMEN'S  & 
CHILDREN'S  CLOTHING 
• HOUSEwARES • 
CANDY • HARDWARE • 
HOUSEwARE • HEALTH 
AND BEAUTY • PATIO & 
GARDEN 
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MANY ITEMS HAVE ALREADY 
BEEN MARKED DOWN GIVING 
YOU SAVINGS OFF THE 
ORIGINAL PRICE OF 
UP 
TO 
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